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yields, however, dynamics of crop-pest interactions is relatively poorly under-
stood. One of the world’s most important vegetable crops is potato, and can be
severely affected by various pathogens. To facilitate the progress in potato re-
search, we focused on methods development and statistical analyses for precise
characterisation of spatial and temporal immune signalling pathway dynam-
ics in distinct potato cultivars, at different biological levels. To get a proper
representation of genetic information within domesticated genotypes, synergy
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1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS
1.1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION
Organism under study is potato (Solanum tuberosum L), the world’s most important
vegetable crops, which can be severely affected by various pathogens. Potato virus
Y (PVY), a plant pathogenic virus from the family Potyviridae, mostly infects plants
in the family Solanaceae and can cause significant yield losses. PVY is the most
destructive plant virus affecting potato crops, causing a large loss of potato tuber
quality and up to a 70 % reduction in yield (Valkonen, 2007). In the field, crops
are simultaneously attacked by pests as well as pathogens. Colorado potato beetle
(Leptinotarsa decemlineata; CPB) can also cause major economic damage in potato
production worldwide (Grafius, 1997; Alyokhin et al., 2008). While the consequences
of the pathogen/herbivore attack are well known, the complex underlying mechanisms
and spatio-temporal aspects are poorly understood (Petek et al., 2014; Baebler et al.,
2011; Križnik et al., 2017).
Most potato cultivars are highly heterozygous tetraploids with high genetic variability
(Alexandersson et al., 2020). In our research economically important potato genotypes
that differ in their susceptibility to Potato virus Y are used (e.g. sensitive cv. Igor,
tolerant cv. Désirée, resistant cv. Rywal and extremely resistant cv. Sante and cv.
PW363, Baebler et al. 2020). In addition, transgenic plants perturbed in signalling
are also used (e.g. Rywal transgenic counterpart depleted for accumulation of salicylic
acid; NahG-Rywal, Baebler et al. 2014). Understanding of the interactions between
potato and its viral attacker PVY will enable us to breed novel varieties, resistant to
disease, which would lessen future economic losses.
The activation mechanism of R-proteins and their interaction with effectors has been
the subject of intensive research in recent years (Verma et al., 2016). However, to
get towards sustainable resistance in the field, where plants are exposed also to envi-
ronmental stressors, understanding of downstream processes leading to pathogen ar-
1
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rest is of utmost importance (Baebler et al., 2011; Križnik et al., 2017; Lukan et al.,
2018). To date, most of the studies of those processes were performed in model plants
(Flavell, 2009). Although some findings can be transferred to crop species using or-
thology (Ramšak et al., 2014), not for all species are orthologues strictly defined at the
gene level. Translational studies (Ramšak et al., 2018) are thus of great interest for
the broader plant scientific community, bridging the gap between basic research and
agronomy, however it is important to perform the studies also in crop plants, such as
potato.
The topics within this thesis focuses on precise characterisation of spatial and tempo-
ral signalling pathway dynamics in potato, at different biological levels. Combining
all subsystems, we are aiming to gain deeper insight in complex phenomena, discover-
ing underlying molecular mechanisms and complex patterns as predicting phenotypes
under different conditions.
In concordance with defined research questions, thesis is compiled from three sub-
units. First part of the thesis is focused on the bioinformatics approaches for the
potato pan-transcriptome construction (Petek et al., 2020), second part is focused on
the biostatistics approaches for spatio-temporal gene expression analyses and data vi-
sualisation (Lukan et al., 2020), and the third part on the usage of the graph theory
and network analyses for the modelling of large biological systems and plant defence
responses (Zagorščak et al., 2018).
2
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1.2 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
1. Spatio-temporal analysis of potato immune signalling by integration of dynamic
modelling and simulations with spatial functional statistical models and high-
throughput experimental data.
2. Identification and description of synergistic, additive and antagonistic cross-talk
mechanisms between different hormone signalling; identification and description
of novel and key components relevant to our biological system.
3. Modelling connections between different molecular levels and specific signalling
network features that modulate potato defence response and determine behaviour
of the system.
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2 CULTIVAR-SPECIFIC TRANSCRIPTOMEAND PAN-TRANSCRIPTOMERE-
CONSTRUCTION OF TETRAPLOID POTATO
2.1 INTRODUCTION
Although the reference genome of Solanum tuberosum group Phureja double-monoploid
(DM) clone is available, knowledge on the genetic diversity of the highly heterozygous
tetraploid group Tuberosum, consisting of cultivated varieties for food and feed, remains
largely unexplored. This hinders progress in potato research.
Through domestication and modern breeding efforts, different potato cultivars also ac-
quired genes from other closely related Solanum species or lost some ancestral genes
(Hardigan et al., 2017). Different breeding programmes have resulted in accumulation
of various small genome modifications. Consequently, each distinct potato cultivar har-
bours a cultivar specific set of transcripts, resulting in physiological and developmental
differences, including responses to biotic and abiotic stress.
At the species level, genomes of individuals can differ in single nucleotide polymor-
phisms (SNPs), short insertions and deletions (indels), gene copy numbers, and pres-
ence or absence of genes (Hardigan et al., 2017). The latter leads to the concept of
species-specific pan-genomes, consisting of a core genome present in all individuals
and the dispensable genome comprised of genes present only in a subset of individ-
uals. This concept has been extended to pan-transcriptomes, where the presence or
absence of variations is not bound only to the gene content. Pan-genomes and pan-
transcriptomes have been described in the model plant species Arabidopsis thaliana
(Gan et al., 2016) and several crop species including maize (Jin et al., 2016; Hirsch
et al., 2014), rice (Zhao et al., 2018), wheat (Montenegro et al., 2017) and soybean (Li
et al., 2014).
Core-genome sequences are defined as those that are shared between 95 % members
of species and dispensable genome sequences are those present in only one or a few
4
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members. Together they form a pan-genome – the full genome complement across
all members that captures all known variation and phenotype information, allows for
identification of novel genes not present in the reference genome, reveals chromosomal
rearrangements between genotypes and allows for the quantitation of allele dosage (non-
random association of alleles) between individuals (Marschall et al., 2018). The core
genome limits the definition of the expected gene space and completeness estimates. It
is well established that genes with high biological relevance in adaptation to abiotic and
biotic stresses, diversification and specific agronomic and metabolic traits are present
in the dispensable genome sequence set (Brown et al., 2017). It is of great importance
to define well the population range which will be inspected regarding the assembly
completeness and over which genes are expected to be conserved.
Usually, genomes of non-model organisms are less complete and poorly (or incorrectly)
annotated, than those of model organisms (E. coli, S. cerevisiae, D. melanogaster, A.
thaliana, D. rerio, M. musculus). Therefore, some biologically relevant differentially
expressed genes cannot be identified using reference genome-based approaches (Wang
and Gribskov, 2017). To address specified lack of knowledge, bioinformatics pipeline
was developed for the transcriptome assembly of heterozygous tetraploid potato geno-
types and their integration with the reference genome into a pan-transcriptome (Petek
et al., 2020).
5
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2.2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
2.2.1 Short description of basic terminology
• bubble: a bifurcation in the graph
• contig: contiguous consensus sequence as the result of an assembly of multiple
overlapping sequence reads
• coverage: the number of the reads that align to a specific position in the reference
sequence
• de novo assembly: assembly of reads for sequence reconstruction without using
a reference sequence
• indel: insertion or deletion in one sequence with respect to the reference sequence
• k-mer: a short oligonucleotide of length k
• paired-end sequencing: technology used to obtain sequence reads from both ends
of a template
• Phred quality score: −log(P(base− calling error− rate))
• read: finite sequence of characters ∈{A, C, T, G}
• sequence alignment: best matching of consecutive characters in one sequence
with another
• sequence assembly: overlap detection of (nearly) identical sub-sequences within
a set and their consolidation into a longer sequence
• sequencing: determination of the primary structure, i.e. order of characters, of
a given biopolymer (fragment)
2.2.2 High-throughput sequencing (HTS): libraries, sequencing platforms and as-
semblers
Next-generation sequencing or High-throughput sequencing (HTS) approaches are ex-
tensively used to investigate organism specific processes, responses to stressful environ-
ments, defence, adaptation, evolution etc (Conesa et al., 2016; Marschall et al., 2018).
Development of this high-throughput (HT) technologies brought up some new high-
dimensional data analytic challenges, e.g. appropriate experimental design for compar-
6
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ing multiple experimental conditions, managing various sources of noise and longitudi-
nal gene expression data clustering and classification (Liu and Dickerson, 2017).
In RNA-Seq experiments, noise sources can be complex, diverse and highly dependent
on the library preparation steps, template amplification methods, sequencing platform
and accompanying sequencing chemistry (Quail et al., 2012; Van Dijk et al., 2014).
Furthermore, without detailed understanding of error sources, noise can contribute to
faulty interpretation of differential profiling studies, and therefore faulty conclusions
in common high-throughput experimental approaches. Luckily, there are quite few
appropriate bioinformatics tools available that can be used to compensate for known
biases.
Library preparation protocols are tightly bounded to the sequencing technology and
organism of interest. As they are under the umbrella of molecular biology, they will
not be described here. However, it is of interest to mention Duplex Specific Nuclease
(DSN) in vitro normalization (Zhulidov et al., 2004), which is used to enzymatically
reduce the frequency of the most abundant transcripts.
Sequencing platforms can be divided, based on their chemistry, to short read sequenc-
ing and long read sequencing platforms. Nevertheless, in all mentioned cases, sequenc-
ing products are called ’reads’ - finite sequences defined on Σ = {A, C, T, G} alphabet,
used as input in downstream applications. Reads resulting from short read sequencing
platforms can be further defined as single-end (SE) reads, paired-end (PE) reads or
mate-pair (MP) reads. Most common is PE sequencing (Roach et al., 1995), where
base pairs from both ends of the fragments are sequenced to produce pairs of reads in
forward-reverse (FR) orientation separated by an unsequenced insert of defined length
(size). PE sequencing contributes to higher specificity than SE in downstream bioinfor-
matics pipelines. MP differ from PE in library preparation protocols, read orientation
and insert size (typically over longer distances). Data from short reads sequencing
platform come with the addition of quality score per sequenced base that represent the
7
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probability that a given base in given sequence is correctly determined.
Reads used in the described project come from three different HTS platforms and three
sequencing companies: SOLiD (Applied Biosystems), HiSeq and MiSeq (Illumina) and
Single Molecule Real-Time Sequencing (SMRT; Pacific Biosciences). SOLiD (Pandey
et al., 2008) encodes two bases at once and it was mostly used for re-sequencing ex-
periments. It is capable of better separation between single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) and erroneous bases due to its ’two-colour mode’ approach, however it pro-
duces shorter single end reads with high error rates. Illumina sequencing platforms
are based on ’sequencing by synthesis’, are most commonly used platforms in HTS ex-
periments, due to lower sequencing cost per base and sequencing time (Bentley et al.,
2008; Quail et al., 2012; Lahens et al., 2017). Illumina offers strand specific sequenc-
ing (Miller et al., 2013; Levin et al., 2010; Martin et al., 2013), which is important
for transcript discovery, identification of antisense transcripts and correctly detecting
expression levels. Illumina base-calling error rates are non-randomly distributed, in-
creasing towards the end of reads (3’). Fortunately, different in silico normalization
strategies have proven to be helpful in overcoming the systematic biases, in addition
with post sequencing quality control. This in general helps to exclude lower quality
samples, thus reducing noise and improving accuracy of the read data set. SMRT
sequencing (Eid et al., 2009; Magrini et al., 2018), long read sequencing technology, is
an amplification-free method, producing continuous long reads (CLR), at the cost of
lower throughput. The final output sequence is generated using a consensus sequence
approach (averaging the sequence information from multiple reads of single template,
Figure 1) (An et al., 2018). However, the frequency of mismatches and insertions or
deletions were reported to be higher in PacBio long reads than in short ones (Ardui
et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2019). Therefore, an optimum approach is to complement long
reads with short ones (Chao et al., 2018).
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Figure 1: Schematic overview of HTS sequencing steps, from library preparation to se-
quencing output (Voelkerding et al., 2009; Yeh et al., 2017). From left to right: Applied
Biosystem’s SOLiD sequencing by ligation, Illumina sequencing by synthesis and PacBio
single molecule real-time sequencing.
Slika 1: Shematski pregled korakov sekvenciranja, od priprave knjižnice do izhodneg za-
poredja nukleotidov (Voelkerding in sod., 2009; Yeh in sod., 2017).
Sequence reconstruction from HTS short reads can be performed in two ways, either
by mapping reads to a reference genome or transcriptome, i.e. reference sequence of
phylogenetically closes species, or by de novo assembly, reconstruction of transcript
sequences from reads through contiguous sequences assembled from shorter overlapping
sequence reads (contigs), without the aid of genome sequence information (Martin and
Wang, 2011).
While the mapping approach is computationally less exhaustive, de novo assembly
methods avoid errors correlated with mapping tools and the miss-assembly and miss-
annotation of the reference sequence and are capable to discover novel variations (Li
9
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and Homer, 2010; Sze et al., 2017). On the other hand, de novo assembly methods
suffer from difficulties in handling highly repetitive regions and are prone to construct
chimeric sequences, transcripts that contain non-repetitive parts from two or more
different genes. When the reference sequence is of high-quality and high-confidence,
RNA-seq experiments are usually conducted to quantify the gene expression levels
(amount of mRNA) between biological conditions of interest. An additional drawback
is that most of the HTS pipelines and approaches were developed and optimised for
diploid species and genomes up to the size and complexity of the human genome (Zhao
et al., 2011), which makes the assembly and analyses of larger and more complex
transcriptomes a significant challenge.
Common algorithms for de novo assembly involve either an overlap-layout-consensus
(OLC) approach or a construction of de Bruijn graphs (DBG) using k-mers, short
oligonucleotides of length k (Li et al., 2012) (Figure 2). DBG, introduced already in
1995 (Idury, R. M. and Waterman, M. S., 1995) is nowadays employed in many de
novo assemblers designed to assemble Illumina data. Although, OLS and DBG both
include construction of a ’reads graph’, OLC overlap identification is explicit due to
pair-wise alignments, while on the contrary, with DBG the overlap between neighbour-
ing k-mers is not directly expressed. Hence, the node number in OLC is equal to the
reads number, thus dependent on the predefined sequencing depth, while the node
(and edge) number in DGE is approximately equal to the reference sequence length (Li
et al., 2012). This consequently leads to higher computational efficiency of DBG based
algorithms (Li et al., 2012). Generation of chimeric transcripts (reads from different
genes combining into a single transcript), cannot be completely avoided in de novo
assemblies. Furthermore, highly polymorphic regions lead to bubbles and branches in
DBGs and cause breakpoints in contiguous sequences. Normalized libraries, reduced
in highly abundant transcripts, increase the number of accurate full-length transcript
assemblies, but even they cannot compensate for low abundance transcripts. Likewise,
by increasing k-mer size in DBGs, some low expression transcripts may be lost, as
some reads do not overlap due to sequencing errors. To avoid loss of gene expression
10
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information, it is most beneficial to increase the number of biological replicates and
use a combination of normalized libraries and non-normalized libraries (Honaas et al.,
2016).
Figure 2: Schematic representation of overlap-layout-consensus (OLC) and de Bruijn
graph (DBG) de novo assembly algorithm principle (Compeau et al., 2011). DBG: k-
mers (prefixes and suffixes) are organised in a de Bruijn graph structure based on their
co-occurrence across reads. Each successive (neighbouring) k-mer is shifted by one position.
Contigs are inferred by finding an Eulerian cycle. OLC uses NP hard Hamiltonian path
problem. Left panel – OLC, right panel – DBG.
Slika 2: Shematski prikaz načela OLC in DBG algoritmov (Compeau in sod., 2011).
It is important to keep in mind that increasing coverage depth (deep sequencing) allows
the assembly of a larger number of transcripts, however, if setting this arbitrary thresh-
old to high, the mean length and the number of constructed full-length transcripts can
start to decrease, which then leads to the detection of transcriptional noise and off-
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target transcripts, potentiate miss-assembly and increases runtimes (Li et al., 2016;
Conesa et al., 2016). It is impossible to define a single optimal tool and set of compu-
tation parameters for adequate assembly. Multi-parameter strategies (e.g. multi-k-mer
strategy), which generate candidate assembly space, were shown to successfully bal-
ance efficiency and sensitivity in transcriptome assembly, due to improvement in the
contiguity and recovery of transcripts with a dynamic range of gene expression in sev-
eral orders of magnitude. In addition to parameter combinations, de novo assemblers
suffer from different intrinsic error generation and no single assembler performs best
on all data sets (Hölzer and Marz, 2019), so usage of multiple de novo transcriptome
assemblers is highly recommended.
2.2.3 Integration of transcripts from multiple assemblies
Transcripts defined using multiple de novo transcriptome assemblers are collapsed into
a single coherent set by choosing the best, i.e. representative, sequence per transcript.
Dealing with polyploid organism sequence assembly, one should keep in mind that
most commonly used algorithms for sequence similarity detection would ’drop’ very
similar alternatives in CDS, having notable difference in UTRs, which may actually
be transcripts encoded by alternative loci. Methods for transcripts integration rely
on redundancy reduction through open reading frame (ORF) based filtering (while
taking into account UTR length and presence of multiple ORFs), local alignment of
coding sequences (CDS), and classification using protein similarity (Venturini et al.,
2018; Bryant et al., 2017; Gilbert, 2019). Sometimes, in parallel, removal of artifacts,
fragmented or disrupted, and chimeric sequences, is conducted.
2.2.4 Downstream analyses: tools for validation and annotation of assembled tran-
scriptome
The quality of the assembled transcriptome has a great effect on the downstream anal-
yses. Artificial elements contamination introduced during library construction and/or
amplification step, sequence repeats and nucleotide variations, presence of isoforms due
to alternative splicing, can vigorously affect the performance of the assembler. Various
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pipelines (e.g. ’vecScreen plus taxonomy’ Schäffer et al., 2018) can help with removal
of cloning vectors, adaptors and linkers, before and after assembly. Here, sequences
screened positive for contamination are cross-checked with information on the taxon-
omy of sources of vector segments, in order to distinguish between true-positive and
false-positive contamination results.
The quality of de novo transcriptome assemblies should be assessed through the com-
bination of various metrics, such as the proportion of reads mapping to an assembly,
recovery of conserved and widely expressed genes, N50 length statistics, the total num-
ber of assembled contigs and scaffolds (Honaas et al., 2016). N50, a commonly used
metric in genome assembly, is defined as the length at which the cumulative assembled
base pairs reach 50 % of the total assembly length, i.e. all contigs of at least that
length compose at least 50 % of the bases of the assembly. N50 alone can be inap-
propriate and misleading as a transcriptome quality measure, as longer sequences or
a larger total assembly size measures the continuity, but does not indicate a more ac-
curate transcriptome assembly. Fragmented and duplicated transcripts, due to a high
rate of miss-assembly resulting in chimeras, and a high rate of non-assembly of low-
moderate abundance transcripts could inflate the N50 and length statistics. Thus, N50
can be maximized by trivial assemblies (due to incorrect concatenation of reads) (Li
et al., 2014). As allelic sequences in highly heterozygous species can be reconstructed
as independent sequences, assembly quality reports could also show that the number
of assembled transcripts and the total length of the assembly are far greater than the
expected number of transcripts based on the number of existing loci (Veeckman et al.,
2016).
The next step is to determine the completeness of the assembly. To depend solely upon
efficient recovery of conserved gene sequences against interspecies external databases
can be rather precarious. Additionally, there are substantial gene expression differences
across different tissue and cell types. Partial gene models cause problems here as well,
as they compromise correct protein domains identification and detection of homologous
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and orthologous gene families (Veeckman et al., 2016).
Most commonly used databases and accompanying tools available to estimate the
completeness of species genome and transcriptome assembled sequences are CEGMA,
BUSCO and coreGF. Their efficiency depends on the inspected species. i) The core
eukaryotic genes mapping approach (CEGMA) defines 458 highly conserved eukary-
otic genes from species: Homo sapiens, Drosophila melanogaster, Arabidopsis thaliana,
Caenorhabditis elegans, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, and Schizosaccharomyces pombe,
that are assumed to be encoded in all eukaryotic genomes (Parra et al., 2007). However,
due to absence of many genes expressed in specific plant organs or developmental stages
and bias toward housekeeping genes, it fails to account for many genes unique only to
green plants. ii) Benchmarking Universal Single-Copy Orthologs (BUSCO) (Simão
et al., 2015) defines sets of single-copy genes for various major clades, including plants.
BUSCO classifies genes in four groups (complete, duplicated, fragmented or missing)
using longest open reading frame (ORF) approach (in the case of nucleotide sequences
as input) and HMMER3 (Finn et al., 2011) software suite for sequence homology de-
tection. HMMER, based on probabilistic methods and profile Hidden Markov Models
(HMMs, Eddy, 1998), is also employed by profile protein family databases, such as
Pfam (Finn et al., 2014) and InterPro (Mitchell et al., 2019), used in the steps of
transcriptome reconstruction. Duplicated genes are defined by BUSCO as complete
genes found with more than one copy. High percentage of identified duplicated se-
quences could be an indication of erroneous haplotype assembly or a consequence of
polyploidy. Expressed gene sets from different organisms can vary substantially in their
heterozygosity and gene duplication events (i.e. copy number variations, alternative
splicing isoforms, insertion-deletions, single nucleotide polymorphisms, capacity and
dispersal of duplicated regions or repetitive sequences). In addition, some plant gene
families (transcription factors) are highly abundant in the genome. iii) PLAZA is a
plant-oriented online resource for comparative, evolutionary and functional genomics.
PLAZA defines core gene families (coreGFs) as highly conserved gene families in a
majority of plant species (van Bel et al., 2012), within predefined evolutionary lineages
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(green plants, rosids, monocots, ...) unfiltered for single-copy genes, and therefore bet-
ter accommodate for the whole-genome duplications in plants. Among three described
databases, BUSCO is the most maintained and thus up-to-date.
For validation of assembled transcripts functional annotation and different forms of fil-
tering are performed. Quality of protein functional annotation by sequence similarity,
depends on the accuracy and robustness of the functional annotation of the reference
protein. Answer to the question of what is considered as a high confidence annotation
is not trivial (Bolger et al., 2018). Proteins possess one or more distinct domains whose
strict conservation is necessary for the protein function. No matter which algorithm
combination is used, a single one will never be able to obtain full-length contigs in de
novo assemblies for all probable sequences. This leads to decreased accuracy in ortho-
logue detection. Therefore, transcript annotation by intraspecies sequence comparisons
using external databases cannot be used as a golden criterion for assembly quality eval-
uation (Bolger et al., 2018), but can be used to filter chimeric transcripts. Best known
external databases for functional annotation are: Gene Ontology (GO, Ashburner
et al., 2000), Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG, Kanehisa et al.,
2012), MapMan (Thimm et al., 2004), PFAM - the protein families database (Finn
et al., 2014) and Conserved Domain Database (CDD, Marchler-Bauer et al., 2007).
GO is structured as a directed acyclical graph defining ’Biological Process’, ’Cellular
Component’ and ’Molecular Function’ domains with evidence code to indicate how
the annotation is supported (e.g. by experimental evidence, phylogenetically-inferred
or through computational analysis). KEGG contains clustering based association of
molecular function with orthologous groups, linking genomic and molecular level in-
formation to the functions of the cell, organism and ecosystem levels. MapMan BIN
ontology is a hierarchical tree structure with higher-level categories corresponding to
GO biological processes. PFAM is a protein family database represented as profile
hidden Markov models (HMMs) deduced from multiple sequence alignments. CDD
is a non-HMM-based reference database of protein domains and full-length protein
alignments relaying on position-specific scoring matrices in sequence similarity identi-
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fication.
In addition, various whole-length nucleotide and protein reference databases exist.
Commonly used bioinformatics algorithm for scanning full length reference databases
is the Basic local alignment search tool (BLAST, Altschul et al., 1990). BLAST is im-
plemented in such a way that it can handle DNA/RNA and protein sequence database
searches, motif searches, gene identification searches and multiple regions of similarity
identification. DIAMOND, used for scanning full length protein databases (Buchfink
et al., 2014), is convenient when handling large queries and databases, as it is 20000x
faster than BLAST, yet its output can be interpreted in similar manner. Quality of
protein functional annotation by sequence similarity, depends on the accuracy and
robustness of the functional annotation of the reference protein. Answer to the ques-
tion of what is considered as a high confidence annotation is not trivial (Bolger et al.,
2018).
Generally, functional annotation tools show superior results when using protein se-
quences. As mentioned, tools that rather identify domains within a sequence, highly
conserved between genes, are advantageous over simple similarity comparisons. Com-
monly used platform for domain scanning is InterProScan (Jones et al., 2014). For de
novo transcriptome assemblies output this means that additional in silico work needs
to be conducted. Before transcripts can be appropriately converted to proteins, coding
sequences, often identified by searching for the longest ORF, need to be identified and
frameshift mutations corrected. If assembled transcripts contain multiple errors, there
will be problems in discovering the coding regions. Furthermore, sequencing errors
transferred from the assembly to the annotation step might create artificial amino acid
mutations or insert stop codons in ORFs, shortening existing or creating non-expressed
peptides (Bolger et al., 2018).
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2.3 METHODS
To maximise completeness of potato cultivar transcriptomes, multiple de novo tran-
scriptome assemblers were used, namely Trinity, SPAdes, Oases/Velvet and CLC Ge-
nomics Workbench.
Trinity is a de Brujin graph-based method for de novo assembly (Grabherr et al.,
2011), consisting of three software modules: Inchworm, Chrysalis and Butterfly. Us-
ing a greedy k-mer-based approach (Inchworm) it first breaks down each read into
overlapping 25-mers and then assembles them into the representative set of draft con-
tigs. Contigs that share sequence are pooled into components and clustered together
(Chrysalis) into a de Bruijn graph created from each draft transcript contig, thus
reflecting overlaps between variants. Finally, it analyses the paths taken by reads,
removes sequencing errors and spurious transcript sequences (Butterfly) (Haas et al.,
2013). SPAdes (Bankevich et al., 2012), a multisized (k-mer varying) de Brujin graph-
based assembler uses k-mers only when building the initial de Bruijn graph. Shorter
k-mers are used in low-coverage regions to reduce fragmentation and longer k-mers
in high coverage regions to reduce graph entanglement. Consecutive calculations are
based on graph topology, coverage, and sequence lengths. Oases (Schulz et al., 2012) is
a software package for de novo assembly that exploits different k-mer sizes (multiple k-
mer choices) combined with topological analysis (i.e. shorter k-mers for more sensitive
and longer k-mers for more specific assemblies). A preliminary assembly produced by
the Velvet assembler is required as input (Zerbino and Birney, 2008). CLC Genomics
Workbench (Qiagen) is a set of software packages for bioinformatics sequence analyses.
The de novo assembler of CLC also uses de Bruijn graphs, with default k-mer length
20 for small data sets and k-mer of length 27 for larger data sets. User defined k-mers
are also allowed. Bubble size (a bifurcation in the graph) can be adjusted to improve
contiguity in non-repetitive genomes (higher bubble size) or to reduce the possibility
of collapsing repeat regions when sequence quality is low (smaller bubble size). It uses
information from reads in multiple steps to resolves ambiguities in graph, such as re-
peats or sequencing errors. In addition to classic de novo assembly steps, CLC also
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contains Transcript Discovery Plugin which consists of two steps: Large Gap Read
Mapping step and Transcript Discovery that predicts genes, transcripts, and coding
regions (CDS) from the mapping results.
Reference transcriptome assembly procedure was conducted for three tetraploid potato
genotypes, cultivar Désirée, cultivar Rywal, and breeding clone PW363, with diverse
breeding pedigrees. Transcriptomic sequences were obtained from in-house RNA-Seq
projects and supplemented by publicly available data sets of the same genotypes re-
trieved from SRA (Leinonen et al., 2011), covering different combinations of library
preparation techniques and sequencing platforms.
Biological information abundance was achieved using multiple RNA-seq data sets from
multiple tissues sequenced (leaves, stems, roots and seedlings) under multiple condi-
tions (transformed and non-transformed, mock and PVY-inoculated or Phytophthora
infestans inoculated plants, non-infested and CPB infested plants; see Table 1). Se-
quencing platform-based bias was eliminated by pooling RNA-seq reads from different
sequencing protocols.
The complete bioinformatic pipeline is outlined in Figure 3. All scripts (and correspond-
ing input/output data sets) are available from FAIRDOMhub (Wolstencroft et al.,
2017) under the project name ’ p stRT’ (https://fairdomhub.org/projects/161). Ad-
ditional improvements (as simplification) for some steps (including minimal examples)
are available from GitHub (https://github.com/NIB-SI/ p stRT) repository.
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Table 1: Table of samples used to generate the de novo transcriptome assemblies (Pe-
tek et al., 2020). Samples used to generate the de novo transcriptome assemblies. PVY:
Potato virus Y; CPB: Colorado potato beetle. PE: paired-end library (the number stands
for read length in nt); SE: single-end library (the number stands for read length in nt); DSN-
normalized, RNA-Seq library utilizing the crab duplex nuclease; CCS: circular consensus
sequences. For paired-end libraries, pairs are counted as two reads. For SRA sample IDs see
Petek et al. (2020).
Preglednica 1: Tabela vzorcev, uporabljenih za ustvarjanje de novo transkriptoma (Petek
in sod., 2019)
Genotype Sample Sequencing Library Number
description platform of reads
Désirée PVY inoculated Illumina DSN-normalized ∼54 mio
leaves PE90 unstranded





Désirée mock and SOLiD SE50 unstranded ∼154 mio
PVY inoculated
leaves and stem
Désirée leaves Illumina SE50 unstranded ∼172 mio
Désirée seedlings Illumina SE100 unstranded ∼80 mio
Désirée roots Illumina SE100 unstranded ∼31 mio




Rywal mock and PacBio Iso-Seq, 0.7-2 Kb, ∼1.4 mio
PVY inoculated 2-3.5 Kb, CCS
leaves >3.5 Kb
Rywal mock and Illumina PE100 ∼710 mio
PVY inoculated strand-specific
Table 1: Continued on next page
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Table 1: Table of samples used to generate the de novo transcriptome assemblies (Petek
et al., 2020). Continued from previous page
Genotype Sample Sequencing Library Number
description platform of reads
leaves
PW363 PVY inoculated Illumina DSN-normalized ∼104 mio
leaves PE90 unstranded
PW363 mock and SOLiD SE50 unstranded ∼180 mio
PVY inoculated
leaves
Table 1: ends from previous page.
2.3.1 Data pre-processsing
Sequence quality assessments of Illumina and SOLiD raw RNA-seq data, quality trim-
ming and filtering, and removal of adapter sequences and polyA tails was performed
using CLC Genomics Workbench v6.5-v10.0.1 (Qiagen) with maximum error probabil-
ity threshold (chances of the base being called incorrectly) set to 0.01 with no ambigu-
ous nucleotides allowed. Minimal trimmed sequences length allowed was set to 15bp
while maximum up to 1kb. Orphaned reads were re-assigned as single end (SE) reads.
Processed reads were pooled into few data sets as properly paired end (PE) reads or
SE reads per cultivar per sequencing platform. To ensure compatibility with Velvet de
novo assembler and to obtain double encoded format, SOLiD data in colour-space was
first preprocessed using the SOLiD preprocessor perl script v2.2.1. Library reduction
step was performed via digital normalization. Khmer from bbmap suite v37.68 (Crusoe
et al., 2015) was used to reduce the Désirée and Rywal input data sets, prior to de novo
assembly with Velvet and SPAdes assemblers.
PacBio long reads were processed for each sample independently using Iso-Seq 3 anal-
ysis software (github.com/PacificBiosciences/IsoSeq). Generally, the Iso-Seq pipeline
includes the conversion of raw reads into circular consensus sequences (CCS), primer
removal, demultiplexing and identification of full-length CSS, polyA-tail and concate-
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Figure 3: Bioinformatics pipeline for generation of potato transcriptomes (Petek et al.,
2020). Software used in specific steps are given in bold. Input data sets (sequence reads) and
output data (transcriptomes) are depicted as blue cylinders. Data upload steps to public
repositories are shaded in orange. Abbreviations: SRA - NCBI Sequence Read Archive,
PGSC - Potato Genome Sequencing Consortium, ITAG - international Tomato Annotation
Group, CLC - CLC Genomics Workbench, PacBio - Pacific Biosciences Iso-Seq sequencing,
Tr - transcriptome, StPanTr - potato pan-transcriptome, tr2aacds - ”transcript to amino acid
coding sequence” Perl script from EvidentialGene pipeline.
Slika 3: Bioinformatični delotok za tvorbo transkriptomov krompirja (Petek in sod., 2020).
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mer removal, isoform clustering and polishing. The redundant high-quality full-length
PacBio isoforms can be further collapsed based on the reference genome alignment
and filtered based on count support using PacBio Cupcake ToFU Python scripts
(github.com/Magdoll/cDNA Cupcake).
2.3.2 Merging PGSC and ITAG gene models of reference genome group Phureja
Based on the DM genome, the PGSC and ITAG annotation consortia (Xu et al.,
2011; Sato et al., 2012) have each independently produced potato gene models. GFF
files corresponding to their respective gene models (PGSC v4.04, ITAG v1.0) were
retrieved from the Spud DB potato genomics resource (Hirsch et al., 2014). The two
models (39,431 PGSC and 34,004 ITAG genes) were then compared on the basis of their
exact chromosomal location and orientation. Genes were considered to be equivalent
when the shorter sequence covered at least 70 % of the longer sequence. In cases of
overlapping gene prediction by both, ITAG IDs were kept as primary. All nontrivial
examples of merge (e.g. multiple genes in one prediction model corresponding to one
in the other, overlapping of genes in two models, nonmatching directionality of genes
and similar) were manually resolved.
2.3.3 Short read de Bruijn graph based de novo assembly
Short reads were de novo assembled using Trinity v.r2013-02-25 (Grabherr et al., 2011),
Velvet/Oases v. 1.2.10 (Schulz et al., 2012), rnaSPAdes v.3.11.1 (Bushmanova et al.,
2019) and CLC Genomics Workbench v8.5.4-v10.1.1 (Qiagen). Illumina and SOLiD
reads were assembled separately. Scaffolding option in CLC and Velvet was disabled.
Optimal assembly conditions were determined using cv. PW363.
2.3.4 Decreasing redundancy of assemblies and annotation
Outputs of all de novo assemblies were processed and combined into one redundant
assembly per cultivar.
In order to obtain a non-redundant transcriptome per cultivar, obtained assemblies
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were first subjected to tr2aacds v.2016.07.11 workflow. tr2aacds from EvidentialGene
(Gilbert, 2019) is a set of scripts that exploit fastanrdb from exonerate v.2.2.0 (Slater
and Birney, 2005), cd-hit-est and cd-hit from CD-HIT v.4.6 (Fu et al., 2012) and
standalone NCBI-blast v.2.6.0+ algorithms (Altschul et al., 1990)in order to distinguish
between the real and less valid biological sequences and to provide the best internally
validated set of representative transcripts and its alternatives while discarding the miss-
assemblies.
First step of the workflow is translation of nucleotide sequences to polypeptides, ac-
cording to identified open reading frames, and quality measures assignment according
to the presence of a start/stop codons and a meaningful transcript length. Highest
quality translated sequences are selected and used to determine the coding regions of
transcripts (CDS). Further, fastanrdb is used to calculate the quality of CDSs and
to remove the perfectly redundant sequences while cd-hit-est with similarity threshold
set to 100 % removes perfect fragments. cd-hit with similarity threshold set to 90 %
combined with reciprocal blast with 98 % identity are used to detect probable gene
isoforms or paralogs. Obtained information is used to group and classify transcripts,
CDS and polypeptide sequences into main (primary), alternate or discarded (dropped)
set. Both, main and alternative sets, were merged into initial cultivar reference tran-
scriptomes and used in further steps.
De novo cultiva assembled transcripts were first mapped to the DM reference genome
using STARlong 2.6.1d (Dobin et al., 2013) with parameters optimized for de novo
transcriptome data sets. STAR - Spliced Transcripts Alignment to a Reference - an
RNA-seq mapper, includes STARlong script for mapping of longer reads that performs
highly accurate spliced sequence alignment at an ultrafast speed and can be controlled
by many user-defined parameters. Aligned transcripts were analysed with MatchAn-
not (github.com/TomSkelly/MatchAnnot) to identify transcripts that match the PGSC
or ITAG gene models. Domains were assigned to the polypeptide data set using In-
terProScan software package v5.37-71.0 (Jones et al., 2014). For all transcripts and
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coding sequences, we generated annotations using DIAMOND v0.9.24.125 (Buchfink
et al., 2014) by querying UniProt (Bateman, 2019) retrieved databases (E-value cut-off
10−05 and query transcript/cds and target sequence alignment coverage higher or equal
to 50 %).
Assembled initial transcriptomes were also screened for sequences that may be of vector
origin (vector segment contamination) using VecScreen plus taxonomy program v.0.16
(Schäffer et al., 2018) against NCBI UniVec Database. VecScreen uses a blastn-style
scoring system and classifies matches by strength evidence into strong, moderate or
weak. To screen transcriptome sequences for interspersed repeats and low complexity
sequences, RepeatMasker v.1.332 (http://www.repeatmasker.org) program was used.
RepeatMasker depends on Tandem Repeats Finder v.4.09 (Benson, 1999), nhmmer
algorithm (Wheeler and Eddy, 2013) from HMMER 3.2.1 suite (Finn et al., 2011) and
Dfam database (Hubley et al., 2016) - a profile HMM library derived from Repbase
sequences database (Bao et al., 2015). As interspersed repeats are expected to be found
in all species belonging to the specified genus, family, and similar, RepeatMasker labels
are based on the presence or absence of repeats at orthologous sites in different genomes
(predefined profile HMMs, https://github.com/Dfam-consortium/FamDB) and on the
average divergence of repeat copies from their derived consensus sequence. In addition,
RepeatMasker prevents spurious matches in i.e. blastp or blastn database searches and
detects contamination like bacterial insertion elements.
To remove artefacts and contaminants, results from MatchAnnot, InterProScan and
DIAMOND were used as biological evidence in further filtering by in-house R scripts
(https://github.com/NIB-SI/ p stRT). Transcripts that did not map to the genome
or had no significant hit in either InterPro or UniProt were eliminated from further
analysis. Pajek v5.08 (De Nooy et al., 2018), in-house scripts (https://fairdomhub.org/
projects/161, https://github.com/NIB-SI/ p stRT), and cdhit-2d from the CD-HIT
package v4.6 (Fu et al., 2012) were used to re-assign post-filtering main and alternative
classes and to obtain finalised cultivar-specific transcriptomes. As an alternative to
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Pajek step, R script using igraph (Csárdi and Nepusz, 2006) library was used (https:
//github.com/NIB-SI/ p stRT).
2.3.5 Potato pan-transcriptome construction
Cultivar-specific representative coding sequences were combined with coding sequences
from the merged DM gene models (non-redundant PGSC and ITAG genes) and sub-
jected to the cdhit-est algorithm (Fu et al., 2012) using global sequence identity thresh-
old 90 %, alignment coverage for the shorter sequence 75 %, bandwidth of alignment
(minimal continuous alignment length) 51 nucleotides (nt) and word length of 9, to
create potato pan-trancriptome. Sequences that did not cluster using cdhit-est were
separated into tetraploid and DM data sets and subjected to the cdhit-2d (Fu et al.,
2012) algorithm, using local sequence identity threshold 90 %, alignment coverage for
the shorter sequence 45 %, bandwidth of alignment 45 nt and word length of 5.
2.3.6 Assemblies validation and evaluation - quality assessment and completeness
analysis
As a measure of assembly accuracy, the percentage of correctly assembled bases was
obtained by mapping Illumina reads back to cultivar-specific initial transcripts using
STAR v.2.6.1d RNA-seq aligner (Dobin et al., 2013) with default parameters.
To assess the quality of the transcriptomes via size-based (length-based) and reference-
based metrics, TransRate v 1.0.1 (Smith-Unna et al., 2016) on cultivar-specific tran-
scriptomes was run, prior to and after filtering. TransRate, as reference-free quali-
tative assessment tool for the analysis of de novo transcriptome assemblies, provides
sequence-based scores as N50 and N90 (quality of the assembly without using a refer-
ence). Size-based metrics can help to detect some major problems with the assembly.
Nonetheless, it also provides quantitative measure of the accuracy and completeness
of the assembly. Comparative metrics for cultivar-specific coding sequences (CDS)
were obtained using Conditional Reciprocal Best BLAST (CRBB) (Aubry et al., 2014)
against merged DM gene model coding sequences.
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To estimate the measure of completeness and define the duplicated fraction of assem-
bled transcriptomes (prior and post filtering cultivar-specific, and pan-transcriptome),
BUSCO v3 (Simão et al., 2015) scores were calculated using ’embryophyta odb9’ (Wa-
terhouse et al., 2018) lineage data as well as ’solanaceae odb10’. Using HMM profiles
from amino acid alignments, orthologous BUSCO gene matches were assessed and
classifies as complete (query transcripts that are within two standard deviations of
the length of the group BUSCO mean) or fragmented positive matches. In addition,
contribution and completeness of each de novo assembly were calculated against ’em-
bryophyte odb9’ lineage data set.
To inspect the quality of paralogue cluster assignments, multiple sequence alignments
were conducted on representative and alternative sequences from paralogue clusters
containing sequences from each of the four genotypes (Désirée, PW363, Rywal and
DM) using MAFFT v7.271 (Nakamura et al., 2018) and were visualized using MView
v1.65 (Brown et al., 1998). These alignments were also final quality check of success
in de novo transcriptome assemblies that had helped in optimisation of the pipeline
(Figure 3) and fine-tuning for parameters used in pan-transcriptome construction.
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2.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
All results are compiled and published in (Petek et al., 2020) and available on the
project FAIRDOMHub homepage (https://fairdomhub.org/projects/161, project name
’ p stRT’).
2.4.1 Data generation and retrieval
Available RNA-Seq data sets, cca. 1.5 billion reads, were compiled for three tetraploid
potato genotypes as shown in the Table 1.
The largest quantity of reads, cca. 739 mio reads of various lengths, was obtained for
cv. Désirée, using Illumina and SOLiD short read sequencing platforms. For cv. Rywal
and breeding clone PW363 only mature leaf samples were available. For cv. Désirée leaf
samples were augmented with samples from stems, seedlings and roots. For cv. Rywal
short read sequencing was complemented with full-length PacBio Iso-Seq sequencing
of independent samples.
2.4.2 Data pre-processing
RNA-seq data acquisition yielded around 739, 284 and 710 million reads per potato
genotypes Désirée, PW363 and Rywal. Trimming, quality filtering and normalisation
removed approximately 8, 24, 2 % of reads, leaving 681, 216, 698 million of read data
that were used for cultivars assembly (details shown in Table 2).
As explained in 2.3 METHODS section, trimming, quality filtering and normalisation
steps are applicable only for short reads. The worst-case scenario was seen for SOLiD
reads in terms of length shrinkage and information loss, which was expected, as they
are SE, only 50bp in length, and more erroneous than Illumina generated reads.
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Table 2: Short reads RNA-seq data pre-processing output. Summary per genotype, sample
data set and sequencing technology (i.e. platform) after trimming. NAp: not applicable,
DSN: DSN-normalized, PE: paired end, SE: single end, GA II: Genome Analyzer II, PVY:
potato virus Y, CPB: colorado potato beetle.
Preglednica 2: Rezultati predpriprave kratkih RNA-seq zeporedji.
Genotype Tissue Treatment Sequencing Library % of Average
technology type reads read
kept length
Désirée Leaves Mock, PVY Illumina DSN PE90 ∼100 90
unstranded
Mock, PVY Illumina PE90 ∼100 90
CPB HiSeq 2000 unstranded
Mock, PVY SOLiD SE50 ∼63 37
drought Illumina SE50 ∼99 48
stress HiSeq 2000 unstranded
Phytophthora Illumina PE90 ∼99 69
infestans GA II unstranded
Seedlings phosphate Illumina SE100 ∼99 93
deficiency HiSeq 2500 unstranded
Root phosphate Illumina SE100 ∼99 98
deficiency HiSeq 2500 unstranded
PW363 Leaves Mock, PVY Illumina DSN PE90 ∼100 100
unstranded
Mock, PVY SOLiD SE50 ∼62 37
Rywal Leaves Mock, PVY PacBio 0.7-2, 2-3.5, NAp NAp
Iso-Seq >3.5 Kb
Mock, PVY Illumina PE100 ∼99 99
stranded
2.4.3 Merging PGSC and ITAG gene models of reference genome group Phureja
Union of genes in Phureja scaffold was obtained by merging ITAG and PGSC gene mod-
els, differing in a unique set of genes and intron/exon structure predictions. Different
combinations were resolved in different ways: i) all singletons (i.e. sole PGSC or ITAG
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genes not covering any other genes) were kept, ii) in 1-to-1 or 1-to-2 combinations (be-
tween PGSC and ITAG genes) the longer sequence was kept, iii) combinations contain-
ing more than 3 genes (various combination types) were resolved by manual curation
according to the experimental evidence (RNA sequence tracks confirming gene expres-
sion in various plant organs) available from Spud DB (solanaceae.plantbiology.msu.edu)
Genome Browser (Hirsch et al., 2014).
The resulting GTF file with merged ITAG and PGSC gene models for S. tuberosum
group Phureja DM genome v4.04 contains 49,322 chromosome position specific se-
quences, of which 31,442 were assigned with ITAG gene IDs (in case of matching
genome model predictions ITAG gene ID was kept) and 17,880 with PGSC gene IDs
(https://doi.org/10.15490/FAIRDOMHUB.1.DATAFILE.3408.1).
2.4.4 De Bruijn graph based de novo assembly of short reads
As the topology of an assembly graph is highly dependent on the used k-mer and
bubble sizes and various structural errors occurring during assembly as a result of
assembler heuristics, de novo transcriptome assembly was performed using multiple
assemblers. Parameters k-mer length and bubble size used for de novo assemblies are
given in Table 3. For CLC Genomics de novo assemblies, combinations of three bubble
sizes and 14 k-mer sizes were tested on PW363 Illumina data set (Table 3, Figure 5).
Varying bubble size length did not influence the assembly statistics much, therefore
it was decided to use length 85bp for Illumina data sets of the other two cultivars.
While individual assemblers on defined parameter space are not able to re-assemble all
potential transcripts, it is also highly unlikely that they will generate the same incorrect
transcripts.
The generation of multiple k-mer assemblies for each assembler and subsequent com-
bination enabled the recovery of many potential transcripts and their variants, but
resulted in very large data set containing many redundant sequences. Figures 4, 5
and 6 show number of assembled contigs per assembly and assembly contribution to
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cultivar specific data set, used as input to tr2aacds pipeline.
Each assembly contributed some proportion of transcripts to cultivar-specific data sets.
Difference in number of contigs assembled shows the difference in performance of as-
semblers under different conditions and of multiple assemblers’ approach during tran-
scriptome reconstruction. Lowest number of transcripts can be seen for the assemblies
generated from SOLiD data. More detailed assembly contribution to cultivar-specific
transcriptomes is shown in the following subsections.
Table 3: Parameters used for short read de novo assembly generation (Petek et al., 2020).
NAp: not applicable, NA: not available, D: default, Bubble size ≡ word size, CLC dn: CLC
de novo, TD: CLC de novo - transcript discovery as reference.
Preglednica 3: Parametri, uporabljeni za generiranje de novo transkriptomskih sklopov
(Petek in sod., 2020).
Genotype Assembly Read Assembler k-mer Bubble
ID type length size
Désirée CLCdnDe8 SOLiD CLC dn 24 50
Désirée CLCdnDe1 SOLiD CLC dn 24 50
- TD
Désirée VdnDe8, ..., SOLiD Velvet/ 23, 33, 43 D
..., VdnDe10 /Oases
Désirée CLCdnDe9, ..., Illumina CLC dn 21, 23, 33, 85
..., CLCdnDe14 43, 53, 63
Désirée CLCdnDe2, ..., Illumina CLC dn 21, 23, 33, 85
..., CLCdnDe7 - TD 43, 53, 63
Désirée TDe Illumina Trinity 25 NA
Désirée VdnDe1, ..., Illumina Velvet/ 23, 33, 43, D
..., VdnDe7 /Oases 53, 63, 73,
83
PW363 CLCdnPW1 SOLiD CLC dn 24 50
PW363 CLCdnPW2 SOLiD CLC dn 24 50
- TD
PW363 VdnPW8, ..., SOLiD Velvet/ 23, 33, 43 D
Table 3: Continued on next page
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Table 3: Parameters used for short read de novo assembly generation (Petek et al., 2020).
Continued from previous page
Genotype Assembly Read Assembler k-mer Bubble
ID type length size
..., VdnPW10 /Oases
PW363 CLCdnPW3, ..., Illumina CLC dn 21, 23, 24, 50,
..., CLCdnPW44 25, 30, 33, 65,
..., 35, 40, 43, 85
45, 50, 53,
55, 63
PW363 CLCdnPW45, ..., Illumina CLC dn 21, 23, 33, 85
..., CLCdnPW50 - TD 43, 53, 63
PW363 SdnPW1 Illumina rnaSPAdes 43 D
PW363 TPW Illumina Trinity 25 NA
PW363 VdnPW1, ..., Illumina Velvet/ 23, 33, 43, D
..., VdnPW7 /Oases 53, 63, 73
83
Rywal PBdnRY1 PacBio Isoseq Iso-Seq 3, NAp NAp
Cupcake
ToFU
Rywal CLCdnRY1, ..., Illumina CLC dn 21, 23, 33, 85
..., CLCdnRY6 43, 53, 63
Rywal CLCdnRY7, ..., Illumina CLC dn 21, 23, 33, 85
..., CLCdnRY12 - TD 43, 53, 63
Rywal SdnRY1 Illumina rnaSPAdes 43 D
Rywal VdnRY1, ..., Illumina Velvet/ 23, 33, 43, D
..., VdnRY7 /Oases 53, 63, 73
83
Table 3: ends from previous page.
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Figure 4: Number of transcripts from de novo assemblies contributing to cultivar Désirée
transcriptome and number of complete BUSCOs found in assemblies. Proportion of all con-
tigs in de novo assembly (blue bars), proportion of EvidentialGene okay set (green bars), and
the number of complete BUSCOs (dots) using embryophyta odb9 set are shown. Assembly
software abbreviations: CLCdn: CLC Genomics Workbench, Vdn: Velvet. Petek et al. (2020)
supplementary figure 1 (http://doi.org/10.15490/FAIRDOMHUB.1.DATAFILE.3107.1).
Slika 4: Število transkriptov iz de novo transkriptomskih sklopov, ki prispevajo k gener-
iranju transkriptoma genotipa Désirée, in število celotnih BUSCO-jev, najdenih v sklopih
(Petek in sod., 2020).
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Figure 5: Number of transcripts from de novo assemblies contributing to breeding clone
PW363 transcriptome and number of complete BUSCOs found in assemblies. Proportion
of all contigs in de novo assembly (blue bars), proportion of EvidentialGene okay set (green
bars), and the number of complete BUSCOs (dots) using embryophyta odb9 set are shown.
Assembly software abbreviations: CLCdn: CLC Genomics Workbench, Vdn: Velvet, Sdn:
SPAdes, PBdn: PacBio. Petek et al. (2020) supplementary figure 2 (http://doi.org/10.
15490/FAIRDOMHUB.1.DATAFILE.3108.1).
Slika 5: Število transkriptov iz de novo transkriptomskih sklopov, ki prispevajo k generi-
ranju transkriptoma klona PW363, in število celotnih BUSCO-jev, najdenih v sklopih (Petek
in sod., 2020).
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Figure 6: Number of transcripts from de novo assemblies contributing to cultivar Rywal
transcriptome and number of complete BUSCOs found in assemblies. Proportion of all con-
tigs in de novo assembly (blue bars), proportion of EvidentialGene okay set (green bars), and
the number of complete BUSCOs (dots) using embryophyta odb9 set are shown. Assembly
software abbreviations: CLCdn: CLC Genomics Workbench, Vdn: Velvet. Petek et al. (2020)
supplementary figure 3 (http://doi.org/10.15490/FAIRDOMHUB.1.DATAFILE.3109.1).
Slika 6: Število transkriptov iz de novo transkriptomskih sklopov, ki prispevajo k gener-
iranju transkriptoma genotipa Rywal, in število celotnih BUSCO-jev, najdenih v sklopih
(Petek in sod., 2020).
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2.4.5 Decreasing redundancy of assemblies and annotation
In total 3,557,839, 6,022,291 and 1,912,821 for Désirée, PW363 and Rywal, respectively,
assembled transcripts were used as input for the tr2aacds workflow. Open reading
frames were successfully predicted for 35 %, 17 %, 35 % of the input transcripts. From
those, 28 %, 26.4 % and 20 % of sequences were classified as main or alternative tran-
scripts (Table 4), thus, bringing 10-, 20- and 15-fold reduction in assembled transcripts
number respectfully.
Table 4: Classification table of polypeptide data set by tr2aacds workflow. Classes definition:
main - primary transcript with longest high quality cds with known alternatives; maina2 -
primary transcript with longest high quality cds with known alternative with an amino acid
similarity (but not cds) of 98 %; noclass - primary transcript without known alternatives; no-
classa2 - primary transcript without known alternatives, but with a 98 % similarity of amino
acid to another transcript (but different cds, meaning it could be a different loci/duplication
in genome); althi - alternative transcript at 98 % cutoff; althi1 - alternative transcript of
higher identity than hi; althia2 - alternative transcript with high amino acid identity (98 %);
altmfrag - alternative with lower identity and partial matches that may be paralog/homeolog;
altmfraga2 - alternative with lower nucleotide identity and partial match with high protein
identity; altmid - lower identity match, may be paralog/homeolog; altmida2 - alternative
transcript with lower nucleotide identity match and with high protein identity (98 %); parthi
- alternative at 98 % cutoff with partial reading frame; parthi1 - alternative of very high
identity with partial reading frame; parthia2 - alternative of high amino acid identity (98 %)
with partial reading frame. Classes main, maina2, noclass and noclassa2 are considered to
be complete. All others classes are considered to be partial.
Preglednica 4: Tabela razvrščanja seta podatkov polipeptidnih nizov s potekom dela
tr2aacds.
Désirée crude PW363 crude Rywal crude
transcriptome transcriptome transcriptome
status okay drop okay drop okay drop
class
althi 5.6% 6.5% 5.7% 6% 3.5% 6.3%
althi1 % 11.1% 32.6% 10.8% 31.2% 6.4% 26.7%
Table 4: Continued on next page
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Table 4: Classification table of polypeptide data set by tr2aacds workflow. Continued from
previous page
Désirée crude PW363 crude Rywal crude
transcriptome transcriptome transcriptome
status okay drop okay drop okay drop
class
althia2 % 0.0% 0.5% 0.0% 0.5% 0.0% 0.4%
altmfrag % 0.9% 1.2% 0.8% 1.0% 0.7% 1.7%
altmfraga2% 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 0.3%
altmid % 0.8% 1.0% 0.7% 0.8% 0.6% 1.0%
altmida2 % 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
main % 4.9% 5.1% 4.0% 4.1% 4.8% 5.2%
maina2 % 0.7% 0.1% 0.6% 0.1% 0.8% 0.1%
noclass % 3.5% 8.5% 3.4% 12.5% 2.7% 16.9%
noclassa2% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
parthi % 0.0% 11.5% 0.0% 12.3% 0.0% 10.7%
parthi1 % 0.0% 3.9% 0.0% 3.8% 0.0% 9.5%
parthia2 % 0.0% 0.5% 0.0% 0.5% 0.0% 0.5%
total % 28.0 71.9 26.4 73.5 20.0 79.9
(Total count) (350,271) (899,897) (273,216) (759,584) (134,755) (538,792)
Table 4: ends from previous page.
VecScreen discovered signs of possible biological and artificial contamination in only
3.3 % of assembled transcripts (11238/346715 in Désirée, 8153/270150 in PW363 and
4451/133657 in Rywal), while RepeatMasker discovered up to maximal 0.19 % simple
repeats and 0.84 % low complexity reads (shown in Table 5).
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Table 5: Summary of potential crude transcriptome contamination. Crude stands here for
initial pre-filtering transcriptome. seq: sequence, #: number of, bp: base pairs.
Preglednica 5: Povzetek morebitne kontaminacije surovega transkriptoma.
genotype Désirée PW363 Rywal







bases 2,351,013 1,813,594 956,405
masked (%) (0.88) (0.89) (1.04)
# % of # % of # % of
elements seq elements seq elements seq
Retroelements 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00
DNA transposons 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00
Rolling-circles 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00
Unclassified: 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00
Total
0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00interspersed
repeats
Small RNA 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00
Satellites 1 0.00 4 0.00 5 0.00
Simple
45,659 0.71 34,804 0.72 19,210 0.84
repeats
Low complexity 9,369 0.18 6,689 0.16 3,404 0.19
These initial (raw, pre-filtering) transcriptomes were further filtered and re-classifies
according to the biological evidence. Assembled transcript sequences that could not
be annotated through similarity searches, but contain an ORF predicted with tr2aacds
workflow, can potentially be expressed in specific conditions, and represent unchar-
acterised or potato cultivar specific genes. The whole redundancy removal procedure
reduced the initial transcriptome assemblies by 18-fold for Désirée, 38-fold for Rywal,
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and 24-fold for PW363. Completeness of each initial de novo assembly to cultivar-
specific transcriptome was estimated with BUSCO (Figure 4 , Figure 5 and Figure
6) to identify optimal parameters for the short-read based assemblers. SOLiD assem-
blies (e.g. Figure 4: CLCdnDe1, CLCdnDe8, VdnDe8-10), produced by either CLC
or Velvet/Oases pipelines, contributed least to transcriptomes, which can mostly be
attributed to short length of the input sequences. Interestingly, for Illumina assem-
blies, increasing k-mer size in the CLC pipeline produced more complete assemblies
according to BUSCO score and more transcripts were selected for the initial tran-
scriptome (Figure 4: CLCdnDe1-7, CLCdnDe9-14). On the contrary, increasing k-mer
length in Velvet/Oases pipeline lead to transcripts that were less favoured by the re-
dundancy removal procedure (Figure 4: VdnDe1-7). Trinity assembly was comparable
in transcriptome contribution and BUSCO score to high k-mer CLC assemblies (Figure
4).
2.4.6 Potato pan-transcriptome construction
138,162 cultivar-specific (57,943 Désirée, 43,883 PW363 and 36,336 Rywal) and 49,322
DM representative sequences were classified into 96,886 representative, non-redundant
transcripts and 90,618 alternative sequences (covering alternative splice forms, allelic
isoforms and partial transcripts) for those loci. 68,708 sequences (36.6 %) are shared
among all three cultivars and the DM clone (the core subset of the pan-transcriptome),
while 64,529 sequences are genotype-specific (i.e. found only in a single cultivar or DM
clone, Figures 7, 8 9).
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Figure 7: Venn diagrams showing the overlap of paralogue clusters in cultivar-specific tran-
scriptomes and merged DM gene model. From left to right, top to bottom: only repre-
sentatives, representatives with alternatives of the pan-transcriptome paralogue cluster (i.e.
cultivar-specific representatives) and pan-transcriptome with cultivar-specific alternatives are
counted. For Phureja, the merged ITAG and PGSC DM gene models were counted.
Slika 7: Vennovi diagrami, ki prikazujejo prekrivanje grozdov paraloga v transkriptomih,
značilnih za kultivarje, in model združenega genskega modela Phureja DM.
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Figure 8 (previous page): Venn diagrams’ accompanying stacked barplot showing the
structure of the potato pan-transcriptome. Stacked bar plot showing the overlap of par-
alogue groups in cultivar-specific transcriptomes and merged Phureja DM gene model.
Pan-transcriptome and additional cultivar alternative transcripts are counted (stPanTr +
stCuSTr). g: Phureja merged ITAG and PGSC DM gene models, D: Désirée, P: PW363, R:
Rywal.
Slika 8 (previous page): Zložene ploskve, ki spremljajo Vanove diagrame, kažejo strukturo
krompirjevega pan-transkriptoma.
2.4.7 Assemblies validation and evaluation - quality assessment and completeness
analysis
Summary of quality assessment of cultivar-specific transcriptomes, pre- and post-filtering
is shown in Table 6 and Table 7. Measure of assembly accuracy, as percentage of cor-
rectly assembled bases, showed satisfactory results for all three transcriptomes. Ap-
proximately 90 % of PE reads mapped back to reference transcriptomes.
For genome assembly quality there are well established metrics, such as contig and
N50 size. They could be used as a measure of transcriptome completeness to a cer-
tain degree, however they do not provide biological relevance due to the lacking prior
knowledge about real sequence size distribution of transcripts in an organism of inter-
est. TransRate results show the success of filtering step in noise removal. The average
length among predicted transcripts is cca. 750 nts, while N10 is cca. 2,900 nt. This
is consistent with the fact that for plants observed average in protein sequences is
cca. 392 amino acids (aa, Figure 11), maximum at approximately 1,500 aa, and 90 %
percentile of plant proteins is in the range of 649-877 aa. (Tiessen et al., 2012). The
number of reciprocal best hits against the DM reference using CRB-BLAST (CRBB)
is between 52 % and 63 %, indicating evolutionary divergence between the cultivars
and the double monoploid reference. Denote, besides that CRRB uses boomerang con-
dition for assumption of paralogy: if the number of paralogue pairs is too low or to
high, pairwise reciprocal best hits might not be found.
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Figure 9: Stacked bar plots showing the overlap of paralogue groups in cultivar-specific
transcriptomes and merged Phureja DM gene model. Transcriptome sets: stCuSTr denotes
cultivar-specific transcriptomes, while stPanTr denotes the pan-transcriptome defined on
the representative sequences of used genotypes. DM and at least one Group Tuberosum:
sequences shared by Phureja DM and at least one tetraploid genotype, core: sequences
shared among all genotypes in the pan-transcriptome.
Slika 9: Zložene ploskve prikazuje prekrivanje paraloških skupin v transkriptomih, značilnih
za polǰscine, in združeni genski model Phureja DM.
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BUSCO results summary for all generated transcriptomes is shown in the Table 8.
Reference database shown here is embryophyta odb9.
Table 6: Transcriptome quality control by RNA-seq reads remapping (Petek et al., 2020).
Illumina paired-end reads used for generating assemblies were mapped back to the corre-
sponding cultivar specific transcriptomes using STAR. ∗Number of reads crossing supposed
splice sites. Initially constructed transcriptomes (i.e. crude, prior to filtering steps). #Rel-
evant % of mapped reads: % of uniquely mapped reads + % of reads mapped to multiple
loci.
Preglednica 6: Nadzor kakovosti transkriptoma s pomočjo remapiranja RNA-seq sekvenc
(Petek in sod., 2020).
Mapping statistics/genotype Désirée’ PW363’ Rywal’
Number of input reads 177,149,132 52,171,015 342,767,035
Average input read length 178 179 199
UNIQUE READS:
Uniquely mapped reads number 64,507,790 18,416,487 206,003,021
Uniquely mapped reads# % 36% 35% 60%



















Mismatch rate per base % 0.50% 0.53% 0.59%
Deletion rate per base 0.03% 0.03% 0.03%
Table 6: Continued on next page
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Table 6: Transcriptome quality control by RNA-seq reads remapping (Petek et al., 2020).
Continued from previous page
Mapping statistics/genotype Désirée’ PW363’ Rywal’
Deletion average length 2.72 2.53 3.02
Insertion rate per base 0.02% 0.02% 0.03%
Insertion average length 1.93 1.86 1.91
MULTI-MAPPING READS:
Number of reads mapped to
98,694,222 29,366,122 108,669,657
multiple loci
% of reads mapped to
56% 56% 32%
multiple loci#
Number of reads mapped to
4,652,918 1,555,704 1,541,238
too many loci




% of reads unmapped:
0% 0% 0%
: too many mismatches
% of reads unmapped:
5.25% 5.43% 7.75%
: too short




Number of chimeric reads 0 0 0
% of chimeric reads 0% 0% 0%
Table 6: ends from previous page.
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Table 7: Prior and post-filtering transcriptome summary statistics for potato cultivar-
specific coding sequences generated by TransRate (Petek et al., 2020). ’The largest contig
size at which at least 90 % or 50 % of bases are contained in contigs at least this length.
∗Reference-based summary statistics (merged Phureja DM coding sequences were used as
reference). #Proportion of reference proteins with at least N % of their bases covered by a
Conditional Reciprocal Best Blast (CRBB) hit.
Preglednica 7: Povzetek statistike predhodnega in naknadnega filtriranja sekvenc krom-
pirja, ki jih ustvari TransRate (Petek in sod., 2020).




No. sequences 350,271 273,216 134,755
Sequence mean length 504 516 459
No. sequences under 200 nt 125,465 88,230 52,653
No. sequences over 1000 nt 57,679 44,508 19,175
No. sequences over 10000 nt 23 3 1
’n90 369 366 351
’n50 1,194 1,110 1,227
GC % 41% 42% 42%
Ambiguous nucleotide (N) % 0% 0% 0%
COMPARATIVE METRICS
No. seq. with CRBB hits* 160,295 138,443 66,258
No. reference seq. with CRBB hits* 29,858 25,739 23,549
coverage50#* 25,991 21,875 20,258
coverage95#* 19,329 15,664 14,967
Reference coverage* 65% 56% 53%
Post-filter Post-filter Post-filter
CONTIG METRICS
No. sequences 197,839 159,278 79,095
Sequence mean length 792 775 707
No. sequences under 200 nt 25,330 17,370 13,198
Table 7: Continued on next page
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Table 7: Prior and post-filtering transcriptome summary statistics for potato cultivar-specific
coding sequences generated by TransRate (Petek et al., 2020). Continued from previous page
TransRate metrics Désirée PW363 Rywal
Pre-filter Pre-filter Pre-filter
(crude) (crude) (crude)
No. sequences over 1000 nt 55,837 42,571 18,748
No. sequences over 10000 nt 23 3 1
’n90 444 429 390
’n50 1,209 1,131 1,218
GC % 42% 42% 42%
Ambiguous nucleotide (N) % 0% 0% 0%
COMPARATIVE METRICS
No. seq. with CRBB hits* 138,131 116,834 55,239
No. reference seq. with CRBB hits* 27,642 23,839 22,163
coverage50#* 24,586 20,620 19,538
coverage95#* 18,246 14,727 14,470
Reference coverage* 63% 54% 52%
Table 7: ends from previous page.
Table 8: Assessment of completeness of constructed transcriptomes (Petek et al., 2020).
Percentage of BUSCOs identified in each transcriptome assembly step. (S): Complete and
single-copy BUSCOs %; (D): Complete and duplicated BUSCOs % (C): Complete BUSCOs
(S + D) % (F): Fragmented BUSCOs % (M): Missing BUSCOs % rep: representative alt:
alternative. Reference BUSCO database: embryophyte v.9. ∗Database size: 1440.
Preglednica 8: Ocena popolnosti zgrajenih transkriptomov (Petek in sod., 2020).
cv. Désirée crude post 1st filtering final
rep+alt rep+alt rep+alt
(S) 37.8 37.8 37.4
(D) 59.4 59.2 58.4
(C) 97.2 97.0 95.8
(F) 1.1 1.2 1.4
(M) 1.7 1.8 2.8
Table 8: Continued on next page
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Table 8: Assessment of completeness of constructed transcriptomes (Petek et al., 2020).
Continued from previous page
breeding clone PW363 crude post 1st filtering final
rep+alt rep+alt rep+alt
(S) 39.9 39.2 38.4
(D) 51.7 51.2 50.9
(C) 91.6 90.4 89.3
(F) 2.9 3.4 3.5
(M) 5.6 6.2 7.2
cv. Rywal crude post 1st filtering final
rep+alt rep+alt rep+alt
(S) 55.8 55.8 55.1
(D) 35.2 34.8 34.7
(C) 91.0 90.6 89.8
(F) 2.4 2.6 2.7
(M) 6.5 6.9 7.5
pan-transcriptome rep alt rep+alt
(S) 92.2 11.0 3.9
(D) 6.1 85.9 95.6
(C) 98.3 96.9 99.4
(F) 1.4 1.3 0.3
(M) 0.3 1.7 0.3
Table 8: ends from previous page.
Completeness is the percentage of a reference set of genes that has been assembled. At
the cultivar-specific transcriptome level, the most diverse data set in terms of tissues
and experimental conditions resulted in the highest BUSCO score (cv. Désirée) as
expected. This implicates importance of biological space, i.e. multiple tissue samples
for Désirée, before parameter space, i.e. highest number of parameter combinations for
PW363. Success in classification of main (representative) and alternative transcripts is
evident from the pan-transcriptome BUSCO scores (i.e. differences in single-copy and
duplicated BUSCOs for representative and alternative data set). The high amount of
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Complete and single−copy BUSCOs (S)
Complete and duplicated BUSCOs (D)
Fragmented BUSCOs (F)
Missing BUSCOs (M)
DB: solanaceae_odb10, size: 3052
Figure 10: Assessment of completeness of constructed transcriptomes. Reference BUSCO
database: solanaceae v.10. ∗Database size: 3052. Complete BUSCOs (C) = Complete
and single-copy BUSCOs (S) + Complete and duplicated BUSCOs (D). stPanTr: pan-
transcriptome, rep: representative, alt: alternative, ITAG/PGSC merged: Phureja merged
ITAG and PGSC DM gene models, chrUn: pseudomolecule created from assembled DM
reads that did not map to v4.03.
Slika 10: Ocena popolnosti zgrajenih transkriptomov.
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duplicated complete BUSCOs indicate the presence of assembled haplotypes present in
the transcriptome. Highest number of fragmented BUSCOs is observed for the breeding
clone PW363, what we can probably attribute to the highest number of short-contig
assemblies. Furthermore, we can assume how the long-read assembly contributed to
the shift in favour of single-copy BUSCOs for cv. Rywal (Table 8) as it has in favour
of uniquely mapped reads (Table 6).
To inspect the quality of paralogue cluster assignments, multiple sequence alignments
using MAFFT v7.271 (Nakamura et al., 2018) were conducted on representative and
alternative sequences from paralogue clusters containing sequences from each of the
four genotypes (Désirée, PW363, Rywal and DM) and were visualized using MView
v1.65 (Brown et al., 1998). The alignments within groups showed differences that can
be attributed to biological diversity, e.g. SNPs and INDELS as well as alternative
splicing (Petek et al., 2020, auxiliary file 2 https://doi.org/10.15490/FAIRDOMHUB.
1.DATAFILE.3691.1).
Aligning transcript coding sequences from a pan-transcriptome paralogue cluster can
be used to inform qPCR primer design in order to study expression of specific iso-
forms or cultivars by selecting variable regions of the transcripts. On the other hand,
when qPCR assays need to cover multiple cultivars, the nucleotide alignments can be
inspected for conservative regions for design.
Cultivar-specific transcriptomes can also improve high-throughput sequencing analyses
as they are further improvement of merged gene models because they include some
expressed transcripts that are not present in the reference genome and are less redun-
dant than unigene sets. This is even more legitimate for different other applications of
high-throughput sequencing, as we now have more detailed information also on vari-
ability of transcripts within one loci which is a requirement for these. Cultivar-specific
transcriptomes may also help improve mass-spectroscopy based proteomics. A more
comprehensive database of expressed proteins gives the peptide spectrum match algo-
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Figure 11: Inspection of transcripts length. Visualisation of transcripts length by par-
alogue cluster and evigene class. Core: sequences shared among all genotypes in the pan-
transcriptome, DM + polyploid: sequences shared by Phureja DM and at least one tetraploid
genotype, cv. specific: genotype-specific, polyploid specific: sequences shared by tetraploid
genotypes. Genotype-specific transcripts are generally shorter in length than the core tran-
scripts, however they do not differ much in the percentage of complete transcripts.
Slika 11: Pregled dolžine transkriptov.
rithms more chance of obtaining a significant target, thus enhancing the detection and
sensitivity of protein abundance measurements (Luge et al., 2016).
Cultivar-specific transcriptome and pan-transcriptome reconstruction of tetraploid potato
was published in 2020 in the Scientific data as data descriptor article (Petek et al.,
2020), which contains some additional information not presented here.
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(see next page)
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Figure 12 (previous page): Taxonomic classification of Phureja and tetraploid-specific cod-
ing sequences (Petek et al., 2020). Evaluation of constructed reference transcriptomes for
presence of the metagenome using Pavian visualisation of the Centrifuge taxonomic classifica-
tion program output. Results only for genotype-specific coding sequences (CDS) are shown.
Upper image - Phureja. Bottom image - Désirée, PW363 and Rywal combined CDS. For
cultivar-specific transcripts see auxiliary file from https://doi.org/10.15490/FAIRDOMHUB.
1.DATAFILE.3509.1
Slika 12 (previous page): Taksonomska klasifikacija Phureja in tetraploidno specifičnih
kodirajoč zaporedij sekvenc (Petek in sod., 2020).
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2.5 CONCLUSIONS
Most gene expression studies have been based on either potato unigenes (see https:
//www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/UniGene) assembled from a variety of potato expressed se-
quence tags (e.g. StGI, POCI) or the reference DM genome transcript models. Studies
based on any of these resources have provided useful information on potato gene ex-
pression, but have major drawbacks. When using the DM genome as a reference and
conducting high-throughput analyses such as RNA-seq mapping, for practical reasons,
most potato researchers use only one genome annotation, either PGSC or ITAG. Both
are missing some of the genes known to be encoded in the assembled scaffold, hence,
using an incomplete gene set can lead to false conclusions on gene presence or gene
family diversity in potato. The newly generated merged GTF helps to circumvent this
problem. But even when using merged DM-based GFF, cultivar-specific genes and vari-
ations are not considered. Differences in expression and important marker transcripts
can therefore be missed. In addition, the computational prediction of DM transcript
isoforms is incomplete and, in some cases, gene models are incorrectly predicted. On
the other hand, the inherent heterogeneity and redundancy of unigenes or similar com-
bined transcript sets causes short reads to map to multiple transcripts and thus makes
the interpretation of results more difficult.
The generated transcriptomes and pan-transcriptome represent a valuable resource for
potato gene variability exploration. Based on the comparison of cultivar-specific tran-
scriptomes we identified cca. 23,000, 13,000, and 7,500 paralogue groups of transcripts
in cv. Désirée, breeding clone PW363 and cv. Rywal, respectively, that are not present
in merged Phureja DM gene model. Addition of Iso-Seq data set in the case of cv.
Rywal confirms that long reads contribute to less fragmentation of de novo transcrip-
tome. It is therefore recommended to generate at least a subset of data with one of the
long-read technologies to complement the short-read RNA-seq. As can be seen in re-
duction rate for PW363 (24-fold), producing additional short-read assemblies does not
contribute as much to the quality of a transcriptome as having several tissues or a com-
bination of different types of sequencing (38-fold Rywal). From all four genotypes, cv.
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Désirée has the highest number of cultivar-specific representative transcripts, which can
be attributed to having the most diverse input data set used for the de novo assemblies
in terms of tissues sequenced (stem, seedlings and roots) and experimental conditions
covered. Cv. Désirée also benefitted from the inclusion of a DSN Illumina library
to capture low level expressed transcripts. However, even the leaf-specific reference
transcriptomes of cv. Rywal and breeding clone PW363 include thousands of specific
genes, indicating that cultivar specific gene content is common. Several interesting fea-
tures were identified when inspecting paralogue groups of transcripts, demonstrating
the variability of sequences in potato haplotypes and the presence of the alternative
splicing variants that contribute to the pan-transcriptome. It should be noted, that
the reconstructed transcriptomes include also the meta-transcriptome stemming from
microbial communities present in sampled potato tissues. It was decided not to apply
any filter on these transcripts. Inclusion of meta-transcripts makes it possible to also
investigate the diversity of plant-associated endo- and epiphytes. The majority of these
microbial transcripts will have microbial annotations, facilitating their future removal
when necessary for other experiments.
The GFF file with merged ITAG and PGSC gene models for S. tuberosum group
Phureja DM genome v4.04 is available at the project home page https://fairdomhub.
org/projects/161 (and GitHub https://github.com/NIB-SI/ p stRT repository), as the
cultivar-specific and pan-transcriptome assembly FASTA and annotation files, custom
code, intermediate and processed data, and all other supporting information that enable
reproduction and re-use.
These transcriptomes will improve high throughput sequencing analyses, by providing a
more comprehensive and accurate mapping reference. The translated protein sequences
can enhance the sensitivity of high throughput mass-spectroscopy based proteomics.
The resource is valuable also for design of any PCR assays, e.g. quantitative PCR,
where exact sequence information is required. Additionally, the knowledge generated
regarding variations in transcript sequences between cultivars, such as SNPs, insertions
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and deletions, will be a key instrument to assist the breeding programmes. In future,
when new potato RNA-seq data sets become available, the cultivar-specific transcrip-
tomes can be improved and expanded.
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2.6 SUMMARY
In the investigation, the two existing partially-overlapping DM genome gene models
were merged and manually curated, creating a union of genes on the Phureja scaf-
fold. Available and newly generated RNA-Seq data sets (cca. 1.5 billion reads) for
three tetraploid potato genotypes (cultivar Désirée, cultivar Rywal, and breeding clone
PW363) with diverse breeding pedigrees were compiled. Short-read transcriptomes
were assembled using several de novo assemblers under different settings to test for opti-
mal outcome. For cultivar Rywal, PacBio Iso-Seq full-length transcriptome sequencing
was also performed. EvidentialGene redundancy-reducing pipeline complemented with
in-house developed scripts was employed to produce accurate and complete cultivar-
specific transcriptomes, as well as to attain the pan-transcriptome. This work was
published in 2020 in the Scientific data journal (Petek et al., 2020).
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3 MODELLING LARGE BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS
3.1 INTRODUCTION
Herbivores, pests and pathogens (biotrophic and necrotrophic) use various types of
strategies to attack plants. As plants are unable to escape stress conditions, they
adapted to environment by developing fine-tuned immune responses. Plant immune
response is a complex phenomenon that involves plant perception of the pathogen,
transduction of the signal within the plant cell and results in reprogramming of the
plant metabolism. Although many components are involved in immune signalling,
the key components are phytohormones. Hormonal cross-talk, in general, plays an
important role in plant responses to stress. In addition to ethylene (ET), jasmonic
acid (JA) and salicylic acid (SA), the importance of other plant hormones, whose basic
function is not defence, including abscisic acid (ABA), gibberellin (GA), auxin (AUX)
and cytokinin (CK) was shown (Verma et al., 2016). Depending on the pathogen
and host physiological state, specific plant components are activated or repressed in a
well-defined time-dependent manner. Through their modulation in complex system of
signal transduction they establish specific degree of resistance to the specific stressor.
Tight regulation between different modules ensures minimized defence fitness cost.
While fair number of molecular components and mechanisms underlying the hormone-
mediated response are already known, their complex underlying cross talk mechanisms
and spatio-temporal aspects are poorly understood. Besides, some newly discovered
components yet need to be placed in the correct regulatory context.
In order to facilitate the discovery of interesting signaling patterns and cross-talks,
we have developed a user-friendly Shiny application named DiNAR (Zagorščak et al.,
2018).
Mathematical modelling is nowadays a key methodology for capturing and understand-
ing the dynamic properties of biological behaviour and cell subsystems over time, gen-
erating hypotheses and making predictions to determine most informative and effective
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wet-lab experiments. Interactions of biological molecules at the topology level is effec-
tively used to simulate perturbations and predict consequential changes in signalling
network elements. Small-scale networks could be modelled using ordinary differential
equations (ODE), when detailed kinetic data and parameters for network interactions
exist. On the other hand, without prior knowledge about kinetics, large-scale biologi-
cal networks, can be modelled using dynamic Boolean or Bayesian networks. Dynamic
signalling networks are crucial for predicting the effects of genetic perturbation on the
phenotype and synthetic biology design (He et al., 2016).
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3.2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
3.2.1 Systems biology modelling approaches
’Molecular biology took Humpty Dumpty apart; mathematical modelling is required to
put him back together again’ (Schnell et al., 2007).
Reductionistic molecular biology approaches enabled detailed characterization of bi-
ological components in isolation by breaking a complex system into subsystems and
defining the function of these subsystems (Schnell et al., 2007). On the other hand, we
know that these subsystems are interconnected and interdependent. Therefore, holis-
tic approaches, named systems biology approaches, through an integrated viewpoint
attempt to capture relevant interactions within a system, its structure, function, and
to predict its emergent behaviour (Le Novere, 2015; Hillmer, 2015).
In systems biology, model is considered as an abstract representation of a biological
phenomenon. Model structure is the form (shape) of this theoretical construct, i.e.
organised well-known and hypothesized details about components and their established
interactions, which can be expressed mathematically. Mathematical models are com-
posed of a set of variables and a set of equations that establish relationships between the
variables and describe how the parts of the system respond to system inputs through
mutual regulation (Le Novere, 2015). Mathematical models are commonly used as ab-
stractions of complex natural systems to test competing hypotheses about processes,
make predictions and help to better understand organizational principles between sys-
tem components (Wolkenhauer, 2014; Hillmer, 2015; Henkel et al., 2018). The principle
of parsimony is valid also in systems biology approaches. A goal-oriented model is a
model developed with a sufficient level of complexity regarding the particular purpose
- scientific questions addressed and data availability. Model of a system, sometimes
called structural model, is a model of a collection of interconnected objects interacting
in some coordinated way. System model satisfies the structure and the function of a
system and is usually based on some physical and chemical principles, as is the case
for mechanistic models (DiStefano III, 2015).
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Mathematical modelling of a process can be conducted using several approaches (us-
ing probability functions, through quantification of uncertainty using statistical ap-
proaches, characterizing the structure (topology) and internal properties of a pro-
cess – dynamic modelling), which can sometimes overlap in the methodological steps.
Roughly, we can divide modelling into two categories: top-down and bottom-up. Top-
down modelling tries to capture the overall dynamical features of the system. Bottom-
up modelling starts from the subsystems and afterward tries to connect them to estab-
lish a higher level of complexity. For top-down modelling, large-scale high-throughput
data, i.e. from profiling the genome (genetic material of an organism of interest), tran-
scriptome (all RNA expressed from the genome of interest), proteome (set of proteins in
a system/organism), metabolome (set of small molecules in a system) and interactome
(set of the molecular interactions in a particular system), are used. Progress in high-
throughput method development (genomics, proteomics, metabolomics, glycomics),
informally known as omics, accompanied by more complex experimental designs, in-
creased the measured complexity across multiple levels of biological organization and
multiple spatial and temporal scales (Haas et al., 2017; Baker, 2013; Middleton et al.,
2012). Classical genetics and biochemistry data are used in bottom-up modelling that
can further complement the top-down modelling approach, and can be studied in the
context of the whole system, however through the smaller scale analyses (Yin et al.,
2018). Both categories could belong to static or dynamic modelling approaches.
In natural systems, dynamics at different structural levels can take place simultane-
ously, commonly over different time scales. Due to lower accuracy of macroscale models
and lower efficiency of the microscale models, multi-scale modelling approaches try to
model, analyse and simulate systems representing distinct temporal and/or spatial
scales, and are shown as a convenient solution to balance accuracy and efficiency in
order to discover mechanisms of interaction between the layers. The main goal of
multi-level approaches is to try to model, analyse and simulate systems representing
multiple levels of biological organization (from molecules, via organisms and popu-
lations to environmental ecosystems), and multiple types of processes (physiological,
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physio-chemical, ...).
Network models in biology are most often structural models based on molecular rela-
tionships, biological pathways and biophysical reactions. Their purpose is to describe,
investigate and visualize biological systems and processes at different levels and scales
(e.g. spatial multi-Omics’ time course experiments) (Michailidis, 2012). Representa-
tion of biomolecular regulatory systems as networks is a well-established modelling
approach (Middleton et al., 2012; Livigni et al., 2018). Many network representations
have already been used to explain the underlying complexity of interactions within the
system and their emerging properties (reviewed in Middleton et al., 2012). They can be
roughly classified as activity flows, process descriptions, entity relationships or interac-
tion networks. Activity flows, directed and sequential, are suitable for representing the
transfer of information, like in qualitative and logic-based models (Wynn et al., 2012),
when the precise molecular mechanisms are unknown. Process descriptions, mechanis-
tic descriptions as bipartite graphs, are suitable for representing transfer of mass and
kinetics. Entity relationships are suitable as graphical representation for rule-based
models when the directionality and influences are well established. Interaction net-
works are basically static representation of complex patterns of physiochemical and
functional interactions between biomolecules at different scales without detailed mech-
anistic insights. They are frequently used to analyse the structure of systems, as their
topological features incorporate significant biological properties (e.g. significant molec-
ular components and most important nodes), however they are unsuitable to represent
dynamic models (Le Novere, 2015; Gaudelet et al., 2018). Interaction networks are rep-
resented and analysed using graph models on which graph-theory methods can be used
to characterize the topological network structure and its global and local interaction
properties (Almaas, 2007; Junker and Schreiber, 2007; Pavlopoulos et al., 2011; Zhu
et al., 2007). Interaction networks can handle most of the multilevel high-throughput
data and they ease data integration and graph-theory analyses approaches.
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3.2.2 Graph theory
In general, a graph G is determined by two sets: a set of nodes (vertices), that repre-
sent the selected units (points), and a set of links, that represent relations between the
nodes. Undirected links are also referred to as edges, and directed links as arcs. Some-
times, directed links are simply referred to as directed edges. A graph with additional
attributes of nodes and/or weights on links is called a network.
Let the ordered pair G= (V,L) be a graph with the set of nodes V and the set of links L.
A link can be either directed or undirected. The set of directed links or arcs is denoted
by A, and the set of undirected links or edges is denoted by E. L = E∪A. To each link l
correspond two end-nodes. Let’s denote them u and v. l(u,v) says that the link l links
the node u to node v. If l is an edge we write {u,v} ∈ E. It also holds l(u,v) = l(v,u).
In an arc one end-node, assume u, is initial and the other, v, is terminal. We write
(u,v) ∈ A. We assume that using an arc we can move using it only from its initial node
to its terminal node; while using an edge we can move in both directions.
Let u,v ∈ V be nodes of G and l ∈ L a link such that l(u,v). The link l is said to be
incident on u and v, and u and v are said to be incident on l, and to be adjacent nodes
(Newman, 2010; Wilson, 2010). Adjacent links share a common end-node.
A link with both end-nodes equal is called a loop. A graph is undirected if A = /0, and
is directed if E = /0; otherwise is a mixed graph. A graph in which a pair of nodes is
either not linked, or linked by a single edge, or a single arc, or a pair of opposite arcs,
and may contain only single directed loop in each node is called simple. Not simple
graphs are often called multi-graphs.
A graph H = (V ′,L′) is a subgraph of a graph G= (V,L) if a set of nodes of H is a subset
of nodes of G, V ′ ⊆V , and a set of links of H is a subset of links of G, L′ ⊆ L. An induced
subgraph of G is a subgraph formed either from a subset of nodes from G and all the
links in G having both end-nodes in that subset, or from a subset of the links from G
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and all the nodes in G belonging to links in that subset. Node neighbourhood is an
induced subgraph formed by all adjacent nodes (Newman, 2010; Wilson, 2010).
A walk on a graph G is an alternating sequence v0, l1,v1, l2, ...,vk of graph nodes vi and
graph links li such that for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, li(vi−1,vi) – the link li links the node vi−1 to
the node vi (West, 2000). The node v0 is called the initial node and the node vk is
called the terminal node of the walk. The length of a walk is equal to the number k of
included links. When not considering the direction (li(vi−1,vi)∨ li(vi,vi−1)), we define
so-called semiwalk (chain). Trails are defined as walks without repeated links. Circuit
is a trail for which the initial node and the terminal node are the same. Paths are
defined as trails without repeated nodes. Cycle is a walk of length at least three for
which the initial and terminal nodes are the same and all other nodes are distinct from
each other (Kolaczyk, 2009; Newman, 2010; Wilson, 2010). Acyclic graphs are graphs
without cycles. If a walk in G from u to v (u,v ∈ V ) exists, the node v is reachable
from u.
The nodes u and v are strongly connected if they are mutually reachable; they are
(weakly) connected if they are reachable by a chain (Kolaczyk, 2009; Newman, 2010;
Wilson, 2010). The binary relation of strong/weak connectivity is an equivalence re-
lation, and the induced subgraphs of its equivalence classes are called strongly/weakly
connected components (strong/weak components of a directed graph G). A graph G
is (weakly)/strongly connected if it has only one (weak)/strong component.
A shortest path from u to v is called a geodesic from u to v. Its length is denoted by
d(u,v), and the distance between u and v is defined as d̂(u,v) = max(d(u,v),d(v,u)),
where d(v,v) = 0. If no path for the two nodes exists, their distance is defined as infinite,
d(u,v) = ∞. It holds: d̂(u,v) = 0 ⇔ u = v, d̂(u,v) = d̂(v,u), d̂(u,v) ≤ d̂(u, t)+ d̂(t,v).
Diameter D of the graph G is equal to the longest distance (distance between the most
distant pair of nodes), D = maxu,v∈V d(u,v) (Batagelj, 2020).
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In general, properties of a network can be divided into global (an overall view of the
network) and local (e.g. motifs, a small over-represented partial subgraph of network)
categories (Milo et al., 2002).
Importance of a node in a graph can be characterised through node centrality mea-
sures. Most widely used measures are degree, closeness, betweenness and eigenvector
centrality (Ruhnau, 2000; Newman, 2010). Lets denote with |V | a number of nodes in
a graph G, and with |L| a number of links in a graph G. Degree of a node, in-degree
and out-degree in the case of directed graph separately, is defined as the number of
links incident to /incoming in/outgoing from v. Closeness centrality measure for node
v in graph G (Sabidussi, 1966) is an inverse of the sum of all geodesic distances be-
tween the node v and all others nodes in G. Normalised centrality measure, [0,1], is
obtained by multiplying closeness centrality measure by a factor |V |−1. Betweenness
centrality for node v ∈ V (Freeman, 1977) summarises the total number of shortest
paths between nodes of a graph G that pass through node v. By division with factor
(|V |− 1)(|V |− 2)/2 we obtain normalised betweenness centrality measure. There are
many eigenvector centrality measures (Kolaczyk, 2009). Underlying idea is that the
more central the neighbours of a node are, the more central that node itself is (Lawyer,
2015). Besides centrality measures under global network properties we include aver-
age clustering coefficient, average distance, diameter, shortest path lengths spectrum,
...
Node/link connectivity of a given graph G (Moody and Coleman, 2015) is the min-
imal number of nodes/links that need to be removed to split graph in at least two
components or obtain a single isolated node. In such a way, using network community
detection algorithms (graph clustering algorithms; community structure in networks as
cluster structure in graphs), some interesting locally dense structures can be defined.
Clique is a maximal subgraph H of G, such that each of its nodes is linked to all other
nodes of it – forms a complete graph. k-plex is a maximal subgraph H of G in which all
nodes have their internal (inside H) degree at least |VH |−k. Similar, k-core of a graph
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G is a maximal subgraph H for which all nodes have internal degree at least k (Seidman
et al., 1978). Some measures are based on ratios of the number of edges among a subset
of nodes to the total number of possible edges. For subgraph H of an undirected simple
graph G = (V,E), the density of H is defined as a ratio of |EH | vs. |VH |× (|VH |−1)/2;
while for subgraph H of a directed simple graph without loops G = (V,A), its density
is defined as a ratio of |AH | vs. |VH |× (|VH |−1). Let H be a subgraph of G generated
from node v and its immediate neighbourhood. An average density of H over all nodes
from G is a clustering coefficient of a graph G (Watts and Strogatz, 1998). Graph
partitioning is a decomposition of a set of nodes of a graph into nonempty disjoint
subsets of nodes. In applications we are often searching for partitions such that each
partition class induces a connected subgraph. To decompose a network, we can use
multiple graph partitioning methods. Many of these methods are based upon clus-
tering coefficient measure, topological distance measure or cost function minimisation
to evaluate the partitioning. Some of them employ node dissimilarity measures, while
others try to optimize the modularity (Newman, 2004; Newman and Girvan, 2004;
Newman, 2006) - a fraction of the edges that belong to a given cluster subtracted by
the expected fraction if edges were distributed at random (graph with the same degree
distribution but with edges placed at random) or - how unlikely it is that the structure
is the result of randomness. Therefore, a large value of the modularity indicate that a
nontrivial structure is captured (Newman, 2004; Emmons et al., 2016). In the case of
biological networks represented as graphs, partitioning is highly related to relationships
and patterns in the biological system, provides insights in underlying biology and can
be used to group ’similar’ biomolecules.
3.2.3 Network Graph Visualisation
Graph visualizations often suffer from excessive edge density. Generally, nodes of a
graph can be drawn as equispaced points in 2D and associated edges as straight lines
between those points. More advanced spring-embedder methods introduce attractive
and repulsive forces in graph representation by associating edges with springs and defin-
ing a notion of force for each node (represented as a ball), depending on the positions
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of pairs of nodes and the distances between them (Kolaczyk, 2009). One of the com-
monly used spring-embedder method is Fruchterman and Reingold (Fruchterman
and Reingold, 1991). Methods based on multidimensional scaling (MDS) define energy
as a function of node positions, so that node placement minimizes the total system
energy (system is in its most relaxed state, Kolaczyk, 2009). Commonly used MDS
variant method is Kamada and Kawai (Kamada and Kawai, 1989). More about
additional visualisation options can be found in Batagelj et al. (1999) and Henry et al.
(2007).
Most of the systems described with graph formalism are not static entities. Mapped
cellular interactions represent a network of possibilities since not all edges within a
network have the same temporal, tissue and condition-specific activities. Therefore, a
sequence of separate network graphs in time {G(t)} – time slices – can be used as a
straightforward way to create a dynamic network representation. As dynamic changes
in a sequence of network graphs usually involve the addition and deletion of nodes
and edges, which consequently cause automatic drawing methods to produce different
displays, exponential smoothing (edges are represented by an exponentially weighted
moving average) is used to obtain stability across visualizations (Hill et al., 2006).
3.2.4 Differential network analysis
From high-throughput experiments, information about regulatory interactions is avail-
able and has lately substantially grown in size and complexity. Systematic approaches
in high-throughput omics’ studies revealed underlying complex molecular events, whose
analysis provided insights and understanding of basic pathway signalling mechanisms,
feedback loops, or global interdependencies (Zhu et al., 2007; Samaga and Klamt, 2013;
Ramšak et al., 2018).
Various network modelling strategies and inference approaches can be used to study
the complex mechanism of organism response to external stimuli and perturbation at
level(s) of interest. To infer the regulatory relationships, static regulatory network mod-
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els, inferred from extensive genome-wide transcriptomics data sets and mutant data;
and dynamic regulatory network models, inferred from time series data, are used. When
investigating a particular regulation and organisational principles of biological network,
multiple regression models could be applied only at small-scale data set gathered from
multiple knock-out/overexpression experiments. Apart from switching to subsystems
level (small-scale networks), this approach requires also some background knowledge
of the biological processes (Windram and Denby, 2015).
Ideker and Krogan (2012) described differential networks through examples of differ-
ential mapping of physical or genetic interactions, and specification of gene-to-gene
interaction strength under different conditions. While in majority of commonly used
tools for downstream HTS data analysis focus is on defining the biomolecules (nodes)
with varying activity across conditions, in differential network approach the primary
focus lies in defining the interactions that differ between conditions (differential edges),
disregarding how their weights are calculated. An example of R package implemented
approach is described by Kuijjer et al. (2019), in which differential networks are de-
fined as sample-specific regulatory networks, generated from ’aggregated network’ by
a leave-one-out method.
The ideal in silico network, which would allow comprehension at systems level and be
able to answer the question which parts of the specific biological system are respond-
ing in particular perturbation, should be concise and able to capture key features of
the actual system (Ideker and Krogan, 2012). Although this is difficult to achieve,
particularly with non-model organisms, integrative approach in which experimental
data are superimposed on a prior knowledge network (e.g. integration of networks of
interactions with experimental data) is shown to be advantageous.
In line with emerging network views of biological systems, development of user-friendly
visualisation tools becomes even more relevant. Efficient network visualisation is lag-
ging behind, especially in exploration of multi-conditional setups (Zagorščak et al.,
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2018; Wang et al., 2020). Some solutions combining background knowledge and net-
work analysis to enable visualisation of experimental data have so far been implemented
in this area (Table 9). However, they do not successfully handle dynamic visualisation
of complex multi-conditional experiments coupled with identification of strong differ-
ential interactions and recall of latent effects that are present in multi-conditional
experiments (Table 9).
Table 9: Comparison of tools employing combination of expert background knowledge and
experimental data (Zagorščak et al., 2018). Under comparison, relevant demands are taken
into account, i.e. possibility of interactive visualisation and export formats regarding the
amount of information that could be extracted from the analysis, as the built-in clustering
and filtering. Impossibility of user defined experimental data import is criticised to be highly
impractical. NAp: not applicable, ND: not possible to determine, SD: standard deviation,
P: p-value, GE: gene expression, FE: functional enrichment, EW: edge weight, EL: edge list,
TSV: tab separated values, S: static, D: dynamic, NI: noninteractive, SI: semi-interactive, I:
interactive, DD: data driven, DB: database, CP: Cytoscape plugin, R: R package. Application
access (time of testing) 2018.
Preglednica 9: Primerjava orodij, ki uporabljajo kombinacijo strokovnega znanja in eksper-




































Table 9: Continued on next page
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Table 9: Comparison of tools employing combination of expert background knowledge and
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Table 9: It ends from the previous page.
3.2.5 Semi-quantitative modelling of temporal responses
Choosing of a modelling formalism for biological network representation depends on
the prior knowledge about the interactions, amount and type of available data, ques-
tions of interest, and computational resources (Filkov, 2005).
Dynamic modelling of biological networks provides mechanistic insights in systems sig-
nalling and regulation pathways and identifies systems-level emergent properties. A
major drawback for dynamic modelling approaches is the lack of experimentally mea-
sured parameter values (e.g. biochemical reactions kinetic parameters). Same as cells,
biological networks exhibit complex dynamic behaviour. Most commonly, data sets
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from which static interaction networks (basic pathway mechanisms) were obtained,
were generated from single condition or at single time point experimental setup. Luck-
ily, it has been shown that integration of interactome with gene expression profile stud-
ies conducted under various conditions can be exploited in network dynamics studies
(Zhu et al., 2007).
Regulatory mechanisms of molecular components and their interactions relevant to
a process under consideration can generate non-linear dynamical phenomena with
counter-intuitive observations. This is where computational modelling steps in. Most
relevant examples of computational modelling approaches, such as process algebras,
compartment-based systems, rule-based systems, Petri nets, and agent-based models,
are reviewed by Bartocci and Lió (2016). In addition, the review also provides tool clas-
sification by the supported computational modelling language and main case studies
in systems biology for the listed tools.
Two different formalisms, are used for semi-quantitative modelling. Both are logical,
i.e. Boolean networks and logic-based ordinary differential equations (ODEs). Boolean
networks were already introduced in 1969 (Kauffman, 1969) and reintroduced in 2001
(Thomas and Kaufman, 2001a,b). Boolean representation of the network is generally
used to approximate the dynamics system and is the most straightforward modelling
approach for gene regulations and signalling. A Boolean network is a directed graph
G(X ,E,F) (Filkov, 2005), where the nodes, xi ∈ X , are defined in terms of Boolean
variables (activated or deactivated, true or false). To each node, xi, is associated a
Boolean function F that determines the next value state (truth update) given the
inputs from a subset of those variables, i.e. how the discrete state of a node is governed
by the states of other nodes. Arguments of Boolean function for node xi are only the
predecessor nodes of xi in G. States of all nodes are updated synchronously (under the
assumption that all modelled biological processes have the same duration) according
to their respective Boolean functions. Given an initial condition, a dynamical sequence
of network states eventually reaches limit cycle or a fixed point. A series of state
transitions is called a trajectory. The repeating parts of the trajectories are called
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attractors, and all states leading to the same attractor are the basin of attraction. The
attractor length depends on the topology of the network (Bornholdt, 2008). Boolean
models can be derived from interaction graphs and be transformed into logic-based
ODEs in a straightforward way (Samaga and Klamt, 2013). While Boolean approach
does not reflect the exact dynamics of the system, it has been shown that it does
capture a large degree of information about it (Bornholdt, 2008) and enables discrete
dynamic simulations after perturbing different network components (Wang et al., 2012).
Despite coarse approximations, it allows robustness and stability analyses, and certain
intervention strategies (e.g. repression or constitutive overexpression) identification.
Stable attractor states resemble biological steady states. Some examples of Boolean
models (Drosophila development, flower development in A. thaliana, the mammalian,
S. cerevisiae and S. pombe cell cycle dynamics, ...) can be read about in review by
Bornholdt (2008). More detailed background of Boolean modelling and methodology
overview of Boolean modelling in systems biology is reviewed in article by Wang et al.
(2012).
The strength of Boolean formalism is the ability to deal with multiple pathways under
large number of conditions on parameter free large scale, however it doesn’t allow
intermediate levels of activation. This is biochemically unrealistic, since many real
biological systems contain stochastic subsystems (biochemical reactions are stochastic
by nature and noise is an integral part of biomolecular networks, Filkov, 2005). Thus,
to obtain a fully continuous model in state and time, several extensions were proposed.
Newer approaches are thus well suited for qualitative and quantitative level modelling
and simulation. Several software tools that enable the dynamic modelling of Boolean
networks are reviewed by Bartocci and Lió (2016) and Samaga and Klamt (2013), most
of them being deterministic models of synchronous interactions.
In Odefy (Krumsiek et al., 2010) and SQUAD software (Mendoza and Xenarios, 2006;
Di Cara et al., 2007) logic-based ODEs are derived by multivariate polynomial in-
terpolation and their alternative usage of Hill function, that takes into account the
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sigmoid shape of regulatory interactions (Samaga and Klamt, 2013). This approach
transforms Boolean models into systems of continuous differential equations without
any additional knowledge, therefore these models are still considered to be phenomeno-
logical models (in contrast to true mechanistic kinetic models). Hill equation has the
form
h(x) = xn/(xn + kn) (1)
where n is the Hill coefficient which defines the steepness of the function, and k is
activation or repression coefficient which corresponds to a half of the maximal activating
effect on a downstream node (i.e. if the activator/repressor concentration equals the
activation coefficient, the Hill function reaches the half-maximum point). HillCubes
transformation method, for example, applies Hill functions to the arguments before
performing the linear interpolation (Wittmann et al., 2009). As consequence, steady-
states of the Boolean model are not necessarily steady-states of the continuous model.
We will further focus on SQUAD. For other transformation techniques see review by
Wittmann et al. (2009).
As mentioned, SQUAD (Standardized Qualitative Dynamical Systems), a software for
the dynamic simulation, uses a set of equations that translates the graph of regula-
tory network into a continuous dynamical system (Mendoza and Xenarios, 2006) and
provides user to conduct qualitative modelling using a set of non-linear ordinary dif-
ferential equations (Di Cara et al., 2007). SQUAD locates system stable steady states
based on the construction of two dynamical systems for a given network: discrete and
continuous. The stable steady states of the discrete system are found analytically and
are then specified as the initial states for numerical methods used for solving differential
equations which in turn define the stable steady states of the continuous system (Men-
doza and Xenarios, 2006). It is important to notice that there can be no guarantee that
the continuous dynamical system has the same number of stable steady states as the
discrete system. Although, if the case is that additional stable steady states for contin-
uous system exist, their basin of attractions is relatively small (Mendoza and Xenarios,
2006). Improvements of the software are explained by Di Cara et al. (2007). Although
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SQUAD finds the attractors, it does not provide any additional information on the
basins of attraction. Its performance was demonstrated on the Arabidopsis thaliana
flower organ specification gene regulatory network (Sánchez-Corrales et al., 2010). It
is important to state, that the first version of the SQUAD algorithm assumed that any
positive regulator is strong enough to activate its target in the absence of an inhibitor,
and that any negative regulator is stronger that any combination of positive regulators
(Weinstein and Mendoza, 2012). The second version of SQUAD provided an option to
customise the Boolean rules per node. Boolean rules are transformed into their contin-
uous equivalents using fuzzy logic, i.e. logic statements have a degree of truth between
0 and 1. With regards to classical Boolean approaches, SQUAD may find additional
unstable steady states, cyclic behaviour, and different attractor basin sizes (Weinstein
and Mendoza, 2012). Further improvements in SQUAD algorithm, perturbation study
(in silico loss- and gain-of-function mutations) regarding dynamical behaviour of the
B cell regulatory network, together with detailed explanation of additional attractors
detection is given by (Méndez and Mendoza, 2016).
Computational improvement of the SQUAD algorithm and other mentioned Boolean
modelling approaches were implemented in Jimena framework (Karl and Dandekar,
2013). Jimena corresponding algorithms accelerate polynomial interpolation calcula-
tions which in turn enables simulations of underlying larger scale hormone disease net-
works in reasonable time (cca 100 times faster than the previous implementation). As a
consequence, this multithreaded thorough sampling of continuous state spaces may lead
to the identification of new stable states and new insights into network robustness and
behaviour. Jimena uses an yED (yWorks GmbH) .graphml formatted Boolean model
as underlying input network together with initial node values definition to perform
in silico perturbation and network convergence experiments (e.g. basing of attractors
search, stability analysis, ...). It also enables calculations of network centralities based
on network convergence behaviour (Karl and Dandekar, 2015). It distinguishes three
types of network control centralities: i) total control centrality which quantifies the
impact of node mutations and identifies potential perturbation targets, ii) dynamic
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control centrality which describes signalling cascades relaying functions and iii) value
control centrality which measures the direct influence of the value of the node on the
network (Karl and Dandekar, 2015).
3.2.6 Boolean modelling of plant immune signalling
Plants employ complex signalling pathways and sophisticated cross-talk response in
stress, abiotic or biotic, at various signalling levels. Plant hormones, in addition to
some small molecules (Ca2+, ROS, ...) (Kogovšek et al., 2016) trigger specific signal
cascades upon various stress signal recognition, which allow plants to react with ap-
propriate response. Several key hormone signalling pathways (ABA, ET, SA and JA)
are in charge of early responses to stress (Li et al., 2019). This is also followed by
readjustment of growth responses (Verma et al., 2016). Growth promoting hormones
are gibberellins, auxins and cytokinins. Transcription factors (TFs) are often sites of
signal convergence (Tsuda and Somssich, 2015). A schematic overview of plant hor-
mone signalling networks and their cross-talk in stress responses is shown in the Figure
13.
Boolean modelling approach for plant defence signalling and hormonal crosstalk was
described by Genoud et al. (2001), and for molecular interactions within Phytophthora
infestans - Solanum tuberosum pathosystem by (Pinzán et al., 2009).
Transcriptional rewiring has a substantial role in plant defence (Tsuda and Somssich,
2015). Transcriptional regulation networks can be rewired to different topological states
in response to various environmental signals inputs. Topology of the network influences
how information will be processed to enable an appropriate immune response. Robust-
ness of the network to perturbation govern its response. Overview of mathematical
approaches for modelling regulatory network behaviour over time under various con-
ditions is reviewed by Middleton et al. (2012). Review of network inference methods
in modelling plant defence signalling networks is given by Windram and Denby (2015)
and corresponding conceptual summary in Table 10.
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Figure 13: An overview of plant hormone signaling networks and their crosstalk in stress
responses (Verma et al., 2016). ABA: Abscisic acid, SA: Salicylic acid, JA: Jasmonic acid,
ET: Ethylene, GAs: Gibberellins, CKs: Cytokinins. SA, JA and ET control biotic stress
responses. Auxins, Gibberellins (GAs) and Cytokinins (CKs) participate in biotic stress
responses via SA signalling pathway. SA-mediated defence signalling is primary against
biotrophic pathogens, transduced through NPR and TGA. ET/JA-mediated defence sig-
nalling is primary against necrotrophic pathogens. JA and ET pathways crosstalk is shown
to be synergistically regulated. SA and JA pathways crosstalk is shown to be antagonisti-
cally regulated through several transcription factors (TF). SA represses JA/ET -signalling
downstream of JA biosynthesis and at the gene transcriptional level. ABA and GA signalling
pathways cross-talk, as well as CKs and ABA signalling pathways. Regular arrows represent
positive regulation, and T-arrows represent negative regulation.
Slika 13: Pregled signalnih omrežij rastlinskih hormonov in njihov navzkrižni odgovor v
odzivih na stres (Verma in sod., 2016).
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Table 10: Comparison of network inference methods of plant defence signalling networks
modelling (Windram and Denby, 2015).
Preglednica 10: Primerjava metod sklepanja na omrežje za modeliranje obrambnih signalnih
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Table 10: Continued on next page
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Table 10: Comparison of network inference methods of plant defence signalling networks
modelling (Windram and Denby, 2015). Continued from previous page
Method Advantages Disadvantages
Investigating regulation and organising principles of networks
Multiple regression
model
Used elegant small-scale data
set, data from multiple per-
turbations, feasible for non-
model organisms
Requires some knowledge





Allows capturing of multiple
network states of system, rel-
atively computationally inex-
pensive, genome-wide
Quality and suitability of gold
standard data for classifica-
tion can impact model out-
come
Table 10: It ends from the previous page.
Boolean formalism and Boolean modelling approach for Arabidopsis root epidermis pat-
terning gene regulatory network is reviewed by Pu and Brady (2010). As mentioned,
SQUAD method was used for Arabidopsis thaliana flower organ specification gene reg-
ulatory network (Sánchez-Corrales et al., 2010). Further, SQUAD approach was used
also to model and analyse hormonal-crosstalk in plant defence. Naseem et al. (2012)
used SQUAD approach to model biological dependencies in plant immune signalling
pathways, with a focus on biosynthesis, transport, signalling and metabolism of auxins
and cytokinins. They reconstructed Boolean model of known interactions involved in
Arabidopsis thaliana hormone immune network encompassed with pathogenicity fac-
tors, consisted of 105 nodes and 163 edges (Naseem et al., 2012). Their modelling
approach showed synergism between cytokinin and salicylic acid pathways and con-
trasting effects of auxin and cytokinins in Arabidopsis-Pst DC3000 interaction. In-
creased cytokinin levels and response was shown to promote plant immunity against
the infection of Pst DC3000, while increased auxin levels and response promote the in-
fection of plant with Pst DC3000.They successfully demonstrated how SQUAD package
fits for model hormonal-crosstalk processes analyses without knowing detailed kinetics
of the players in the network and helps prediction of relationships and interactions
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between known components of plant immunity (Naseem and Dandekar, 2012; Naseem
et al., 2013, 2015). They also showed how large-scale omics data sets (e.g. interactome
and transcriptome) integration helps to find the missing links and hubs in hormonal-
crosstalk network composed of 3,056 nodes and 18,233 interactions (Naseem et al.,
2014). Semi-quantitative hormone disease networks modelling approach in Jimena
framework was demonstrated on Arabidopsis thaliana development (Sánchez-Corrales
et al., 2010) and Arabidopsis thaliana immunity upon Pseudomonas syringae pertur-
bation (Naseem et al., 2012).
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3.3 METHODS
3.3.1 Differential network analysis (DiNAR)
3.3.1.1 Data retrieval
Manually constructed Arabidopsis thaliana plant immune signalling network (PIS) v1
(Miljkovic et al., 2012) was expanded with high confidence biological reactions of
interest, resulting in PIS-v2 (Ramšak et al., 2018). PIS-v2 was then translated to
Solanum tuberosum using available orthologous relationships from GoMapMan appli-
cation (Ramšak et al., 2014). Mechanistic reactions of the model were converted to
their graph formalism equivalent as shown in the Figure 14. PIS-v2 was further adapted
by node collapsing at the orthologue group level.
Arabidopsis thaliana Comprehensive Knowledge Network (AtCKN), containing 20,011
nodes and 70,090 connections, was generated in-house by complementing PIS-v2 with
publicly available sets of protein-protein interactions, transcriptional and microRNA
regulation (Ramšak et al., 2018). AtCKN was further translated to Solanum tubero-
sum Comprehensive Knowledge Network (StCKN) using orthologue cluster informa-
tion from GoMapMan (Ramšak et al., 2014). This resulted in an intermediary ab-
stracted network, here denoted as OCD due to node IDs prefix, containing 9,679 nodes
and 43,393 edges, and final StCKN containing 13,055 nodes and 13,9715 edges (Ramšak
et al., 2018).
Multiple condition time-series gene expression for two data sets were retrieved from
Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO), a public repository for high throughput data de-
position. The first (GSE56094) data set was from temporal transcriptomic analysis of
Arabidopsis thaliana leaves during infection by P. syringae pv tomato DC3000 (wild
type) and P. syringae pv tomato DC3000 hrpA- (mutant) (Lewis et al., 2015). Gene
expression per condition was measured in 13 time points, i.e. 0, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10,
11, 12, 14, 16, 17.5 hours post inoculation (hpi) in 4 biological replicates. Measure-
ments from mock treated (10 nM MgCl2) plants were used as a control set. The second
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Figure 14 (previous page): Representation of diverse biochemical reaction types in graph
formalism. Biochemically described reactions were simplified. Binding reactions, phosphory-
lations, dephosphorylations, translocations, gene expression, catalysis, repressions, degrada-
tions, . . ., were coded either as activation or inhibitions. Each reaction was defined to produce
some output (output node as blue coloured circle). Reactions with unknown reaction effects
were codes as bidirectional.
Slika 14 (previous page): Pretvorba mehaničnih reakcij modela v njihov ekvivalent v for-
malizmu grafa.
(GSE58593) data set was from temporal transcriptomic analysis of Solanum tuberosum
non-inoculated upper leaves and Potato virus Y (PVY) inoculated bottom leaves in
potato genotypes Désirée and NahG-Désirée, a transgene deficient in accumulation of
salicylic acid (Stare et al., 2015). Gene expression was measured in 5 time points, i.e.
1, 3, 4, 5, 7 days post inoculation (dpi) in bottom leaves across 3 biological replicates.
Measurements from mock treated bottom leaves were used as a control set.
3.3.1.2 Clustering
Due to networks complexity and size, AtCKN, OCD and StCKN were further topo-
logically analysed. Disjoint communities (i.e. clusters) were determined using network
centrality measures (Csárdi and Nepusz, 2006). Prior to clustering procedure, original
directed AtCKN (AtCKNd) was converted to undirected (AtCKNu) and then simpli-
fied by removal of multiple edges and loops (AtCKNus). More compact AtCKNuss was
created from AtCKNus by extracting only nodes (and all the edges among them) with
degree higher than one (i.e. removing peripheral nodes and edges). The same proce-
dure and nomenclature were used for OCD and StCKN networks respectively (OCDd,
OCDu, OCDus, OCDuss; StCKNd, StCKNu, StCKNus, StCKNuss).
The first layer of clusters was obtained using Multi-level community detection algo-
rithm, also known as Louvain clustering (Newman, 2004; Emmons et al., 2016; Csárdi
and Nepusz, 2006). Clusters containing less than 5 nodes, including singletons, were
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combined in a mini cluster type and assigned with membership value of 0. For the rest,
topological network parameters (centrality measures, network density, ...) were calcu-
lated on directed, undirected, simplified and compact versions of each cluster. Number
of hub nodes in a cluster was defined counting the nodes whose degree value was higher
or equal to 60 % of maximal degree in that cluster. Most centralised structures – star-
like subgraphs, were determined using degree, closeness, betweenness, number of hub
nodes and |E|/|V | ratio measures. In particular, cluster type was defined as star-like
if in its undirected version (AtCKNu, OCDu and StCKNu), maximum of normalised
degree, closeness and betweenness was higher than 0.6, rounded |E|/|V | ratio was equal
to one and if it contained only one hub node. Densely connected cluster types were
determined from centrality measures and -Log10 of edge density on simplified graph
counterparts (AtCKNus, OCDus and StCKNus). Cluster types moderate and big were
assigned to non-star-like and non-densely connected clusters as follows: cluster type
is considered moderate if it contains lower |V | than 210 (1024) and lower |E| than 211
(2048), otherwise it is considered big.
For all cluster types there were two possible two-dimensional coordinate assignment
possibilities. If |E| was lower than 26 (64) and |V | was lower than 26, Fruchterman-
Reingold (FR) algorithm was used. In the opposite scenario, first layer of layout was
defined on a two-dimensional grid, and calculated values were submitted to Kamada-
Kawai (KK) layout algorithm. KK calculated coordinates were multiplies by 2 ×
(|E|/|V |) to get the optimal coordinate pairs. For moderate, star-like and densely
connected cluster types analysis stopped here. Clusters from big cluster type were
further clustered using spinglass algorithm for finding communities in graphs based
on statistical mechanics (Reichardt and Bornholdt, 2006; Eaton and Mansbach, 2012;
Csárdi and Nepusz, 2006). Imposed constraints on the acceptable solutions, i.e. the
number of expected level-two sub clusters, was defined according to the defined number
of hub nodes per cluster. At the end of the clustering pipeline additional node and
edge attributes were added to the initial ones: cluster membership [0,m] (where m is
the number of clusters, not counting singletons), subcluster membership [1,n], (n > m)
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(where n is the number of all subclusters), node degree in all ’conditions’ (undirected,
simplified, in cluster and subcluster), and x and y layout coordinates.
3.3.1.3 Differential gene expression
The Arabidopsis GEO GSE56094 data set was analysed using standard differential
gene expression pipeline in R (R Core Team, 2020; Huber et al., 2015). Data were first
downloaded using function from GEOquery (Sean and Meltzer, 2007). Gene IDs were
translated from assay version IDs (CATMA) to Arabidopsis thaliana AtCKN compat-
ible IDs. Gene expression values were normalised and an average gene expression was
assigned to non-unique gene IDs with the purpose of duplicates removal (Wickham,
2011). Genes that could not be translated were ignored in the analysis. For experi-
mental subset of interest, i.e. mock and DC3000 wild type treated, design matrix was
constructed, linear model for each gene given a time series was fitted, contrasts from
linear model (lm) fit and empirical Bayes statistics for differential expression (DE) were
computed (Ritchie et al., 2015).
All pre-processing, normalisation and differential expression calculations for the potato
GEO GSE58593 data set were already conducted (in-house). Assay gene IDs (Potato
Oligo Chip Initiative, POCI) were translated to StCKN network IDs and further col-
lapsed at the orthologue group level to be complementary with adapted PIS-v2 network.
In the case of translated ID redundancy (in both translation results), values from the
most responsive gene ID were taken into account while disregarding others. Most re-
sponsive genes were defined as the one with longest interval (time course) of significant
(FDR adjusted p-value cut-off of 0.05) differential gene expression values (logFC). If
there were more POCIs with the same number of conditions, the one with the highest
absolute average difference in expression was taken. If the second selection criteria
could not choose the most differentially expressed POCI, the third criteria, POCIs
absolute maximum, was employed.
In concordance with differential network analysis good practice, experimental data were
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overlaid onto corresponding background networks. In-house generated set of R (R Core
Team, 2020) scripts were extended with JavaScript, HTML, CSS and Shiny package
(Chang et al., 2020) for interactive web applications. Homotopy, as implemented in
animatoR (Blejec, 2020) package, was used to interpolate node and edge weight val-
ues between discrete conditions or time-points, visNetwork (Almende et al., 2019), a
browser-based visualization library, was used for easier manipulation and interaction
with the data, while the ndtv package (Bender-deMoll, 2019) functions provided down-
loadable interactive movie rendering.
3.3.2 Semi-quantitative modelling of temporal responses
3.3.2.1 Data retrieval
The first step in signalling network modelling is to define the components of the net-
work and their relations. Miljkovic et al. (2012) published manually curated basic
(PIS-v1) model from publicly available expert knowledge which includes salicylic acid
(SA), jasmonic acid (JA) and ethylene (ET) signal transduction pathways in model
plant Arabidopsis thaliana. Ramšak et al. (2018) curated and extended PIS-v1 model
using the information from diverse publicly available resources, thus creating expanded
plant immune signalling model PIS-v2. PIS-v2 consists of 108 nodes at family level and
111 corresponding edges (Ramšak et al., 2018 Supplemental Data Set S1, Figure 15).
Although the PIS-v2 was even further extended using information from (Elena and
Rodrigo, 2012) regarding the interactions between viral elements, interactions between
host elements, and the cross-interactions between viral and host elements in Potyvirus-
Arabidopsis pathosystems, we kept viral interactors as an abstracted collapsed node
at the beginning of this study. As mentioned in 3.3.1 Differential network analysis
(DiNAR) section, Ramšak et al. (2018) also translated Arabidopsis PIS-v1 and PIS-v2
model to Solanum tuberosum using available orthologous relationships from GoMap-
Man application (Ramšak et al., 2014).
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(see next page)
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Figure 15 (previous page): Visualisation of biochemical representation of PIS-v2 model.
Plant immune signalling network comprising metabolic, signalling and gene regulatory path-
ways of SA, JA and ET. Parts of network describing SA, JA and ET pathways within defined
cellular compartment (as opposite to cytosol), are marked with thick light-yellow box. Virus
is represented as a node within its own compartment. Nodes representing genes are yellow
coloured rectangles, protein are light-green coloured rectangles, metabolites are green ovals,
small compounds (ions) as purple circles, RNAs as dark green parallelograms and receptors
in light-yellow quadrilaterals. Complexes are defined within black boxes. Visualisation is
generated using CellDesigner (Funahashi et al., 2008).
Slika 15 (previous page): Vizualizacija biokemijske predstavitve modela PIS-v2.
PIS-v2 model was then translated into a Jimena (Karl and Dandekar, 2013) acceptable
formalism based upon Boolean logic and information flow. RNA silencing (bottom
right corner in Figure 15) was eliminated from further analyses as it was not con-
nected with the rest of the model. For this purpose, biochemically described reactions
were simplified and written in a tabular form (from-to node pairs). Binding reactions,
phosphorylations, dephosphorylations, translocations, gene expression, catalysis, re-
pressions, degradations, etc. were coded either as activation or inhibitions. Reactions
with unknown reaction effects were coded as bidirectional. For the schematic overview
see Figure 14. The family level component IDs (grouped together via similar functions),
were recoded according to Arabidopsis thaliana identifier synonyms. This resulted in
an abstracted node IDs (e.g. JAZ[1-12], PR[3,4], LOX[1-6]). Generated Python (van
Rossum and de Boer, 1991) script was used to convert the tabular to .graphml format
embedding yEd Graph Editor (yWorks GmbH) header accepted by Jimena. Using this
formalism, if only positive inputs act on a node (activations), or both positive and
negative (inhibitions) inputs, then the node has an inactive state by default (Mendoza
and Xenarios, 2006). Alternatively, if the node is only under a repression, then it has
an active state by default. Therefore, some modifications were used to handle the
nodes with only inhibitory input stimuli, as for the multiple inhibitory chain reaction
effects.
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3.3.2.2 Jimena setup
To check the plausibility of the translated PIS network, discrete (DSS) and continuous
steady states (CSS) analysis was conducted. As the steady state without the pathogen
should mirror the homeostasis expression levels of genes in plant, we expected that only
photosynthesis, growth related and housekeeping genes should have values significantly
different from 0. Also, in n-way interactions, it is expected to obtain at least n+ 1
steady DSSs, one for the plant homeostasis and successful defence response, and n per
pathogen prevalence. In the case of no SS or biologically inconsistent SSs, it is necessary
to re-wire the network. This could be achieved using experimental information with
high confidence from previously curated pathway databases in combination with expert
knowledge and literature survey (articles including wet-lab confirmation of described
direct reactions). However, adding new reactions does not necessary mean upgrading
the network to a higher quality, therefore the reactions were added/removed one by
one and for each change the SS search was performed. Network reconstruction phase of
immune interactions is an iterative process and it stops when simulation results satisfy
experimentally determined responses.
General Jimena parameters include simulation method, simulation time and maximal
speed. For simulation method SQUAD was selected. Time is shown in arbitrary time
units. It was shown that in most of the simulations 20 time units were sufficient (Karl
and Dandekar, 2013). Therefore, we chose simulation time of 50-100 units. Max Speed,
left default of 1, can be used to increase the simulation speed. Jimenas’ ’Nodes Table’
allows modification of the activation values of single nodes. In a simple experimental
setup, stable steady states (SSS) were used as a valid starting point for the dynamic
simulation. Java based provided GUI demanded from user that all parameters needed
to be tuned manually one by one. Jimenas’ dynamic readout per experiment was saved
in tabular format to be later used to generate reactions plots for genes/proteins of
interest using R (R Core Team, 2020).
Additionally, simulations were conducted to observe effects of in silico knockout mu-
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tants, overexpressing transgenic plant behaviour, etc. There are three various pertur-
bation type in Jimena: i) On-Off perturbation that simulate knockouts or constitutive
expression when node activity is fixed at 0 or 1, ii) random perturbation that simulate
random disturbances and iii) sine perturbation that simulate periodic disturbances. All
perturbation options were used to test the robustness of the model. Various conditions
were considered, i.e. presence or absence of invading pest(s), presence, absence or par-
tial activation of a particular or hormonal stimulus or cross-talk. Sine perturbation was
used to simulate continuous, but alternate, exposure of crop to viral and beetle pests
in the field. General networks evaluation was performed using total control centrality
and value control centrality calculations.
Few model nodes can serve as markers, i.e. index of plant immunity response to various
stressors. The dynamics of the activation of marker node in plantpathogen interaction
system is a good indicator of the overall success in immune response and its strength.
PR1 activity was already defined as an index of plant immunity to biothrophic pathogen
(Naseem et al., 2013). Regarding our multi-way interaction modelling, few more were
added. Dynamics of the activation of network hub-nodes that orchestrate the immune
response is also of great importance to track in these studies.
3.3.2.3 Modelling two-way interaction: plant-PVY
To predict the response of the system to perturbations and analyse robustness and
sensitivity of the network, SQUAD simulation method was used. The input stimulus
was a node defined as viral particles affecting the plant, set to a fully active state
(initial node value of 1). All the other CSS node values regarding hormones and their
biosynthesis are expected to be either 0 or close to 0, hence their initial values were
set to 0 when defining the input values for dynamic simulations. Several viral proteins
were also added into the network with the effect of supporting the viral replication,
spread and its negative influence on the plant immune system. It is known that ROS
and SA signalling are plant response triggers in the case of biotrophic pathogens. As
the main plant response nodes in this scenario RBOH, TGA, PR1, EDS1 and PAD4
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were chosen (see Figures 15 and 23). For simplicity, the node PR1 was also chosen
as the one responsible for virus suppression although this protein has no known direct
effect on the virus. Robustness of the PIS network was estimated in the following
way: if a node is removed from the network (knock-out mutation), are there major
changes in the response? In this way it can be confirmed which nodes are important
hubs of the network. Sensitivity analysis includes different initial values of the key
components (e.g. different initial node values for PVY andMeSA). Via the perturbation
option, constitutive expression of some key players was also simulated. Plant responses
in different scenarios were summarised using of R/knitr generated script and were
biologically validated using experimental data set described in 3.3.2.5 ’Experimental
data for verification of simulation results’ section. As Jimena framework does not allow
to be feed input value (semi)automatically and is not cross-compatible with R (R Core
Team, 2020) or Python (van Rossum and de Boer, 1991), values of gain (h) on which
magnitude of the sigmoid function depends and decay g were kept at default levels. For
the same reason, only few perturbations were conducted as a proof of the concept.
3.3.2.4 Three-way interaction: plant-PVY-CPB
In the field, three things could happen: the plant could be first attacked by PVY then
by CPB, the other way around, or simultaneously. The signal of the first attacker is
usually introduced at the time 0, and the second one at various arbitrary time units.
Prior to three-way interaction simulation, two way-interaction model for plant-CPB
was defined. The procedure includes previously described steps for PVY simulation.
Markers for the plant response to wounding and beetle enzymes were RBOH, CAMTA3,
JA-Ile, LOX, EIN2 and MYC-dependent responsive genes (see Figures 15 and 23).
Validation of simulations was robustly conducted according to the findings in publicly
available articles and available expert-knowledge since no in-house data were generated
for this type of analysis.
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3.3.2.5 Experimental data for verification of simulation results
Validation of dynamics of the system is mostly conducted by comparison to experimen-
tal transcriptomics time series data set. Proteomics and metabolomics data on potato
were also collected, but they are not so rich in time-course information. Therefore,
we used time course transcriptomics data set from (Stare et al., 2015, 2019) contain-
ing microarray gene expression measurements at 0, 1, 3, 4, 5, 7 dpi of Désirée and
NahG-Désirée PVYNT N-inoculated plants. For translation of microarray IDs to PIS
network, IDs translation table from GoMapMan (Ramšak et al., 2014) was used. Gene
expression values (logFC) under the statistically significant cut-off of 0.05 (FDR p-
vale adjusted) were obtained for the genes that could be uniquely translated between
experimental node IDs and our model.
Petek et al. (2014) data set was used to validate three-way interaction: plant-PVY-
CPB.
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3.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.4.1 Differential network analysis (DiNAR)
DiNAR Shiny app was published in 2018 in the Plant methods journal (Zagorščak
et al., 2018). All scripts (and corresponding input/output data sets) are available from
GitHub projects page https://github.com/NIB-SI/DiNAR.
3.4.1.1 Adapted potato PIS-v2 network
Modification of PIS-v2 model (collapsing nodes at orthologue group level) resulted in
network composed of 206 nodes and 422 reactions. Nodes and edges lists in tabular for-
mat, complementing Figure 16, can be found at https://github.com/NIB-SI/DiNAR/
tree/master/PIS.
3.4.1.2 Clustering large networks
AtCKNus network node membership in clusters defined using Louvain clustering al-
gorithm was transfered to AtCKNd network nodes. Consequently, AtCKNd network
was clustered into 2,452 clusters (i.e. superclusters) of varying size (|V |), from which
only 27 clusters contained number of nodes higher than 4. By manual generation of
cluster type mini with clusterID 0, merging information from the remaining 2,515 su-
perclusters, and excluding it from further analysis, we shrunk the number of nodes
of interest in AtCKN from 20,011 to 17,562. From 27 superclusters, 9 superclusters
fell into category moderate and 12 superclusters were assigned as star-like (see 3.3.1.2
’Clustering’ section). Using spinglass clustering algorithm on the remaining, 6 type big
(see 3.3.1.2 ’Clustering’ section), superclusters, new 27 clusters emerged. To sum up,
AtCKN clustered into 48 + 1 clusters, where +1 stands for manually generated mini
cluster. Highest node degree obtained per cluster without counting multiple edges and
loops was 1,589. An example of star-like cluster is shown in the Figure 17. Detailed
calculations from which decision whether cluster fells into category moderate, star-like
or big are explained in 3.3.1.2 ’Clustering’ section. The same procedure regarding OCD
and StCKN network clustering was conducted.
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Figure 16: Adapted potato immune signalling network v2 comprising metabolic, signalling
and gene regulatory pathways of salicylic acid (SA), jasmonic acid (JA) and ethylene (ET)
(Zagorščak et al., 2018). Nodes representing transcripts/proteins are coloured blue, metabo-
lites and small compounds green and phytohormones (SA, JA, ET) orange. Pathogens (bac-
teria, virus) are represented as red nodes. Parts of network describing SA, JA and ET
pathways, kinases and reactive oxygen species (ROS) signalling as well as viral and bacterial
interactors are marked with dashed line.
Slika 16: Prilagojeno krompirjevo imunsko signalno omrežje v2, ki vključuje metabolne,
signalne in genske regulacijske poti salicilne kisline (SA), jasmonske kisline (JA) in etilena
(ET) (Zagorščak in sod., 2018).
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Figure 17: An example of a star-like cluster. Network: AtCKN, Louvain cluster ID: 2441;
|V |: 689; |E|: 722; -Log10 (graph density): 2.52; |E|/|V | ratio: 1.05; degree centrality (nor-
malised, without loops): 0.65; closeness centrality (normalised): 0.51; betweenness centrality
(normalised, on undirecected): 0.94; number of hub nodes: 1; maximum of degree, closenes
and betweenes centrality: 0.94
Slika 17: Primer zvezdaste skupine.
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OCD network clustered into 32 + 1 (mini cluster, clusterID 0) clusters. Excluding
Louvain superclusters with number of nodes lower than 5, number of nodes of interest
in OCD shrunk from 9,679 to 8,666. From 32 superclusters, 9 superclusters fell into
category moderate and 3 superclusters were assigned as star-like. From the remain-
ing superclusters, type big, emerged 20 clusters using spinglass clustering algorithm.
Highest node degree obtained per cluster without counting multiple edges and loops is
942.
StCKN network clustered into 70 + 1 (mini cluster, clusterID 0) clusters. Excluding
Louvain superclusters with number of nodes lower than 5, number of nodes of inter-
est in StCKN shrunk from 13,055 to 12,047. From 70 superclusters, 4 clusters fell
into category moderate and 2 clusters were assigned as star-like. From the remaining
superclusters, type big, emerged 62 clusters using spinglass clustering algorithm. In
addition, 2 clusters fell into category densely connected. Highest node degree obtained
per cluster without counting multiple edges and loops was 1,078. Example of big clus-
ter before and after spinglass clustering is shown in the Figure 18. Example of densely
connected cluster is shown in the Figure 19.
Clustering results of all networks, AtCKN, OCD and StCKN, can be found at https:
//github.com/NIB-SI/DiNAR/.
As it can be seen, network clustering is not a trivial step. What works for one network
type, in informational and topological sense, does not necessary work for the other one.
Clustering algorithms often have multiple parameters and settings which combination
affect which clusters will be generated. In some cases, familiarity with the network
topology and underlying data plays more significant role in quality or correctness of
the output than metric. Also, no single algorithm performs best over various metrics
(Lu et al., 2019; Ostaszewski et al., 2018). Described clustering pipeline was primary
developed with a purpose to ease visual examination, experimental data interpretation,
discovery and new hypotheses generation in complex plant knowledge networks, espe-
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Figure 18: An example of ’big’ supercluster, containing two hub nodes, prior and post
spinglass clustering step. Spinglass clustering, second clustering step on superclusters type
’big’, shown to successfully decompose ”informationally crowded” superclusters, when the
future number of clusters is based upon a number of hub nodes in supercluster. Upper
image: supercluster, bottom images: two sub-clusters.
Slika 18: Primer ’velike’ skupine, ki vsebuje dve vozlǐsči z viskokom stopnjo povezav, korak
pred in po združevanju v podskupine z uporabo spinglass algoritma.
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Figure 19: An example of densely connected supercluster (clique). No clustering algorithm
could successfully decompose this type of supercluster and ’keep together’ the important
biological information.
Slika 19: Primer popolnoma povezane skupine (klike).
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cially when edge redundancy is generated using orthologous relationships translation
from one plant to another.
3.4.1.3 Differential gene expression
Arabidopsis thaliana GSE56094 data set was translated from 30,336 microarray probes
to 13,974 Arabidopsis gene IDs compatible with AtCKN network. Number of differ-
entially expressed genes per condition (time point) from selected subset is shown in
Table 11. Description of the analysis in details in the form of HTML Markdown out-
put can be found at https://github.com/NIB-SI/DiNAR/. Repository includes also a
Rmarkdown script (.Rmd) and the results of the analysis.
For differential gene expression calculation, standard pipeline was used (see 3.3.1.3
’Differential gene expression’ section). Some discrepancies between upregulated and
downregulated gene counts between our and original article results (Supplemental Data.
Lewis et al. (2015)) were observed as expected (Table 11). This is caused by a different
bioinformatics analysis pipeline, as well as by issues with translation of assay version
IDs (CATMA) to standard Arabidopsis gene IDs (Meinke and Koornneef, 1997).
Solanum tuberosum GSE58593 data set was translated from 37,865 microarray probes
to the 141 orthologue group level collapsed gene IDs compatible with PIS-v2 net-
work. Results can be found at https://github.com/NIB-SI/DiNAR/. Collapsing PIS-
v2 nodes to orthologue abstractions level, redundant edges and the topology of densely
connected cluster were avoided, although some gene specific activation or inhibition
could be potentially lost.
3.4.1.4 Differential network analysis
For analysis and visualisation of dynamic networks we developed DiNAR, which stands
for ’Differential Network Analysis in R’, a user-friendly and platform agnostic appli-
cation with accompanying pre-processing and clustering sub apps. DiNAR is freely
available at https://github.com/NIB-SI/DiNAR/ under GNU General Public License
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version 3.0. In addition, a fully cross-platform Shiny app and its corresponding sub apps
are hosted at https://nib-si.shinyapps.io/DiNAR (under the technical setup as follows:
Basic - Performance Boost; Instance Size: 8GB; Max Worker Processes: 10; Max Con-
nections per Worker: 1; Max Instances: 3), https://nib-si.shinyapps.io/pre-processing/
and https://nib-si.shinyapps.io/clustering/, respectively. DiNAR novelties and three
main functions are: dynamic visualisation of complex multi-conditional experiments,
identification of strong differential interactions, and recall of latent effects that are
present in multi-conditional experiments.
Prior knowledge network in DiNAR is the network that is used as background network
to experimental data. User can choose between: Arabidopsis thaliana Comprehensive
Knowledge Network (CKN), Solanum tuberosum Immune Signalling (PIS) or a Cus-
tom network (user defined and pre-clustered network with assigned node coordinates).
For demonstration purposes there is also QuickAppTest (Ath123) - a three cluster
subnetwork of A. thaliana CKN with three conditions (partial experimental files from
GSE56094). Experimental data files format should contain at least: column with node
IDs (e.g. gene IDs), column with outcome of statistical test (e.g. adjusted p-values)
and column with measure of response (e.g. logFC values). They can be uploaded in
batch or one by one. File order can be adjusted prior to analysis, as well as the columns
and thresholds, according to which condition-specific networks will be dynamically con-
structed. If two connected nodes pass the cut-off criteria, they and the edge connecting
them are visualised over the selected background network. Node weight values are used









where |n| and |m| are interpolated absolute values of logFC ≥ 0.5. Upper/lower bound-
ary colour palette threshold is used to define the extreme value palette cut-off. This
means that all nodes that have higher/lower values than this boundary value will be
coloured in the same colour. If larger clusters are imported the user-friendly additional
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filtering by node degree is provided.
Responses in user data set can be explored and visualised in two ways: statically e.g.
one cluster in the large knowledge network can be inspected in a selected condition
(one can visually inspect which genes in the network responded in the particular point
in time, condition or treatment), or dynamically - one cluster in the knowledge network
is visualised through the whole data set in the selected order. Dynamic visualisations
are conducted using slider and the animation speed controller. There are also some
additional panel tabs which offer detailed information about the nodes and edges in
the network, like MapMan bin enrichment per cluster. Options such as click and drag,
zoom, hover and first neighbour highlight help users to explore rewiring events details.
Results of the analysis can be exported from the application in multiple formats, as
well as the analysis settings log.
DiNAR was developed to also manage any other extensive prior knowledge network
and multiple condition high-throughput data sets. Log file containing all user defined
steps can be exported in concordance with FAIR data principles (Wilkinson et al.,
2016).
Pre-processing sub app facilitates the construction of DiNAR’ s Custom Network. It
reads the supplied nodes and edges in three formats: tables (tab, comma or semicolon
separated), GraphML (standard graph structure data format) or GraphML combined
with XGMML. GraphML and XGMML formats can be exported from multiple network
analysis platforms. GraphML with updated node/edge attributes is also generated in
the sub app when using tables as input, and can be exported for other purposes. In
the case of uploading one of the first two formats, either a table or a sole GraphML
file, coordinates are assigned to each node using a two-dimensional grid followed by
Kamada-Kawai layout. Should the user want to use pre-defined coordinates, both,
GraphML and XGMML, files need to be uploaded. In addition, the pre-processing sub
app also calculates the node degree measure.
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Clustering sub app is in the line of explained clustering procedure (see 3.3.1.2 ’Clus-
tering’ and 3.4.1.2 ’Clustering large networks’ sections ).
The overview of the app, including sub apps, is shown in the Figure 20.
We compared features to other similar software available (see Table 9). Additionally,
applicability of DiNAR was validated through biological interpretation of two men-
tioned plant pathogen interaction experimental data sets, GSE56094 and GSE58593.
Two notable peaks of global expression are described in the original article of Lewis
et al. (2015), the first at 2 hpi and the second at 6 hpi. These were evident in DiNAR
dynamic visualisation of cluster 40 (Figure 21a) as transcriptional switches of two
main gene modules. Arabidopsis network cluster 40 includes several well-characterized
immune-related genes. The first transcriptional switch corresponds to upregulation of
a module containing hub transcription factors WRKY6/30 and ZAT11. In the second
switch, another module containing key regulators of salicylic acid response TGA3/5,
NPR3/4, PAD4 and EDS1 is activated. Furthermore, two additional transcriptional
switches were identified with DiNAR visualisation. The first, occurring at 7 hpi, corre-
sponds to induction of a module containing important jasmonate and ethylene response
transcription factors and jasmonate biosynthesis genes (see Additional file 1 Zagorščak
et al., 2018). The second corresponds to reactivation of the previously mentioned sali-
cylic acid response module at 17.5 hpi (Figure 21b).
In Potato-virus PVY interaction data set, GSE58593, gene expression was measured
1, 3, 4, 5, and 7 days post inoculation (dpi) (Stare et al., 2019). Two genotypes
were analysed; non-transgenic (NT) cv. Désirée and its transgenic counter-part de-
pleted in accumulation of salicylic acid (NahG-Désirée). To evaluate the role of SA
in potato immune signalling, dynamic gene expression changes between NT Désirée
and NahG-Désirée were compared using Dynamic-VisNetwork and Dynamic-animatoR
implemented in DiNAR (see Additional files 2 and 3 Zagorščak et al., 2018) using
modified PIS-v2 as the background knowledge network.
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probeID logFC AveExpr t P.Value adj.P.Val B
AT5G64530 2,76 10,37 12,34 2,01E-20 4,83E-16 35,71
AT1G72940 3,99 11,29 12,13 5,18E-20 6,21E-16 34,80
AT1G30850 3,55 9,94 11,08 5,41E-18 4,33E-14 30,34
AT2G15760 2,41 10,20 10,80 1,91E-17 8,10E-14 29,13
ID6 (-∞, +∞) ... ... [0, 1] [0, 1] ...
ID7 (-∞, +∞) ... ... [0, 1] [0, 1] ...
... ... ... ... ... ... ...
user defined experimental data nodes/edges  (processed) tables
geneID1 geneID2 reactionType ...
AT1G24260 AT5G64530 unk_TF
AT1G71930 AT5G64530 act_TF
geneID shortDescription shortName ...
AT5G64530 xylem NAC domain 1 NAC104 
AT2G15760 calmodulin-binding protein AR781
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Figure 20 (previous page): Overview of DiNAR features. DiNAR reads analysis-ready
network and experimental data. It creates differential network per condition to produce in-
teractive animation according to user-defined parameters. Results (i.e. DiNAR output) from
left to right, top to bottom: a) nodes and edges background information from specified clus-
ter in a form of interactive graph; b) example of MapMan bin enrichment per cluster shown
in the word cloud style; c) interactive dynamic visualisation of gene expression changes in
network context, d) exportable dynamic visualisation of gene expression changes e) example
od searchable tables containing processed (via sub-apps) network information. All generated
graphic is exportable as interactive HTML movie file or static .pdf and .png plots (e.g. for
further creation of animated pdfs or gifs); d) static interactive option for visualisation of
gene expression changes in the network context at particular measured time point or other
condition. Drop down menu allows user to visualise only gene of interest with its first and
second neighbour. Graphic is exportable as interactive HTML file.
Slika 20 (previous page): Pregled funkcij DiNAR-ja.
MAP kinases (MPKs) are regulated in different stages (1, 4 and 7 dpi) of NahG-
Désirée response, even though no differences in expression of those genes were observed
in NT plants. Interestingly, induction of MPK3 and MPK6 at 1 dpi coincides with the
activation of the main ET responsive transcription factor EIN3 and respiratory burst
enzyme RBOHD which expression levels are also induced (Figure 22). SA-deficiency
changes the responsiveness of hormonal signalling pathway at different stages. For
example, at 1 dpi components of JA biosynthesis (LOX, CTS, 4CLL, ACX3,6, and
ACX 1, ACH) and JA signalling (JAZ 9, 11, 12 and JAZ 1, 2, 5, 6) are induced in
NahG-Désirée, however remain unresponsive in NT genotype (Figure 2.10). At 1 dpi
an induction of ACO (ACC oxidase), an ET-biosynthesis gene is observed (Figure 22)
and continues to be induced at later time points (4 and 5 dpi), reaching the highest
peak at 7 dpi (see Additional files 2 and 3 Zagorščak et al., 2018). EIN3 is induced at 1
and 3 dpi and it induces the transcription of EBF gene resulting in expression peak of
EBF gene at 3 dpi. At 4 dpi repression of several ethylene responsive factors (ERF1,2;
ERF5,6; ERF 104, ERF105) as well as EBF gene occurs (see Additional files 2 and 3
Zagorščak et al., 2018).
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Figure 21 (previous page): Arabidopsis thaliana response to bacterial pathogen Pseu-
domonas syringae DC3000 (Zagorščak et al., 2018). A) DiNAR static network visual-
ization of a cluster 40 in the AtCKN in response to infection with Pseudomonas syringae
17.5 hpi (adjusted p value < 0.05, absolute value of logFC ≥ 0.5, min node degree 3). B)
Magnification of panel A) as visible in dynamic-animatoR mode. Node colours correspond
to gene regulation with red (upregulated) and blue (downregulated). Colour scale on top
right. The size of nodes correspond to absolute logFC values.
Slika 21 (previous page): Odziv Navadnega repnjakovca na bakterijski patogen Pseu-
domonas syringae DC3000 (Zagorščak in sod., 2018).
Comparison of dynamic gene expression changes between two genotypes showed how
SA-deficiency perturbs the transcriptional reprograming of the genes included in im-
mune signalling. Even though SA is traditionally viewed as the most important hor-
mone in virus-induced response, in addition, DiNAR showed dynamic changes in ex-
pression of several ET signalling components at different stages of Désirée NT response
to PVY.
We successfully developed an application to augment existing tools and further fa-
cilitate biological insight into dynamic rewiring events. Main advanced features of
DiNAR are i) dynamic data visualisation without limitation in the type of informa-
tion presented, ii) exact definition of the strongest static and dynamically changing
differential interactions and iii) acknowledging potential latent effects which could be
ignored due to network over-simplification. With both examples, we demonstrated the
power of network modelling and dynamic visualisation and how DiNAR enables novel
insights into dynamic gene expression reprogramming. Although DiNAR is currently
set for analysis of Arabidopsis thaliana and Solanum tuberosum data sets, it can han-
dle other networks in combination with a condition-specific quantitative data. DiNAR
supports multilevel analysis (with community detection) and is capable to visualize
various omics data sets.
Network of biological systems reflect a scale-free feature, i.e. several nodes have many
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edges but the majority of nodes only has one to four edges (see clustering CKN,
Barabási and Oltvai, 2004). Differential network analysis allows selection of a small
number of significant dependencies between nodes and declutters noise. Therefore,
methods that combine module-assisted or clustered network information with high-
throughput profiles allow to obtain informative strata, e.g. fine variations in immune
signalling among various host and pest genotypes (Yu et al., 2013). Besides module or
cluster assisted network analysis, expert knowledge supported network simplification
to ease data interpretation while keeping it most informative for the desired function
and goal, was shown. It is important to notice that for translation of biochemical re-
action to graph formalism no golden standard method exist, especially for multi-scale
experiments.
When using network inference approaches to study the complex mechanism of organism
response to external stimuli and perturbation at level(s) of interest, differential network
analysis performance depends on the quality of data. The high-throughput data may
contain many false positives which could then affect the accuracy of the network-based
methods. Networks that are based on inference via partial Pearson product-moment
correlation coefficient calculation and some arbitrary threshold cut-off, in the context
of poor-data non-model species system, exhibit spurious high inter-gene correlations
as a feature of the data set (Schaefer et al., 2017). Even within the model organism
context, number of samples is never grater then number of genes, which consequently
introduces statistical bias and inflates false positives rate, sets the limit to modelling
undirected relationships, hence over-simplifies most regulatory processes and misses la-
tent protein-mediated effects (Budden and Crampin, 2016). Building up a background
network with a great care, taking in consider expert knowledge and verified experimen-
tal data is of high importance. Using verified statistical and bioinformatics methods
in high-dimensional data analysis, and documenting all analysis steps, promotes also
reproducible science principles (Wilkinson et al., 2016).
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(see next page)
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Figure 22 (previous page): Visualisation of data in PIS network using DiNAR (Zagorščak
et al., 2018). Transcriptional response of potato leaves to infection with PVY 1 dpi. DiNAR
static-interactive visualisation of PIS network of NT cv. Désirée (upper panel) and NahG-
Désirée (bottom panel) is shown (adjusted p value < 0.05, no logFC cut-off, min node degree
1). Node colours correspond to gene regulation with red (upregulated) and blue (downregu-
lated). The size of nodes correspond to absolute logFC values. Edges describing the reactions
between the components are directed and represent activation (full line, unilateral arrows),
inhibition (full line) or binding (dashed line, bilateral arrows).
Slika 22 (previous page): Vizualizacija podatkov v omrežju PIS z uporabo DiNAR-ja
(Zagorščak in sod., 2018).
3.4.2 Semi-quantitative modelling of temporal responses
Starting PIS-v2 model translated to Jimena acceptable Boolean representation con-
taining 111 nodes was tweaked until its dynamic behaviour converged to biologically
relevant static steady states (SSS). Further redefinition was conducted regarding some
biochemical reaction translation to Boolean functions (edges) as follows: i) Biochem-
ical reaction enzyme activates metabolite1 to metabolite2 transition was recoded as
enzyme activates metabolite1, metabolite1 activates metabolite2; ii) binding reaction
A+B produces a complex A-B was recodes as A activates A-B complex, B activates
A-B complex; iii) degradation was recoded as inhibition; iv) oligomer production was
also recoded as inhibition; v) translocations was recoded as activations; while the node
ID was changed according to compartment. Constant activation issue of nodes that
have only inhibition as input, which is usually off in steady state, was solved by adding
a dummy reaction of node self-activation loop.
Manual literature survey of additional 59 articles was used to re-collect interaction data
encompassed with host immune regulatory proteins and pathogenic factors associated
diseases development. Also, important viral proteins that interact with some plant
node were imported.
Addition of new nodes caused SA signalling pathway to behave hyperactive, which was
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observed through related fully active node (e.g. SGE, TGA, TRX-H, SAG, PAD4,
PR1/2/5, MeSA, NPR, NPR-nuc) in steady state. It also caused an abstracted node
of Programmed Cell Death (PCD) to be fully active, which meant that the underlying
setup was harmful for our host. Therefore, some additional negative feedback loop
preventing too high concentrations of SA were added into our model. Also complexes
that ”steal” resistance activity (cause reduction in available amount of plant response
factors to pathogen), were re-annotated as inhibitory and conceptually seen as a control
management. The initial number of model edges of 111 rapidly grew to 162 through
iterative optimisation step. Besides nodes which have only inhibition(s) as an input,
few more interactions proved to be problematic in terms of modelling formalism: i)
self-activating nodes without any inhibition as input, ii) reversible reactions without
any presence of indirect inhibition in the model, iii) in the cases where activation and
inhibition were influencing a downstream node, activation was defined as ”stronger”
reaction and it took over the signalling process (also observed when lack of activation
reaction masks negative inhibition, or double inhibition were not treated as activation),
iv) constitutive inactivity of outer-nodes (nodes without any inputs), v) having only
one node active that participates in complex formation caused the complex to be fully
formed. In the latter case, issue could be logically solved with additional control nodes
or perturbations, as shown in Figure 23. This approach drastically increases the size
of the underlying network and clutters the information flow, so we instead avoided the
issue by linearization of complex creation pathways.
The plant immune signalling model was reformatted and rewired few more times to
form cross-connected issue-free network for the following perturbation and multi-way
simulations. It increased in size to 140 nodes and 216 edges (see Figure 23). Modified
network had a total control centrality within Jimenas’ preferred value range of [1.4,
2.75], which indicates that our Boolean network is somewhat robust (low vulnerability)
to mutations. At this stage, the control centrality measure, which indicates direct
influence of a node on the overall behaviour of the network (steerability) is not of high
importance, as we are aware that the produced network in not an optimised one, and
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Figure 23: Building complexes with constraints. In Jimenas’ formalism additional control
nodes or perturbations could be added to prevent complex creation when all biochemical
conditions are not satisfied.
Slika 23: Gradnja kompleksov z omejitvami.
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it was not analysed further.
Few model nodes can serve as marker nodes, i.e. index of plant immunity to various
stressors. The dynamics of the activation of marker node in plantpathogen interac-
tion system is a good indicator of the overall success in immune response and its
strength. PR1 activity was already defined as an index of plant immunity to bio-
throphic pathogen. Regarding our three-way interaction modelling, few more were
added. Dynamics of the activation of network hub-nodes that orchestrate the immune
response is also of great importance.
3.4.2.1 Modelling two-way interaction: plant-PVY
PIS model for two-way interaction was shown to be approximately satisfactory for the
goal of this in silico experiment, since all CSS node values regarding hormones and
their biosynthesis were either at 0 or the order of magnitude 10−14. Robustness of
the PIS network estimation confirmed that some nodes, such as TGA, are important
hubs of the network. Dynamic readout from simulation regarding the activity of plant
immune signalling marker nodes in two-way interaction in SA knocked-out plants is
shown in Figure 24. Although, the key hormone was in silico ’silenced’, the plant was
capable to block the viral attack. Although these results are not consistent with Stare
et al. (2015, 2019) they are partially supported with study by Lukan et al. (2018).
3.4.2.2 Three-way interaction: plant-PVY-CPB
Dynamic readout from simulation regarding the activity of plant immune signalling
marker nodes in two-way interaction is shown in Figure 25. This part of analysis
was most responsible for extending the PIS network with some additional signalling
cross-talks because it could be more clearly seen in which part the model is lacking.
The general simulation results considering SA-JA/ET cross-talk and defence signal
transduction were consistent with biological knowledge about plant immune signalling
(Figure 25). However, our network is set in such a way that the plant without some
severe perturbations in gene expression is never susceptible either to the pest or the
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Figure 23 (previous page): Consensus plant immune signalling network for semi-
quantitative response modelling. The proposed network as a results of iterative refinement,
i.e. node simplification and extension as the edge addition, removal and cross-wiring. Red
T-lines represent inhibitions, while the green arrows represent activations. Kinases are shown
as purple boxes, pest-related nodes as red boxes, some (not all) ET-signalling nodes as yellow
boxes, SA-related nodes as blue boxes, JA-related nodes as orange boxes, ROS-signalling re-
lated nodes as turquoise boxes and calmodulin-signalling related nodes as teal boxes. Green
boxes represent genes/proteins active in plant homeostasis (state without external pest per-
turbations).
Slika 23 (previous page): Konsenzno rastlinsko imunsko signalno omrežje za modeliranje
kvazi-kvantitativnega odziva.
pathogen. The additional connections and cross-talks should be added to the model so
that it can also qualitatively describe our susceptible and hypersensitive potato culti-
vars as the different viral strains. Optimistic scenario of a complete success in herbivore
suppression is not likely to happen so fast, if at all, in this version of the PIS network.
Re-parameterization of reactions should be handled with great care.
Although our generated model for potato immune signalling lacks some fine-tuning and
further optimisation to be realistic, few biological hypotheses related to phytohormonal
cross-talk were confirmed and/or clarified. Switching behaviour of SA and JA antag-
onistic signalling is most clearly evident from the three-way interactions simulation
results.
Simulation results on the carefully refined PIS network should reflect systems behaviour
according to literature and expert knowledge. With optimized PIS model, extended
studies of the mechanisms that mediate cross talk between stress-related hormones
might identify novel targets for stress tolerance improvement of crop species. New
knowledge could be applied for predicting behaviour of the system and hypothesis
generation. By enhancing potato defence response against stress, the amount of applied
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Figure 24: Two-way interactions simulation results. Dynamic readout from simulation
regarding the activity of plant immune signalling marker nodes in SA knocked out plants.
Relative activity (y-axis) over arbitary units of time (x-axis) in response to PVY of 100 %
activation. Simulation parameters were set-up in such a way that input virus stimuli were set
to be fully active while initial states of other nodes were set to correspond plant homeostasis
steady state. The route of the perturbation signal was followed through the hub-nodes until
reaching marker nodes. Figure shows the activity of PVY in parallel with SA related plant
response.
Slika 24: Rezultati simulacije dvosmernih interakcij.
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A)
B)
(continued on next page)
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C)
Figure 25 (previous page): Three-way interactions simulation results. Dynamic readout
from simulation regarding the activity of plant immune signalling marker nodes. Relative
activity (y-axis) over arbitary units of time (x-axis) in response to PVY and CPB activity of
100 % activation. Simulation parameters were set-up in such a way that input pest stimuli
were set to be fully active while initial states of other nodes were set to correspond plant
homeostasis steady state. The route of the perturbation signal was followed through the
hub-nodes until reaching marker nodes. Subfigure A) shows the activity of PVY and CPD in
parallel with ROS-signalling and PCD. Subfigure B) shows SA related plant response, while
subfigure C) shows JA related plant response.
Slika 25 (previous page): Rezultati simulacije trosmernih interakcij.
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fertilizers and pesticides might be reduced.
This approach can be extended to other phytohormones involved in growth, develop-
ment, and response to biotic and abiotic stresses. Improved network topology and
dynamic model will allow us to predict the impact of specific hormonal stimuli. We
need to keep in mind that due to the incomplete and noisy data, defining the re-
lationship between network topology and biological function is our biggest obstacle.
The parsimony principle – ’as simple as possible but not simpler’ is highly valid for
modelling, however, our knowledge about the underlying regulatory module of interest
should be rather complete. With the development of omics field, new data sources
are becoming available (Ehrhardt and Frommer, 2012). In parallel, generation of algo-
rithms (and software tools) for network inference form high-dimensional data related
to a specific context for qualitative and quantitative analysis of signalling pathways is
increasing.
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3.5 CONCLUSIONS
Progress in high-throughput molecular methods accompanied by more complex exper-
imental designs demands novel data visualisation solutions. To specifically answer the
question which parts of the particular biological system are responding in particular
perturbation, an integrative approach where experimental data are superimposed on a
prior knowledge network is shown to be advantageous.
The advantage of DiNAR, compared to other network visualization tools, is the dy-
namic visualization of multi-conditional data sets in the context of background knowl-
edge on molecular interactions with embedded network analyses. It facilitates detection
of network-rewiring events, gene prioritisation for future experimental design and allows
capturing dynamics of complex biological system. Biological examples demonstrated
how DiNAR provides valuable information in revealing hidden patterns of plant sig-
nalling dynamics and knowledge extraction. Also, these results illustrate how DiNAR
can reveal additional information in previously analysed data.
Generated Boolean model for plant immune signalling, was shown to be useful as the
beginning step in semi-quantitative modelling of potato-pest interactions. Development
of a more detailed model is planned for the future. We anticipate that the Bayesian
approach, combining graph theory and probability, should be capable to obtain missing
links of interest. Therefore, novel findings would be integrated into existing hypotheses
(and models) to deepen the understanding of biological principles, to give rise of new
questions and experimental challenges. After the model would be complemented with
some important nodes and reactions, the consistency of simulation and the robust
parameter estimation would first be conducted using publicly available time series omics
data sets. We also intend to develop a script that could run in parallel with Jimena
simulations for iterative and automatic re-parameterization so that fine tuning of the
network could be achieved. In addition, phase-diagrams representation of node activity
would also be helpful. After the most appropriate model would be chosen, translation
of knowledge to potato and adaptation for different cultivars could be achieved.
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3.6 SUMMARY
Technological progress in biological data generation enhanced development of network
modelling to allow comprehension at systems level (Ideker and Krogan, 2012). Al-
though this is difficult to achieve, particularly with non-model organisms, network
based strategies have proven to be very useful for interpreting biological data (Banf and
Rhee, 2017). In line with emerging network views of biological systems, development
of user-friendly visualisation tools becomes even more relevant. Efficient network visu-
alisation is lagging behind especially in exploration of multi-conditional setups.
We have developed DiNAR, Differential Network Analysis in R, a user-friendly appli-
cation with dynamic visualisation that integrates multiple condition high-throughput
data and extensive biological prior knowledge. Implemented differential network ap-
proach and embedded network analysis allows users to analyse condition-specific re-
sponses in the context of topology of interest (e.g. immune signalling network) and
extract knowledge concerning patterns of signalling dynamics (i.e. rewiring in network
structure between two or more biological conditions). We validated the usability of
software on the Arabidopsis thaliana and Solanum tuberosum data sets, but it is set
to handle any biological instances. Analysing large data sets in DiNAR enables re-
searchers to comprehend the regulatory events of such complex, inter-connected and
highly dynamical biological systems. DiNAR facilitates detection of network-rewiring
events, gene prioritisation for future experimental design and allows capturing dynam-
ics of complex biological system. The fully cross-platform Shiny App is hosted and
freely available at https://nib-si.shinyapps.io/DiNAR.
As we lack detailed kinetic data and would like to model larger networks to study
potato immune signalling (PIS), we implemented modified semi-quantitative Boolean
modelling formalism using already developed techniques. This dynamical model served
for parameter estimation and identification of specific features: steady states, attractors
and basins of attraction. Simulations with perturbation by component or/and reaction
parameters served for stability and sensitivity analysis of the model. Validation of
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the dynamical model was conducted by comparison to experimental microarray data
from time series experiments. The model topology was refined until the simulation
results came close to the biological experiments and expectations. Multi-way PIS
model considers different pathogens/pest attacking potato leaf.
Obtained model will be a starting point for development of a more complex model,
further refinement by fine-tuning and extending the model to additional levels with
more detailed information by, among others, iterative optimisation. Systems analysis of
responses in spatio-temporal space and multiscale data analysis could assist in potential
key components and missing players of plant defence response identification, and, to
further refine the model of potato defence signalling.
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4 ANALYSIS OF SPATIO-TEMPORAL IMMUNE SIGNALLING IN LEAVES
4.1 INTRODUCTION
Pathogen-infected tissue comprises a heterogeneous mixture of host cells in different
stages of defence response. Plant immune system is multi-layered. The first layer is
pathogen-associated molecular-pattern-triggered immunity (PTI) based on the recog-
nition of pathogen surface components. The second, more specific layer, is effector-
triggered immunity (ETI) mediated by intracellular resistance proteins (Jones and
Dangl, 2006). Restriction of pathogens to the infection site, a successful immune re-
sponse, can be associated with a form of localized programmed cell death that leads to
the appearance of visible localized tissue necrosis (Künstler et al., 2016). This hyper-
sensitive response (HR)-conferred resistance is preceded by a series of cellular signals,
i.e. rapid and intense production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and various down-
stream events regulated by cross-talk of plant hormones, such as jasmonic acid (JA),
ethylene (ET), and salicylic acid (SA) - the most crucial component in the orches-
tration of the efficient transcriptional dynamics resistance response to virus (Baebler
et al., 2014).
Spatially-resolved transcriptome profiling boosted deciphering complex regulatory net-
works. Just recently, Grid-assisted Spatial Transcriptome sequencing, a micro-scale
spatial transcriptomics workflow, to study expression profiles along width of Arabidop-
sis thaliana leaf exposed for 1 h to the bacterial molecule, flagellin-22, was published
(Giolai et al., 2019). Characterisation of spatial cluster, obtained through affinity
propagation clustering of the normalised expression tables, highlighted potential short
distance signal propagators upon stimulus. However, up to now, there have only been
few attempts to analyse the plant responses to viruses in a spatio-temporal manner.
Many viruses spread in concentric manner through the host tissue which results in
foci containing cells at different stages of infection and gradient of response in sur-
rounding cells (Yang et al., 2007) observable as lesions. In one experiment, increase
in the diameter of the lesion was monitored and differences in lesion size were tested
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using Student’s t-test for unpaired data (Mur et al., 1997). In other, more statistically
complex, expression profiles were determined across gradients of virus accumulation at
different stages. Gene expression changes, caused by virus treatment or the interaction
of virus treatment and zone, were analysed using gene-specific linear mixed model of the
log-normalized signal data followed by the comparison of the expression profile within
a particular tissue under viral inoculation with the expression profile within that same
tissue under mock inoculation (Yang et al., 2007). No such experimental results are
available for Solanum tubersoum and Potato virus Y (PVY), the most harmful virus of
cultivated potatoes (Karasev and Gray, 2013) and one of the top 10 most economically
important viruses infecting plants (Scholthof et al., 2011).
To address specified lack of knowledge, detailed analysis of potato spatio-temporal
immune signalling post PVY infection was conducted (Lukan et al., 2020).
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4.2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Due to heterogeneity in the regulatory mechanisms, identifying distinct, non-linear and
non-monotonous gene expression patterns is a challenging task (Tan et al., 2011). The
analysis of the temporal or spatial change in gene expression patterns across different
biological conditions provides insight in the transcriptional reprograming and helps
in revealing and understanding the complex mechanisms of gene regulation, identify
regulatory genes and boundary conditions. High-throughput expression profiling ex-
periments with ordered conditions are a common method to study changes at gene or
whole transcriptome level (Spies and Ciaudo, 2015) while providing insight into critical
transitional periods and relating expression levels to some phenotype (Barry et al.,
2017).
Mathematical modelling has proven to be resourceful in biological hypotheses formu-
lation and interpretation of molecular and cellular mechanisms. Models can be catego-
rized as discrete or continuous, static or dynamic, knowledge-driven or data-driven, etc
(Ma and Zheng, 2017), while data analysis methods could be practically divided into
prediction method class, i.e. supervised learning like classification and regression, and
exploration method class, i.e. unsupervised learning like clustering (Van Deun et al.,
2018). Biological processes, regulation and organisational principles that are primarily
governed by a few genes, could be modelled using multiple regression models (Windram
and Denby, 2015).
Simple linear models, augmented with analysis of variance (ANOVA) summary table
(Rice, 2007; Langsrud, 2003), are very useful approach to discover variations among and
between groups and have been applied to gene expression analysis (Spies et al., 2019).
They allow to test flexible hypotheses considering multiple experimental factors with
interaction effects, which can be followed by customized comparisons between groups
(contrasts). Orthogonal contrasts (pairwise independent) are preferred since each could
be analysed separately without the need for multiple testing p-value adjustment.
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The usage of general linear models (linear in parameters) is based upon an indepen-
dence of observations assumption, i.e. scores on the dependent variable are independent
of each other for all measurements while the parameters are unknown coefficient vector.
That implies that variable should not be linear combination of some other variables.
In high-throughput experimental setup the gene expression measures tend to be highly
correlated. Correlation between samples may also exist due to repeated measurement
or split-plot design as grouped, nested or unbalanced data structures. Missing obser-
vations also reduce the power in detecting genes with low expression levels. Therefore,
unwanted variations are to be removed and batch effects are to be adjusted for us-
ing more advanced linear models, e.g. mixed effect models, that allow us to model
correlations between samples due to longitudinal or hierarchical study design and sim-
ilar.
Nonlinear patterns, when the relationship between study and explanatory variables is
curvilinear, can be modelled using high order (fractional) polynomial functions, where
the polynomial order is chosen in consideration with the number of consecutive points
in the experiment. Curve models can also, to some degree, capture the various time
and space-course expression patterns (Tan et al., 2011).
Difficulty of ill conditioning and multicollinearity (Öztürk and Akdeniz, 2000) could
be overcome using orthogonal polynomial regression models – data values are fitted
by selecting polynomials of given degree, which are orthogonal. As any polynomial
is representable as a linear combination, the system is approximately decoupled into
subsets of linear equations (Forsythe, 1957). Therefore, adding an extra term just
refine the model by increasing the order (sequential fitting), while the regression sum
of squares does not depend on other parameters in the model (Taylor series expansion
of the unknown nonlinear function). Orthogonal polynomials could be continuous
(integrating) or discrete (orthogonality involves summation).
When response function has different behaviour in different intervals, piecewise poly-
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nomials, called splines, are used (Hejblum et al., 2015). For a polynomial of order k
the spline is a continuous function with k−1 continuous derivatives. Most commonly
used is a cubic spline that has continuous first and second derivatives at joint points
(knots).
When using nonlinear regression models, some background knowledge is needed to
establish the correct function (nonlinear in parameters) that links a dependent vari-
able with predictive variables. One simple example is the Michaelis-Menten model for
enzyme kinetics.
4.2.1 Statistical models for gene expression analysis
A variety of regression-based procedures and statistical hypothesis tests have been
developed and algorithmically implemented to handle various comparisons of gene ex-
pression values.
The ones developed for the high-throughput screenings are capable to relate gene ex-
pression simultaneously for multiple gene to some external outcome or phenotype.
Furthermore, the gene expression measures in such experimental design could to be
highly correlated, they also include test for inter-gene dependencies. Common issues
are also unwanted variation from the high-dimensional measurements, experimentally
either handled by some control genes for which the parameters estimated by linear
regression should be zero or by using more complex regression models.
Circadian rhythms are cyclic processes in organism. Their measurement involves lon-
gitudinal sampling. When longitudinal sampling is not possible due to methodological
limitations or repeated sampling avoidance, process can be analysed as an independent
(random samples) short time series under particular conditions. In cases when periods
are approximately known apriori, ANOVA can be used to distinguish noisy rhythms
from random oscillation (Refinetti et al., 2007).
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When observations come from two-dimensional context, they are not statistically in-
dependent, moreover, spatial autocorrelation exists. Wavelet analysis coupled with
linear multiple regression accounts for spatial non-independence by reducing variable
autocorrelation nearly to zero (Carl and Kühn, 2008).
Keeping in mind that the nonlinear response patterns for different genes differ (indi-
vidual specific slope and intercept), each gene profile in small-scale studies can be esti-
mated by the growth curve model with fractional polynomials (Tan et al., 2011).
When describing a transcription regulation that involves only some genes, genes are
independent of each other and a Taylor series representation of multiple variables can be
applied. If the cell fate is quantified as the probability of cell death, a polynomial based
model derived from Taylor series (different degree polynomials) infinitely differentiable
at a fixed point, can be used as a representation (Ma and Zheng, 2017).
On the other hand, genome-wide association studies (GWAS) are large-scale and gene
expression profiles are estimated together for all genes. To account for the confounding
effects, linear mixed models are commonly used. To ensure that the regression model
is not mis-specified, statistical visualization and diagnostic plots are crucial (Hoffman
et al., 2014).
R package limma protocol (Ritchie et al., 2015) is, to a degree, a golden standard
protocol in transcriptomics differential gene expression analysis. It fits a separate
model for each gene while incorporating unequal variances and tolerating some degree
of heteroscedasticity. All genes are constrained to share the same intrablock correlation.
Based on parametric empirical Bayes method, it incorporates prior information about
the direction and strength of gene contribution to the statistical signature into the
linear model fit and all differential expression contrasts.
Sometimes more subtle changes of more genes in a given pathway may be of more
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interest than a large difference in expression levels of a single gene from that pathway.
Gene groups of interest can be defined through their biological function by employing
prior biological knowledge. TcGSA detects the optimal number of significant trends
(pattern changes) in longitudinal experimental design setup. Gene expression within
a gene set is modelled using linear mixed effect models, and followed by significance
testing (gene set expression not stable over time or over groups), and individual gene
profiles estimation (Hejblum et al., 2015).
To summarize overall dynamic activity in ordered condition experiments, segmented
regression models can be used to simultaneously characterize individual gene expression
pattern and provide the optimal number and location of breakpoints and direction of
dynamic changes in expression (Bacher et al., 2018).
High-throughput measurements can be employed to predict an outcome and to obtain
insight into the mechanisms using the automatically selected subset of variables in
parallel. In such cases principal covariates regression (PcovR) method can be of use
to keep the balance between outcome prediction and covariates reduction (Van Deun
et al., 2018).
Functional regression analysis can also be used when analysing hyper-spectral image
data represented as functions defined in any continuous domain (smoothness property
applies), to develop predictions. They differ on the type and number of basis functions,
e.g. Bayesian Ridge Regression, Fourier basis model or B-Splines model, the degree of
the polynomial, and the methods used to estimate regression coefficients model. Fourier
series of an infinite sum of orthogonal sines and cosines can be used for periodical curves
and the B-splines model for non-periodic curves without any strong cyclic variation
(Montesinos-López et al., 2018).
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4.3 METHODS
4.3.1 Data generation and retrieval
Molecular mechanisms of HR in a spatio-temporal manner analyses were performed in
parallel in cv. Rywal and its SA-depleted transgenic counterpart, NahG-Rywal, which
cannot restrict the viral spread. A set of 23 genes (Figure 26), including genes involved
in ethylene (ET), jasmonate (JA) and salicylate (SA) signaling, redox state related
genes (ROS) and a set of immune signaling actuator genes, was selected based on their
responsiveness in earlier time-series whole leaf transcriptomic experiments from the
same pathosystem
Processes in lesion development at three different stages, 2, 3, and 5-6 days post in-
oculation (dpi), were quantified through gene expression response levels in the small
sections surrounding the site of viral infection with PVYNT N , PVYN−Wilga or PVYN605
tagged with green fluorescent protein (GFP). For each experimental group, 5-10 le-
sions and their corresponding surrounding tissue from different plants were sampled.
For each lesion, 4 tissue sections (sizes of 1x1 mm 1x2 mm) were sampled as follows:
A) lesion, or in the case of initial viral foci, tissue surrounding the site of viral entry,
B), C) and D) tissue of 1 mm consecutive distance distal to the lesion site (Figure 27).
In the mock-inoculated plants (control) tissue sections of same sizes were excised from
different plants.
Samples were analysed in the set-up for quantitative PCR (qPCR) and raw gene ex-
pression values were normalized to expression of housekeeping genes (Baebler et al.,
2017). The standard curve method was used for relative gene expression quantification
that served as an input to statistical data analyses.
4.3.2 Data pre-processing
Prior to statistical analysis of gene expression data set, data subset from lesions without
viral amplification detected in section A (necrosis due to mechanical inoculation) was
filtered out. An additional dry-lab experiment was defined for the early visible lesions
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Figure 26: Selection of plant immune signalling related genes for spatio-temporal analysis of
response (Lukan et al., 2020). Potato virus Y (PVY) and genes involved in reactive oxygen
species (ROS), MAP kinase signalling, programmed cell death (PCD), salicylic acid (SA),
jasmonic acid (JA), ethylene (ET), auxin (IAA) and primary metabolism were analysed using
qPCR (circled with bold). Signalling proteins are presented with orange, enzymes red and
transcription factors in blue ovals, respectively; metabolites are presented with diamonds
and genes with squares. For detailed genes abbreviations see Figure 1 part c) in Lukan et al.
2020.
Slika 26: Nabor genov, povezanih z imunsko signalizacijo rastlin, za prostorsko-časovno
analizo odziva (Lukan in sod., 2020).
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Figure 27: Experimental setup for gene expression profiling. Sections containing initial virus
foci, early visible lesions and fully developed lesions with corresponding surrounding tissues
were sampled for gene expression measurement. Tissue surrounding early visible lesions was
sampled in two perpendicular directions, marked with 1 and 2, respectively. Scale bar: 1mm.
dpi: days post inoculation.
Slika 27: Eksperimentalna postavitev za profiliranje ekspresije genov.
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Table 12: Gene expression profile imputation for the creation of 3D graphs (Lukan et al.,
2020). Calculated values are plotted as z-axis values latter on.
Preglednica 12: Imputacija profila izražanja genov za ustvarjanje 3D grafov (Lukan in sod.,
2020).
(A1+A2)
































experiment, in which the relative gene expression values in two perpendicular directions
was averaged. Prior to averaging, consistency of perpendicular gene expression profiles
was examined. Visual inspection was conducted using imputed 3D graphs. Imputation
was conducted as described in the Table 12.
Relative expression measurements of 13 genes (13-LOX, 9-LOX, ACX3, CAT1, ERF1,
LSD1, MC3, PRX28, PR1B, RBOHA, RBOHC, RBOHD, TRXH) and PVY that had
qPCR measurement in all time points were subsetted for the integrative analysis as
shown in Table 13.
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Table 13: Summary of the experimental design and statistical analyses input. 1: measure-
ments used in statistical analysis per batch, 2: measurements also used in the integrative
analysis. tp: time point, Exp: experiment, SA: Salicylic acid, JA: Jasmonic acid, ET: Ethy-
lene, MAPK: MAP kinase, PCD: Programmed cell death, ROS: Reactive oxygen species,
biosynt: biosynthesis, Inter: Intermediate, 1D: One direction, 2D: Two perpendicular direc-
tions.
Preglednica 13: Povzetek eksperimentalne zasnove in vhodnih podatkov za statistične anal-
ize.
Time Initial Early Fully developed lesions
(tp as viral visible
marked foci lesions
in figures) (Early) (Inter) (Late)
Exp 1 1 1 1 1 2
Batch 1 2 3 4 5 1
Direction 1D 2D 1D
sampled
Potato Rywal and Rywal
genotype NahG-Rywal
PVY strain N−GFP N−Wilga N−GFP N−Wilga NT N N−Wilga
Pathway
Gene
CAT1 2 2 1 2 1 1
PRX28 2 2 1 2 1
RBOHA 2 2 1 2 ROS
RBOHC 2 2 1 2 signalling
RBOHD 2 2 1 2
TRXO 1 1
TRXH 2 2 1 2
WIPK 1 1 1 MAPK
MKP1 1 1 1 signalling
HSP70 1 1 Immune
complex
ARF2 1 1 1 Auxin
signalling
Table 13: Continued on next page
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Table 13: Summary of the experimental design and statistical analyses input. Continued
from previous page
PVY strain N−GFP N−Wilga N−GFP N−Wilga NT N N−Wilga
Pathway
Gene
ERF1 2 2 1 2 1 ET
signalling
13-LOX 2 2 1 2 JA
9-LOX 2 2 1 2 1 1 biosynt
ACX3 2 2 1 2 1 1
TGA2 1 1 1 SA
signalling
PR1B 2 2 1 2 1 1 Actuator
BGLU2 1 1 1 1 1 of defence
MC3 2 2 2 PCD
LSD1 2 2 1 2
AGO2 1 1 Silencing
SAHH 1 1
GBSS1 1 1 1 Primary
metabolism
Table 13: It ends from the previous page.
4.3.3 Statistical analysis
First round of statistical analysis was performed per unique combination of sam-
pling time (initial viral foci, early visible lesions, fully developed lesions), viral strain
(PVYNT N , PVYN−Wilga, PVYN605−GFP) and potato genotype (Rywal, NahG-Rywal),
i.e. individual batch. Relative gene expression values were standardised to 97th per-
centile. Multiple linear regression method, as implemented in R Stats package (R Core
Team, 2020), was used to fit a quadratic polynomial model
Y = β0 +β1P1(x)+β2P2(x)+ ε (3)
where P1(x) and P2(x) are orthogonal polynomials of degree 1 and 2.
Genotype was coded as factor and position (tissue section) as factor (A, B, C and D)
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or numeric distance from the position A - initial viral foci tissue surrounding (0, 1.5,
2.5 and 3.5). Individual levels against reference level were examined using summary
function. Analysis of variance (Type-I Sum of Squares calculation) was used to analyse
the effects of position and genotype on gene expression where starting point of the
comparisons was either gene expression value in Rywal at position A or at distance 0.
For each analysed gene, spatial expression profiles were determined and plotted with
95 % confidence bands.
To simplify the visualization and interpretation of spatial response comparisons among
different genes within the two genotypes, we designed coefficient plots, condensing the
information of spatial response to pairs of quadratic and linear coefficient values from
the polynomial model fit. Linear coefficients are shown on the x-axes and quadratic
coefficients on the y-axis. Intercept, related only to the relative gene expression value,
was not taken into the consideration to answer the question which genes have a sim-
ilar spatial response. Regarding the combination of linear and quadratic coefficient,
the shape of spatial response curve can be defined as cap-shaped, cup-shaped, linear
increasing, linear decreasing or flat line. Critical threshold for curve shape change was
set up at |0.5|, i.e. only cases in which values for coefficient pairs shifted from one quad-
rant to another exceeding (-0.5, 0.5) boundaries were considered as ones of biological
interest. Significance of comparisons between the particularly interesting levels of the
factors was obtained through contrast method as implemented in R package (Ritchie
et al., 2015).
For Integrative analysis, multiple linear regression method was used in a similar manner
with the addition of the new factor - sampling time. Analysis of variance (Type-III
Sum of Squares calculation), as implemented in R car package (Fox and Weisberg,
2019), was used to analyse the effects of all three factors.
In addition, predictions of gene expression were plotted resembling sombrero plots using
radial function interpolation.
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4.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
First analysis was performed on fully developed lesions following the infection with
PVYN−Wilga, PVYNT N and PVYN . While mock values showed random behaviour in
some cases (e.g Rywal ERF1 post PVYN , Rywal GBSS1), observed response profiles
within genotypes among all viral strains were consistent (Figure 28). Therefore, we
further focused only on PVYN−Wilga infected plants (Figure 29).
The most of viral RNA found in the centre of the lesion (position A) in both genotypes
is supporting appropriate filtering step. The expression pattern of some genes changed
with distance from the centre of the lesion (position A) and in some cases, the response
differed between the two genotypes (Figure 28), as expected. The expression of HSP70
protein involved in the stability of resistance protein (Figure 28, Figure 29) is elevated
in the centre of viral foci (section A) compared to the adjacent sections (sections B,
C and D) only in non-transgenic (NT) Rywal plants (Figure 28). On the other hand,
expression values of HSP70 seem to be in average higher in mock-inoculated leaf tissue
than those in sections B, C and D. If we are aware that almost any stress in plants
(wounding, salinity, heat, cold, UV-B, etc) induce the production of heat-shock protein
group (HSPs), therefore also called stress-induced proteins (Al-Whaibi, 2011), this is
not so surprising. Both, BGLU2 and PR1B (Table 13, Figure 26), actuator of defence
under the regulation of SA signalling pathway, show upregulation close to the centre
of viral infection (higher expression at section A when compared to the distal tissue -
D section) in NT Rywal (Figure 29). On the other hand, their response quite differs
in SA-depleted system (NahG-Rywal plants). While the spatial response of BGLU2
in NahG-Rywal is completely lost (zero slope line with intercept values close to the
ones of mock plants), the response of PR1B gene is occurring further away from the
foci of viral infection in most lesions (peak in section C, Figure 28). The shape of
spatial response curve of ERF1, involved in ET signalling (Figure 28, Figure 29), more
or less resembles the one of PR1B, in Rywal. Confidence interval for NahG-Rywal
seems too wide to be able to clarify processes in this SA-depleted plant. The starch
synthase GBSS1, an indicator of primary metabolism state, in generally shows that
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(see next page)
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Figure 28 (previous page): Transcriptional response of immune signalling-related genes and
relative viral RNA abundance are similar after inoculation with different viral strains (Lukan
et al., 2020) . Spatial expression profiles of selected genes for non-transgenic (NT, A) Rywal
and SA-depleted (NahG, B) NahG-Rywal plants after inoculation with PVYNT N , PVYN−Wilga
or PVYN−GFP at the stage of fully developed lesions (5-6 dpi). Tissue sections, marked as
positions A, B, C, D, are shown on the x-axis and values of gene transcriptional response
Standardized to 97th quantile on the y-axis. Expression values in mock-inoculated tissue
sections are shown as empty circles on the right end of x-axis. Asterisk denotes contrast
p-value < 0.05; gene expression at position B, C and D compared to that at position A.
Spatial profile models are shown as thick black lines with 95 % confidence bands in grey.
Standardized gene expression values within individual lesions are presented with coloured
symbols connected by a line.
Slika 28 (previous page): Transkripcijski odziv genov, povezanih z imunsko signalizacijo,
in relativna številčnost virusne RNA sta podobna po inokulaciji z različnimi virusnimi sevi
(Lukan in sod., 2020).
the metabolism is downregulated in the infected plants (Figure 28, mock-inoculated
leaf tissue denoted with empty circles at the right end of x-axis vs. coloured symbols
connected by a line for individual lesions).
Second analysis was performed on samples in the earlier stages of viral infection. Using
PVYN tagged with green florescent protein (GFP), cells that are only starting to am-
plify the virus were visualised. In these cases, virus was not multiplied in an individual
cell to a high enough extent and has not spread for more than 5 cells (Figure 30).
Some of the experimental data were completely discarded before pre-processing due
to unsatisfactory quality. The spatial expression profiles for the remaining lesions was
shown less reproducible (Figure 30). Biological interpretation of this data was thus not
possible.
Third analysis was therefore performed at the early visible lesions stage (3 dpi). This
time expression values were measured in perpendicular directions (Figure 31) to see
the agreement between them. Results were again consistent between different lesions
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Figure 29: Coefficient plots of selected genes monitored in non-transgenic (NT) Rywal
and SA-depleted (NahG) NahG-Rywal plants following inoculation with PVYN−Wilga at the
stage of fully developed lesions. The lack of SA leads to diverse spatial transcriptional
regulation of immune related genes in ETI. To simplify the visualization and interpretation
of spatial response comparisons among different genes within different genotypes, we designed
coefficient plots (plotted pairs of quadratic and linear coefficient values from the polynomial
model fit). Value pairs for NT Rywal are shown as blue circles, value pairs for NahG-Rywal
as red squares. Grey box defined within [-0.5, 0.5] interval boundaries indicates an area of
lower relevance regarding the difference in gene expression response.
Slika 29: Graf parov koeficientov izbranih genov, spremljani v netransgenih (NT) Rywal in
SA-osiromašenih (NahG) rastlinah NahG-Rywal po inokulaciji s PVYN−Wilga v fazi popol-
noma razvitih lezij.
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Figure 30: Spatial profile of transcriptional response of few selected genes in the early
stages of viral infection. Spatial expression profiles of selected genes for non-transgenic (NT)
Rywal and SA-depleted (NahG) plants after inoculation with PVYN−GFP at the stage of
initial viral foci (2 dpi). Tissue sections, marked as positions A, B, C, D, are shown on the x-
axis and values of gene transcriptional response Standardized to 97th quantile on the y-axis.
Expression values in mock-inoculated tissue sections are shown as empty circles on the right
end of x-axis. Asterisk denotes contrast p-value < 0.05; gene expression at position B, C
and D compared to that at position A. Spatial profile models are shown as thick black lines
with 95 % confidence bands in grey. Standardized gene expression values within individual
lesions are presented with coloured symbols connected by a line.
Slika 30: Prostorski profil transkripcijskega odziva nekaj izbranih genov v zgodnjih fazah
virusne okužbe.
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and enabled reliable biological interpretation.
Spatio-temporal analysis of gene expression of two genes involved in regulation of PCD,
MC3 and LSD1 showed different response. MC3 did not show interesting transcrip-
tional regulation (Figure 32, gene expression values of treated plants close to the ones
of mock, confidence intervals too wide), while LSD1 showed some induction in response
already in the early stage of lesion development in both genotypes, albeit stronger in
NT plants (Figure 32).
When no difference is observed in characteristics of, e.g. PCD process, between NT
and SA-depleted genotypes, it indicates that the process does not depend on SA. SA
is thought to be the main signalling module reprogramming plant in interaction with
biotrophic pathogens while JA signalling contributes to a successful defence against
necrotrophic pathogens and herbivores. Hypothesis is that JA and SA are antagonistic.
Results show that 13-LOX, in the top of one branch leading to JA synthesis (Figure
33), is induced in the centre of viral foci at the stage of fully developed lesions and the
induction is enhanced in NahG plants (Figure 33). The expression pattern of ACX3
gene, involved in later steps of JA synthesis (Figure 33), is regulated similarly, except
for the diminished regulation at the stage of fully developed lesions of NahG-Rywal
plants (Figure 33). Interestingly however is that gene expression of 9-LOX, coding for
the starting enzyme of the second branch leading to JA synthesis (Figure 26), is not
following the same spatio-temporal response as 13-LOX gene expression (Figure 33,
Table 14).
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Figure 31: Spatial gene expression profiles of immune signalling genes around early vis-
ible lesions. Spatial profile models for NahG-Rywal plants, inoculated with PVYN−Wilga.
Perpendicular tissue sections marked as positions (A, B1, B2, C1, C2, D1, D2) are shown
on the x-axis and y-axis, while values predicted by regression model on the z-axis. Any
prediction scaled beyond the defined interval [0, 1] was rescaled to resemble either 0 or 1
response. Legend shows colour coded intervals for z-axis values. For NT and animations see
http://projects.nib.si/sensors/results/
Slika 31: Prostorski profili ekspresije genov imunskega odgovora okoli zgodnjih vidnih lezij.
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Figure 32: Spatial response of the genes related to cell death process can be detected already
at the time of early visible lesions. Sombrero plots of selected genes (top position) and
coefficient plots (bottom position) for non-transgenic (NT) Rywal and SA-depleted NahG-
Rywal plants post inoculation with PVYN−Wilga at the stage of early visible (3 dpi, left,
profile of averaged perpendicular directions) and fully developed lesions (5-6 dpi, right). In
coefficient plot, value pairs for NT Rywal are shown as blue circles, value pairs for NahG-
Rywal as red squares. Grey box defined within [-0.5, 0.5] interval boundaries indicates an
area of lower relevance regarding the difference in gene expression response. All sombrero
plots at http://projects.nib.si/sensors/results/
Slika 32: Prostorski odziv genov, povezanih s procesom celične smrti, je mogoče zaznati že
v času zgodnjih vidnih lezij.
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Figure 33 (previous page): 9-LOX and 13-LOX branches of the oxylipin pathway respond
differently against PVY in potato (Lukan et al., 2020). Spatial expression profiles of selected
genes (top position) and coefficient plots (bottom position) for non-transgenic (NT) Rywal
and SA-depleted NahG-Rywal plants post inoculation with PVYN−Wilga at the stage of early
visible (3 dpi, left, profile of averaged perpendicular directions) and fully developed lesions
(5-6 dpi, right). Tissue sections, marked as positions A, B, C, D, are shown on the x-axis
and values of gene transcriptional response standardized to 97th quantile on the y-axis.
Expression values in mock-inoculated tissue sections are shown as empty circles on the right
end of x-axis. Asterisk denotes contrast p-value < 0.05; gene expression at position B, C and
D compared to that at position A. Spatial profile models are shown as thick black lines with
95 % confidence bands in grey. Standardized gene expression values within individual lesions
are presented with coloured symbols connected by a line. In coefficient plot, value pairs for
NT Rywal are shown as blue circles, value pairs for NahG-Rywal as red squares. Grey box
defined within [-0.5, 0.5] interval boundaries indicates an area of lower relevance regarding
the difference in gene expression response.
Slika 33 (previous page): 9-LOX in 13-LOX veje oksilipinske poti se različno odzivajo na
PVY v krompirju (Lukan in sod., 2020).
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Figure 34 (previous page): Induction of expression of RBOHD and TRXH is limited to
the cells surrounding the infected tissue (Lukan et al., 2020). Spatial expression profiles of
selected genes (top position) and coefficient plots (bottom position) for non-transgenic (NT)
Rywal and SA-depleted NahG-Rywal plants after inoculation with PVYN−Wilga at the stage
of early visible (3 dpi, left, profile of averaged perpendicular directions) and fully developed
lesions (5-6 dpi). Tissue sections, marked as positions A, B, C, D, are shown on the x-
axis and values of gene transcriptional response standardized to 97th quantile on the y-axis.
Expression values in mock-inoculated tissue sections are shown as empty circles on the right
end of x-axis. Asterisk denotes contrast p-value < 0.05; gene expression at position B, C and
D compared to that at position A. Spatial profile models are shown as thick black lines with
95 % confidence bands in grey. Standardized gene expression values within individual lesions
are presented with coloured symbols connected by a line. In coefficient plot, value pairs for
NT Rywal are shown as blue circles, value pairs for NahG-Rywal as red squares. Grey box
defined within [-0.5, 0.5] interval boundaries indicates an area of lower relevance regarding
the difference in gene expression response.
Slika 34 (previous page): Indukcija ekspresije RBOHD in TRXH je omejena na celice, ki
obdajajo okuženo tkivo (Lukan in sod., 2020).
Gene expression profile analyses of genes involved in generation (RBOHs, Figure 26)
and quenching (CAT1 and PRX28, Figure 26) of ROS, as the redox potential sensor
proteins implicated in the regulation of immune signalling (thioredoxins H and O, i.e.
TRXH and TRXO, Figure 26) are shown in the Figure 34. The three investigated
RBOH genes have each distinct spatio-temporal regulation. RBOHC is not regulated
in any of the studied genotypes (Figure 34, Table 14). RBOHA is strongly induced
in the centre of viral foci (section A) already in early stage of lesion development and
drops back to normal expression value in the surrounding tissue in NT Rywal, while
this activation is attenuated in SA-depleted NahG-Rywal plants. RBOHD, however,
in NT Rywal forms a peak of expression close to the border of the lesion itself in the
majority of fully developed lesions. In NahG-Rywal plants its expressed is close to the
limit of quantification. PRX28 is induced earlier in NahG plants, and at the stage of
fully developed lesion its expression peaks in section A in NT Rywal and in section
B in NahG-Rywal plants. CAT1 is induced only in NahG plants and is induced even
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further away from the centre of viral foci compared to PRX28. At the stage of early
lesions, it peaks in section C and at the stage of fully developed lesions even in section
D. The expression of TRXO was below the limit of quantification, therefore, it was not
possible to follow its response. Interestingly, however, TRXH responds strongly and
early only in NT Rywal plants.
As the RBOHD gene expression is much lower in NahG-Rywal plants after virus in-
oculation, its gene activity should be also under regulation of SA. It is reasonable to
assume that the observed production of ROS and activation of RBOHs could be trig-
gered by activation of resistance protein (Figure 34). To validate the involvement of
ROS signalling and contribution of RBOHD gene in virus restriction, i.e. blocking of
viral multiplication within the cell and thus establishment of foci of viral infection,
transgenic plants of RBOH silenced Rywal are used. However, this chapter does not
cover further experimental work conducted to test for in silico risen hypotheses beyond
the information how in plants with silenced RBOHD defensive signalling is perturbed
and virus spread is not arrested at the site of infection.
The rest of the analysed genes showed either no spatial regulation at all or they were
responding in an asynchronous manner between the biological replicates (Table 14),
meaning that most probably their regulation is even more fine-tuned and more detailed
analysis (e.g. with single cell resolution) would be required. Furthermore, Giolai et al.
(2019) suggested that the transcriptional response to wounding starts between 5 and
10 min. Cases where gene expression varies randomly in mock-inoculated plants could
be possibly put under more controlled conditions and boundaries by tweaking steps in
sample collection.
To summarise, relative expression measurements of 13 genes (13-LOX, 9-LOX, ACX3,
CAT1, ERF1, LSD1, MC3, PRX28, PR1B, RBOHA, RBOHC, RBOHD, TRXH) and
PVY that had qPCR measurement in all time points were subsetted for the integrative
analysis as shown in Table 13. Results of ANOVA (Type III test) are shown in Table
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14 and Figure 35. In addition, integrative coefficient space plots and profiles of listed
genes are available at home-institute project SENSORS web-page http://projects.
nib.si/sensors/results/. Also, all additional materials, i.e. radial representation of spa-
tial gene expression response to PVY inoculation at the time of fully developed lesions
and 3D animated spatial gene expression of immune signalling genes around early vis-
ible lesions are publicly available at http://projects.nib.si/sensors/results/.
Table 14: Integrative ANOVA. Analysis of variance (Type III test) table. Results of effects
of genotype, time and position (as factor or distance) on gene expression. g: genotype, p:
position, t: time, x: interaction.
Preglednica 14: Integrativna ANOVA.
position as factor [A, B, C, D]
g p t g x p g x t p x t g x p x t
PVY 7.20−06 1.75−02 3.75−01 6.53−01 1.85−03 2.50−01 8.63−02
CAT1 4.87−06 8.43−01 9.56−03 9.13−01 2.45−01 9.60−01 8.61−01
PRX28 6.91−03 9.94−01 4.24−04 4.19−01 1.61−04 8.54−02 1.60−02
RBOHD 2.21−01 8.35−01 5.28−01 9.03−01 6.78−01 4.62−01 7.81−01
RBOHC 1.88−02 8.27−01 2.96−01 9.36−01 7.47−01 8.57−01 7.84−01
RBOHA 5.15−03 9.02−01 2.19−10 8.46−01 5.56−06 1.13−06 1.70−02
TRXH 1.53−03 8.89−01 3.90−04 7.19−01 2.41−02 7.84−02 8.05−01
ERF1 3.02−01 9.94−01 4.22−03 9.54−01 2.85−01 3.46−01 3.95−01
13-LOX 7.68−04 4.16−01 9.97−02 7.87−01 1.49−02 1.51−01 3.00−01
9-LOX 2.17−01 9.99−01 2.92−03 7.98−01 1.04−02 1.67−01 3.71−01
ACX3 1.40−06 8.14−01 9.37−03 2.58−01 1.06−03 3.53−03 2.14−03
PR1B 1.92−04 9.31−01 1.00−02 9.12−02 1.80−03 5.18−01 4.61−02
LSD1 1.02−05 7.55−01 3.37−03 4.71−01 1.72−02 4.85−01 5.19−01
MC3 2.83−01 7.31−01 3.63−03 8.95−01 2.49−01 5.38−01 9.57−01
position as distance [0, 1.5, 2.5, 3.5]
g p t g x p g x t p x t g x p x t
PVY 1.63−05 3.92−03 4.87−01 1.80−01 7.86−03 5.40−02 2.31−02
CAT1 4.45−07 4.12−01 4.17−03 5.10−01 1.31−01 6.16−01 6.93−01
PRX28 7.43−03 9.26−01 2.17−04 2.01−01 3.82−04 6.52−03 2.18−03
Table 14: Continued on next page
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Table 14: Integrative ANOVA. Continued from previous page
position as distance [0, 1.5, 2.5, 3.5]
g p t g x p g x t p x t g x p x t
RBOHD 8.59−02 4.06−01 5.06−01 5.05−01 3.52−01 9.34−01 6.84−01
RBOHC 5.18−03 4.28−01 2.54−01 8.48−01 6.94−01 4.82−01 8.63−01
RBOHA 1.49−02 6.44−01 4.91−07 8.23−01 9.77−04 3.05−05 6.54−02
TRXH 4.84−04 9.06−01 9.31−04 6.55−01 3.73−02 6.05−02 5.60−01
ERF1 2.56−01 7.91−01 5.42−03 7.42−01 4.86−01 9.87−02 2.34−01
13-LOX 1.46−04 2.32−01 5.34−01 6.77−01 3.78−02 4.71−01 2.84−01
9-LOX 2.44−01 9.07−01 4.45−03 3.94−01 1.53−02 2.33−02 8.09−02
ACX3 2.32−07 5.87−01 5.06−02 2.72−01 5.09−03 1.01−03 5.98−04
PR1B 4.75−04 9.08−01 6.35−03 3.78−02 3.12−03 1.35−01 7.39−03
LSD1 4.23−07 7.80−01 6.89−03 3.51−01 3.37−02 3.19−01 3.62−01
MC3 3.73−02 4.64−01 4.51−03 8.53−01 3.41−02 4.21−01 3.69−01
Table 14: It ends from the previous page.
One can always fit a polynomial of order n− 1 to n-experimental measurements pro-
viding a good fit. However, such models do not help researchers to understand the
unknown underlying function or can be used as good predictors. In addition, it reduces
the power of analysis, especially when the sample size is limited. To avoid overfitting,
we used a quadratic orthogonal polynomial that can also successfully describe nonlin-
ear gene expression changes of interest shaped as cups or caps. However, polynomial
regression model may have unanticipated turns in inappropriate directions, especially
when measured values drop quickly, and it may provide interpolation and extrapolation
incorrect inferences. Therefore, it can be observed how in some cases we got biolog-
ically impossible negative expected values. Furthermore, from biological perspective,
usually there is a threshold of viral RNA and proteins required to observe significant
changes in defence mechanisms as there may be a lag in temporal signalling since the
amount of affected mRNA transcripts needs to increase sufficiently to be detected by
gene expression assays and the statistical analysis. Despite balanced experimental de-
sign some measured values are not just close to the level of quantification (from either
side), but also barely close to the detection threshold. Therefore, integrative analysis
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Figure 35: Coefficient plots of selected genes according to the integrative ANOVA table.
Value pairs (pairs of quadratic and linear coefficient values from the polynomial model fit)
for NT Rywal are shown as circles, value pairs for NahG-Rywal as squares. Grey box de-
fined within [-0.5, 0.5] interval boundaries indicates an area of lower relevance regarding the
difference in gene expression response.
Slika 35: Grafi parov koeficientov izbranih genov po rezultatih v integrativni tabeli ANOVA.
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cannot be always guaranteed using non-simulated data.
We would like to highlight how in this type of experiments, simple statistical hypoth-
esis testing could be misleading, due to outlier’s presence, higher variation within the
groups than between groups and inconsistent controls. Therefore, besides reading p-
values from ANOVA tables, it is of great importance to visually inspect consistency in
gene expression, including individual lesion lines, model with confidence intervals and
mock values. In some cases, results depend on measurement scale of spatial and time
factors, treated as ordinal or numerical variables.
Although the data presented do not extend much beyond a simple correlation analysis,
it was demonstrated to which extent conducted statistical analyses contribute to in
silico hypotheses generation, which are later tested in the new round of wet-lab experi-
ments. To get towards sustainable resistance in the field, where plants are exposed to all
kind of other environmental stressors, understanding of downstream processes leading
to pathogen arrest and prediction of complex interactions that balance the trade-offs
between growth and immunity is of utmost importance. Commonly, gene expression
post-pest attack in non-model plants is measured using homogenised material, which
leads to lose of spatial and exact quantitative information. Described experiment en-
abled to some degree identification of a novel key players and the interconnectivity
of components in potato immune response against PVY. Previous comparative anal-
ysis of NT Rywal and NahG-Rywal genotypes shows that the extensive production
of ROS corresponds to the spread of the virus and/or PCD (Lukan et al., 2018). In
this experiment, ROS production corresponded to the expression of RBOH genes in
NT Rywal but not in SA-depleted NahG-Rywal plants, which is also supported by
the expression pattern of ROS quencher CAT1, induced more distantly from the virus
foci in NahG compared to NT plants (Figure 34). Besides RBOHD, spatial responses
of BGLU2, HSP70, ACX3 and TRXH were completely abolished in the SA-deficient
plants (Figures 28, 33, 34). Performed spatio-temporal analysis shows how potato de-
fence response against PVY is probably regulated through multiple regulatory loops,
leading to fine-tuning of both spatial and temporal response, and to the outcome of
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interactions most favourable for the crop.
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4.5 CONCLUSIONS
Potato defence response against potato virus Y (PVY) can vary between plants to
such degree that even the number of lesions formed on the leaves can remarkably
differ. Thus, proper biological interpretation of data obtained from large-scale ex-
periments is improbable. Not just that spatially-resolved transcriptome profiling has
been shown to overcome mentioned issue, it also helps to unravel complex regulatory
network. Precise temporal and spatial coordination of induced signalling pathways is
required to successfully restrict the pathogen with minimal damage to the host tis-
sue. Our transcriptomic studies in NT and SA-depleted plants, at a series of time
points and locations around the infection site, revealed which resistance-associated
processes are dependent or independent upon the main defensive hormone - salicylic
acid (SA). Polynomial regressions showed how in fully developed lesion lack of SA leads
either to no response (i.e. BGLU2, ACX3, RBOHA, RBOHD, TRXH and GBSS), or
spatio-temporal profile of response is changed (i.e. ERF1, PR1B, CAT1, PRX28).
The induction of NADPH oxidase RBOHD expression in non-transgenic (NT) plants
showed most interesting, as it occurs specifically in the border region of the lesion.
New round of wet-lab experiments, based in this in silico hypothesis generation, was
conducted and it showed that in plants with silenced RBOHD defensive signalling is
perturbed and virus spread is not arrested at the site of infection. Thus, silencing of
RBOHD breaks the resistance, allowing systemic viral spread, which pinpoints that
RBOHD could be a regulatory hub in potato immune signalling. In summary, it was
once more confirmed that cross-talk between SA, ethylene (ET), jasmonic acid (JA)
and redox signalling (ROS) spatio-temporally fine tunes immune signalling to get the
most efficient response.
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4.6 SUMMARY
Pathogen-infected tissue comprises a heterogeneous mixture of host cells in different
stages of defence response. Spatially-resolved transcriptome profiling boosted decipher-
ing complex regulatory networks. In plants restriction of pathogens to the infection
site can be associated with a form of localized programmed cell death that leads to the
appearance of macroscopically visible localized tissue necrosis (lesion).
After conducting experiments with different viral strains and correlative genotypes, we
sampled the tissue sections surrounding the lesion at different stages of lesion devel-
opment. Measuring response of genes with specific role in immune signalling shows
how expression pattern change with distance from the centre of the lesion and in some
cases, varies between genotypes. We present how common statistical approaches, such
as multiple regression methods, and condensing the information of spatial response
using quadratic polynomial coefficient plots, help to unravel differences and changes in
gene expression spatio-temporal profiles. They also help to illustrate which resistance-
associated processes are dependent or independent upon cross-talk between plant hor-
mones.
More detailed spatial analysis of responses provides better insights into the processes
involved in plant defence. Applied methods have wider implications, as long as one can
determine information under conditions that are hypothesized to reflect the variation
between objects under consideration.
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5 POVZETEK
V doktorskem delu smo proučevali krompir (Solanum tuberosum L), ki je poleg riža,
za ljudi med najpomembneǰsimi rastlinami na svetu.
Krompir lahko močno prizadenejo različni patogeni. Krompirjev virus Y (PVY), rastlin-
ski patogeni virus iz družine Potyviridae, ki večinoma okužuje rastline iz družine
Solanaceae, lahko povzroči velike izgube pridelka. Je najbolj uničujoč rastlinski virus,
ki vpliva na krompir: povzroča velik upad kakovosti krompirjevih gomoljev in lahko
zmanǰsa prinos pridelka tudi za 70 % (Valkonen, 2007).
Na polju pridelke hkrati napadajo škodljivci. Koloradski hrošč (Leptinotarsa decemlin-
eata; CPB) v proizvednji krompirja prav tako lahko povzroča veliko gospodarsko škodo,
kar se je izkazalo za problem v svetovnem merilu (Grafius, 1997; Alyokhin et al., 2008).
Čeprav so posledice napada patogena/škodljivcev dobro znane, pa osnove kompleksnih
mehanizmov in prostorsko-časovni vidiki do danes niso v celoti opisani (Petek et al.,
2014; Baebler et al., 2011; Križnik et al., 2017).
Večina sort krompirja, ki je primernih za prehrano ljudi, je visoko heterozigotnih
tetraploidov z visoko gensko variabilnostjo (Alexandersson et al., 2020). Zato se pri
znanstvenih raziskavah uporabljajo ekonomsko pomembni genotipi krompirja, ki se ra-
zlikujejo po občutljivosti na krompirjev virus Y (npr. občutljiv cv. Igor, tolerantni cv.
Désirée, odporni cv. Rywal in izjemno odporni cv. Sante in cv. PW363; Baebler et al.
2020). Poleg tega se uporabljajo tudi transgene rastline, z majhnimi spremembami v
signalizaciji (npr. transgeni Rywal z nezmožnostjo kopičenja salicilne kisline – NahG-
Rywal, Baebler et al. 2014). Razumevanje interakcij med krompirjem in PVY nam bo
omogočilo gojenje novih sort, odpornih proti boleznimi, kar bo zmanǰsalo gospodarske
izgube.
Aktivacijski mehanizem R-proteinov (proteini kodirani z R-geni – geni v rastlinskih
genomih, ki definirajo odpornost rastlin na patogene) in njihova interakcija z efek-
torji (majhnim molekulami ali beljakovinami, ki spreminjajo biokemijske procese v
celici) je bila v zadnjih letih predmet intenzivnih raziskav (Verma et al., 2016). Ven-
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dar pa je za dosego trajnostne odpornosti na terenu, kjer so rastline izpostavljene tudi
okoljskim stresorjem, izjemno pomembno razumevanje nadaljnjih procesov, ki vodijo
do zatrtja patogenov (Baebler et al., 2011; Križnik et al., 2017; Lukan et al., 2018).
Do danes je bila večina študij teh procesov izvedena na modelnih rastlinah (Flavell,
2009). Čeprav je mogoče nekatere ugotovitve prenesti na druge rastline z uporabo
ortologije (Ramšak et al., 2014), niso ortologi za vse rastlinske vrste natančno opre-
deljeni na genski ravni. Translacijske študije (Ramšak et al., 2018) so zelo zanimive
za širšo rastlinsko znanstveno skupnost, saj premostijo razliko v znanju med temeljn-
imi raziskavami in agronomijo, vendar je pomembno, da se študije izvajajo tudi na
rastlinah, kot je krompir.
Teme doktorske naloge se osredotočajo na natančno karakterizacijo dinamike pros-
torskih in časovnih signalnih poti v krompirju na različnih bioloških ravneh (Stare
et al., 2019). Z združitvijo vseh podsistemov želimo doseči globlji vpogled v zapletene
pojave in odkriti osnovne molekularne mehanizme in kompleksne vzorce kot so napove-
dovanje fenotipov pod različnimi pogoji.
V skladu z opredeljenimi raziskovalnimi vprašanji je delo sestavljeno iz treh pode-
not. Prvi del doktorskega dela je osredotočen na bioinformacijske pristope za ustvar-
janje krompirjevega pan-transkriptoma (Petek et al., 2020), drugi del na biostatistične
pristope za prostorsko-časovne analize ekspresije genov in vizualizacije visoko-razsežnih
podatkov (Lukan et al., 2020), tretji del na uporabo teorije grafov in analize omrežij za
modeliranje velikih bioloških sistemov in obrambnih odzivov rastlin (Zagorščak et al.,
2018).
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Doktorat temelji na naslednjih vprašanjih in ciljih:
1. Prostorsko-časovna analiza imunske signalizacije krompirja z uporabo integracije
dinamičnega modeliranja in simulacij s statističnimi metodami za prostorske
funkcionalne podatke in visoko zmogljivimi eksperimentalnimi podatki.
2. Identifikacija in opis sinergijskih, aditivnih in antagonističnih mehanizmov navzkrižnega
’pogovora’ med različnimi hormonskimi signalizacijami; identifikacija in opis novih
in ključnih komponent, pomembnih za proučevan biološki sistem.
3. Modeliranje povezav med različnimi molekularnimi nivoji in posebnimi značil-
nostmi signalnega omrežja, ki modulirajo obrambni odziv krompirja in določajo
vedenje sistema.
Sestavljanje pan-transkriptoma kromprja
Čeprav je referenčni genom – dvojni monoploid (DM) Solanum tuberosum skupine
Phureja na voljo, genetska raznovrstnosti zelo heterozigotne tetraploidne skupine Tubero-
sum, ki ji pripadajo gojene sorte krompirja za hrano in krmo, ostaja večinoma ner-
aziskano področje, kar ovira napredek pri raziskavah krompirja.
Z udomačevanjem in sodobnimi metodami žlahtnenja, so različne sorte krompirja pri-
dobile tudi gene drugih sorodnih vrst iz skupine Solanum ali izgubile nekatere gene
prednikov (Hardigan et al., 2017). Različni programi gojenja so povzročili kopičenje
različnih majhnih sprememb genoma. Zato ima vsaka posamezna sorta krompirja
specifično določen nabor transkriptov, in posledično fiziološke in razvojne razlike, vključno
z odzivi na biotski in abiotski stres.
Na ravni vrst se lahko genomi posameznikov razlikujejo po nukleotidnih polimorfizmih
(SNP), kratkih vstavkih in izbrisih (indeli), v številu kopij genov in prisotnosti ali
odsotnosti genov (Hardigan et al., 2017). Slednje vodi do koncepta pan-genoma –
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genoma značilnega za celo vrsto, ki ga sestavljajo ’jedrni’ genom, prisoten pri sko-
raj vseh posamezniki, in ’pogrešljivi’ genom, sestavljen iz genov, ki so prisotni samo
v podskupini posameznikov. Ta koncept je bil razširjen na pan-transkriptome, kjer
prisotnost ali odsotnost variacij ni vezana samo na gensko vsebino. Pan-genomi in
pan-transkriptomi so opisani v modelnih rastlinskih vrstah kot je Arabidopsis thaliana
(Gan et al., 2016), in več vrstah polǰsčin, vključno s koruzo (Jin et al., 2016; Hirsch
et al., 2014), rižem (Zhao et al., 2018), pšenico (Montenegro et al., 2017) in sojo (Li
et al., 2014).
Za spopad z omenjenim pomanjkanjem znanja je razvit podroben bioinformacijski de-
lotok za sestavljanje transkriptoma heterozigotnih genotipov tetraploidnega krompirja,
anotacijo, validacijo, in njihovo integracijo z referenčnim genomom v pan-transkriptom
(Petek et al., 2020).
V preiskavi sta bila dva obstoječa, delno prekrivajoča se, genska modela združena in
ročno pregledana. Zbrani so bili razpoložljivi in na novo ustvarjeni nabori podatkov
RNA-Seq (približno 1,5 milijarde odčitkov) za tri genotipe tetraploidnega krompirja
(sorta Désirée, sorta Rywal in vzrejni klon PW363) z različnimi plemenskimi rodovniki.
Kratko prebrani transkriptomi so bili sestavljeni z uporabo več algoritmov pod ra-
zličnimi nastavitvami, da bi pridobili optimalen rezultat. Za cv. (sorto) Rywal je bilo
izvedeno tudi PacBio Iso-Seq sekvenciranje. Za izdelavo natančnih in popolnih tran-
skriptomov, značilnih za posamezne sorte, smo uporabili delotok EvidentialGene in
lastno računalnǐsko kodo.
Sestavljeni transkriptomi in pan-transkriptom predstavljajo dragocen vir za razisko-
vanje variabilnosti genov krompirja. Na podlagi primerjave transkriptomov, značil-
nih za posamezne sorte, smo identificirali približno 23.000, 13.000 in 7.500 paraloških
skupin transkriptov v cv. Désirée, klonu PW363 in cv. Rywal, ki niso prisotni v
združenem genskem modelu Phureja DM. Dodatek nabora podatkov Iso-Seq v primeru
cv. Rywal potrjuje, da dalǰse RNA-seq sekvence prispevajo k manǰsi fragmentaciji de
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novo transkriptoma. Zato je priporočljivo ustvariti vsaj podskupino podatkov z eno od
tehnologij za generiranje dolgih sekvenc, ki dopolnjujejo kratke RNA-seq sekvence. Kot
je razvidno iz stopnje krčenja za PW363 (24-krat), izdelava dodatnih de-novo sklopov
na bazi kratkih sekvenc ne prispeva toliko h kakovosti transkriptoma kot več tkiv ali
kombinacija kratkih in dolgih zaporedij (38-krat Rywal). Od vseh štirih genotipov ima
cv. Désirée največje število reprezentativnih transkriptov za posamezne sorte, kar lahko
pripǐsemo temu, da ima najrazličneǰsi vhodni nabor podatkov, uporabljen za de novo
sklope, glede na zaporedje tkiv (steblo, sadike in korenine) in zajete pogoje poskusov.
Pri sestavljanju transkriptoma za Désirée se je izkazalo za koristno tudi vključevanje
normalizirane knjižnice DSN Illumina. Vendar pa tudi referenčni transkriptomi za cv.
Rywal in klon PW363 vključujejo na tisoče specifičnih genov, kar kaže na pogostost
specifične genske vsebine. Pri pregledu paralognih skupin prepisov je bilo ugotovljenih
več zanimivih lastnosti, ki dokazujejo variabilnost zaporedij krompirjevih haplotipov
in prisotnost alternativnih variant, ki prispevajo k pan-transkriptomu. Treba je opo-
zoriti, da rekonstruirani transkriptomi vključujejo tudi meta-transkriptome, ki izvirajo
iz mikrobnih združb, prisotnih v vzorčenih tkivih krompirja. Vključitev meta-prepisov
omogoča tudi raziskovanje raznolikosti rastlinskih endo- in epifitov. Večina teh mikro-
bioloških sekvenc bo imela mikrobiološke anotacije, kar bo olaǰsalo njihovo nadaljnje
odstranjevanje, kadar bo to potrebno za druge poskuse.
Datoteka GFF z združenimi genskimi modeli ITAG in PGSC za genom S. tubero-
sum Phureja DM v4.04 je na voljo na domači strani projekta https://fairdomhub.org/
projects/161 (in GitHub https://github.com/NIB-SI/ p stRT), prav tako FASTA in
anotacijske datoteke kultivarjev, koda, vmesni in obdelani podatki ter vse druge pod-
porne informacije, ki omogočajo reprodukcijo in ponovno uporabo.
Pričakujemo, da bodo zgenerirani transkriptomi izbolǰsali analize visoko-razsežnih po-
datkov ker zagotavljajo celoviteǰse in natančneǰse reference za mapiranje. Prevedena
beljakovinska zaporedja lahko povečajo občutljivost proteomike, ki temelji na masni
spektroskopiji. Transkriptomi so dragocen vir tudi za načrtovanje kakršnih koli PCR
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testov, npr. kvantitativni PCR, kjer se zahtevajo natančne informacije o zaporedju.
Poleg tega bo znanje, pridobljeno v zvezi z variacijami transkriptov med sortami, kot
so SNP, insercije in delecije, ključni instrument za pomoč agronomskim programom. V
prihodnosti, ko bodo na voljo novi nabori podatkov o krompirjevi RNA-seq, bo možno
transkriptome, značilne za sorte, izbolǰsati in razširiti.
Delo je bilo objavljeno leta 2020 v reviji Scientific data (Petek et al., 2020).
Analiza prostorsko-časovne imunske signalizacije v listih
Tkivo, okuženo s patogenom, vsebuje heterogeno mešanico gostiteljskih celic v različnih
fazah obrambnega odziva. Imunski sistem, ki ga ima rastlina, je večplastni: kot prva
plast obstaja imunost, ki jo sproža molekulski vzorec (PTI) in temelji na prepozna-
vanju površinskih komponent patogena; druga, bolj specifična plast, je imunost, ki jo
sproži efektor (ETI), ki ga posredujejo beljakovine znotrajcelične odpornosti (Jones
and Dangl, 2006). Omejitev patogenov na mesto okužbe in uspešen imunski odziv,
je lahko povezan z obliko lokalizirane programirane celične smrti, ki vodi do pojava
vidne lokalizirane nekroze tkiva (lezije, Künstler et al. 2016). Pred tem preobčutljivim
odzivom (HR), je vrsta celičnih signalov, tj. hitra in intenzivna tvorba reaktivnih
kisikovih vrst (ROS) in različnih nadaljnjih dogodkov, ki jih ureja navzkrižni pogovor
rastlinskih hormonov, kot so jasmonska kislina (JA), etilen (ET) in salicilna kislina
(SA) – najpomembneǰsa sestavina pri organizaciji učinkovitega odziva imunskega sis-
tema rastline na virus (Baebler et al., 2014).
Prostorsko določeno profiliranje transkriptoma je spodbudilo dešifriranje zapletenih
regulativnih mrež. Pred kratkim je bila objavljena analiza poteka prostorske tran-
skriptomike za preučevanje ekspresijskih profilov po širini listov Arabidopsis thaliana,
ki so bili eno uro izpostavljeni bakterijski molekuli flagellin-22 (Giolai et al., 2019).
Karakterizacija prostorske skupinice, dobljene z grozdenjem afinitetnega širjenja nor-
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maliziranih izraznih tabel, je ob dražljaju poudarila potencialne razširjevalnike signalov
na kratke razdalje. Vendar je bilo do zdaj le malo poskusov, kjer bi prostorsko-časovno
analizirali rastlinske odzive na viruse. Številni virusi se koncentrično širijo skozi gos-
titeljsko tkivo, kar povzroča žarǐsča, ki vsebujejo celice na različnih stopnjah okužbe
ter gradient odziva v okolǐskih celicah (Yang et al., 2007), opazen kot lezije. V enem
poskusu so spremljali povečanje premera lezije in razlike v velikosti lezije testirali s
Studentovim t-testom za neodvisne vzorce (Mur et al., 1997). V drugih, statistično
bolj zapletenih profilih izražanja, so bili določeni gradienti kopičenja virusa v različnih
fazah inokulacije. Spremembe ekspresije genov, ki jih povzroči zdravljenje z virusi
ali interakcija zdravljenja z virusom in območja, so bile analizirane z uporabo gensko
specifičnega linearnega mešanega modela log-normaliziranih signalnih podatkov, čemur
je sledila primerjava profila izražanja znotraj določenega tkiva pod virusno inokulacijo
in profila izražanja znotraj istega tkiva pod kontrolo (Yang et al., 2007). Takšni eksper-
imentalni rezultati niso na voljo za viruse ki okužujejo krompir, npr. krompirjev virus
Y (PVY).
Za odpravo ugotovljenega pomanjkanja znanja je bila izvedena podrobna analiza prostorsko-
časovne imunske signalizacije krompirja po okužbi s PVY (Lukan et al., 2020).
Obrambni odziv krompirja proti krompirjevemu virusu Y (PVY) se lahko med rastli-
nami močno razlikuje v številu lezij, ki nastanejo na listih. Zato pravilna biološka
razlaga podatkov, pridobljenih iz obsežnih poskusov, ni verjetna. Ne samo, da je
dokazano, da prostorsko razrešeno profiliranje prepisov premaga omenjeno težavo, po-
maga tudi pri razkrivanju zapletene regulativne mreže. Za uspešno omejevanje pato-
gena z minimalno škodo na gostiteljskem tkivu je potrebna natančna časovna in pros-
torska koordinacija induciranih signalnih poti. Naše transkriptomske študije v rastli-
nah, netransgenih in osiromašenih v sposobnosti kopičenja SA, so v vrsti časovnih točk
in lokacij okoli mesta okužbe razkrile, kateri procesi, povezani z odpornostjo, so odvisni
ali neodvisni od glavnega obrambnega hormona - salicilne kisline (SA). Polinomske re-
gresije so pokazale, kako pri popolnoma razviti leziji pomanjkanje SA vodi bodisi do
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odziva (tj. BGLU2, ACX3, RBOHA, RBOHD, TRXH in GBSS) bodisi se spremeni
prostorsko-časovni profil odziva (tj. ERF1, PR1B, CAT1, PRX28). Indukcija ekspre-
sije NADPH oksidaze RBOHD v netransgenih (NT) rastlinah se je pokazala kot najbolj
zanimiva, saj se pojavlja posebej v obmejnem območju lezije. Na podlagi tega opažanja
je bil izveden nov krog poskusov v molekularnem laboratoriju, ki je pokazal, da je v
rastlinah z utǐsanim RBOHD obrambna signalizacija motena in da se širjenje virusa ne
zaustavi na mestu okužbe. Tako utǐsanje RBOHD zmanǰsa odpornost in omogoča sis-
temsko širjenje virusov, zato ugotavljamo, da bi lahko bil RBOHD regulatorno sredǐsče
imunske signalizacije krompirja.
Če povzamemo, je bilo še enkrat potrjeno, da se navzkrižni pogovori med SA, etilenom
(ET), jasmonsko kislino (JA) in redoks signalizacijo (ROS) prostorsko-časovno natančno
prilagajajo imunski signalizaciji, da dobijo najučinkoviteǰsi odziv; pri čem se vzorec
izražanja odziva genov spreminja z oddaljenostjo od sredǐsča lezije in se v nekaterih
primerih razlikuje med genotipi.
Naša podrobneǰsa prostorska analiza odzivov omogoča bolǰsi vpogled v procese, povezane
z obrambo rastlin.
Delo je bilo objavljeno leta 2020 v reviji The Plant Journal (Lukan et al., 2020).
Modeliranje velikih bioloških sistemov
Matematično modeliranje je danes ključna metodologija za zajemanje in razumevanje
dinamičnih lastnosti biološkega vedenja in celičnih podsistemov skozi čas, ustvarjanje
hipotez in napovedovanja za določitev najbolj informativnih in učinkovitih eksperi-
mentov v mokrem laboratoriju. Interakcije bioloških molekul na ravni topologije se
učinkovito uporabljajo za simulacijo motenj in predvidevanje sprememb elementov sig-
nalnega omrežja. Majhna omrežja bi lahko modelirali z navadnimi diferencialnimi
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enačbami (ODE), če obstajajo podrobni kinetični podatki in parametri za omrežne
interakcije. Po drugi strani pa je možno tudi brez predhodnega znanja o kinetiki mod-
elirati obsežna biološka omrežja z uporabo dinamičnih signalnih ali Boolovih omrežij.
Dinamična signalna omrežja so ključnega pomena za napovedovanje učinkov motenj
glede na obliko fenotipa in sintetične biologije (He et al., 2016).
Napredek v visoko zmogljivih molekularnih metodah, ki jih spremljajo bolj zapleteni
eksperimentalni načrti, zahteva tudi nove rešitve za vizualizacijo podatkov. Če želimo
natančno odgovoriti na vprašanje, kateri deli določenega biološkega sistema se odzivajo
na motnje se izkaže, da je koristen integrativni pristop diferencijalnih omrežij, kjer
se eksperimentalni podatki naložijo na mrežo generirano iz dostopnega strokovnega
znanja.
Da bi olaǰsali odkrivanje zanimivih vzorcev signalizacije in navzkrižnih pogovorov, smo
razvili uporabniku prijazno interaktivno aplikacijo z imenom DiNAR (Zagorščak et al.,
2018), ki temelji na R platformi Shiny.
Prednost DiNAR v primerjavi z drugimi orodji za vizualizacijo omrežja je dinamična
vizualizacija večpogojnih naborov podatkov v okviru osnovnega znanja o molekularnih
interakcijah z vgrajenimi mrežnimi analizami. Izveden diferencialni omrežni pristop
in analiza vgrajene mreže omogočata uporabnikom, da analizirajo odzive, specifične
za pogoje, v kontekstu topologije, ki nas zanima (npr. imunsko signalno omrežje),
in pridobijo znanje o vzorcih signalne dinamike (tj. preusmeritev v mrežno strukturo
med dvema ali več biološkimi pogoji). Omogočata odkrivanje dogodkov, povezanih
z omrežjem, prednostno razvrščanje genov za prihodnjo eksperimentalno zasnovo in
omogoča zajemanje dinamike zapletenega biološkega sistema.
Uporabnost programske opreme smo preverili na naborih podatkov Arabidopsis thaliana
in Solanum tuberosum, namenjena pa je obravnavi tudi drugih bioloških primerov. Bi-
ološki primeri so pokazali, kako DiNAR ponuja dragocene informacije pri razkrivanju
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skritih vzorcev dinamike signalizacije rastlin. Ti rezultati tudi ponazarjajo, kako lahko
DiNAR razkrije dodatne informacije v predhodno analiziranih podatkih.
Popolna večplastna aplikacija DiNAR je na voljo na naslovu https://nib-si.shinyapps.
io/DiNAR.
DiNAR je bil objavljen leta 2018 v reviji Plant methods (Zagorščak et al., 2018).
Ker bi želeli modelirati večja omrežja za preučevanje krompirjeve imunske signalizacije
(PIS), a nam manjkajo podrobni kinetični podatki, smo nadalje izvedli modificiran
polkvantitativni logični model z uporabo že razvitih tehnik. Ta dinamični model
je služil za oceno parametrov in identifikacijo posebnih značilnosti: stabilna stanja,
atraktorji in bazeni privlačnosti. Simulacije z motnjami po komponentah in/ali reak-
cijskih parametrih so služile analizi stabilnosti in občutljivosti modela. Validacija di-
namičnega modela je bila izvedena s primerjavo z eksperimentalnimi podatki mikrom-
rež iz poskusov s časovnimi vrstami. S spreminjanjem topologije smo dosegli, da so se
rezultati simulacije približali biološkim poskusom in pričakovanjem. Ustvarjeni logični
model za imunsko signalizacijo rastlin se je izkazal za uporabnega kot začetni korak
pri polkvantitativnem modeliranju interakcij krompirja in škodljivcev. V prihodnosti
je predviden razvoj podrobneǰsega modela.
Predvidevamo, da bi moral Bayesov pristop, ki združuje teorijo grafov in verjetnost,
razkriti manjkajoče zanimive povezave. Zato bi nove ugotovitve vključili v obstoječe
hipoteze (in modele), da bi poglobili razumevanje bioloških načel, sprožili nova vprašanja
in eksperimentalne izzive. Ko bi model dopolnili z nekaterimi pomembnimi vozlǐsči in
reakcijami, bi doslednost simulacije in zanesljivo oceno parametrov najprej preizkusili
z uporabo javno dostopnih nizov podatkov omikov. Pridobljeni model bo izhodǐsče
za razvoj bolj zapletenega modela, nadaljnje izpopolnitve s finim prilagajanjem in
razširitvijo modela na dodatne ravni s podrobneǰsimi informacijami, med drugim s
ponovitveno optimizacijo. Sistemska analiza odzivov v prostorsko-časovnem prostoru
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in večrazsežna analiza podatkov bi lahko pomagala pri identifikaciji morebitnih ključnih
sestavnih delov in manjkajočih akterjev prepoznavanja obrambnih odzivov rastlin ter
dodatno izbolǰsala model obrambne signalizacije krompirja.
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